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Commonly Used Symbols I
Symbol Description
kB Boltzmann constant (1.381× 10−23 m2 kg s−2 K−1)
µ0 Vacuum permeability (4pi × 10−7 N A−2)
0 Vacuum permittivity (8.854× 10−12 F m−1)
c Speed of light (2.998× 108 ms−1)
e Electronic charge (1.602× 10−19 C)
me Electron mass (9.109× 10−31 kg)
a0 Normalised vector potential
αl Laser polarisation
φfwhm Beam full width half maximum
ωl Laser frequency
η Plasma refractive index
λL Laser wavelength
R(z) Radius of curvature
φ0(z) Guoy phase shift
w(z) Beam waist radius
zR Rayleigh length
ncr Plasma critical density
EL Laser electric field
IL Laser intensity
τT Thermal collision time
cB Braginskii constant (3
√
pi/4)




λmfp Collisional mean free path
ωc Cyclotron frequency
νc Collision frequency
χ Hall parameter (χ = ωcτB)
vT Thermal velocity
X, Y Simulation spatial domain size
vmax Simulation velocity domain size




Commonly Used Symbols II
Symbol Description
nx, ny No. of spatial nodes
nv No. of velocity nodes
nt No. of time nodes
dx, dy Spatial cell size
dv Velocity cell size
dt Time step
ton Laser full power time
f(r,v, t) Distribution function in 6D phase space
f0 Isotropic part of distribution function
f1 Perturbation to distribution function
α Resistivity tensor
β Thermoelectric tensor
α Thermal conductivity tensor
ψ, φ, γ Super-Gaussian coefficients
K Dimensionless laser group velocity
〈n0〉 Average plane density
δn Density variation from average
mi Ion mass (mi ' 2Zmp)
vN Nernst velocity
Te Electron temperature




j Electron current density




vosc Electron quiver velocity
LT Thermal scale length
LB Magnetic scale length
ln Λei Coulomb logarithm
ne0 Reference electron number density
Te0 Reference electron temperature
B0 Reference magnetic field
Abstract
The effects of magnetic fields on long-pulse (nanosecond) laser-plasma interac-
tions have been a subject of research interest in recent years. Applied fields have
been used for the formation and control of plasma waveguides [1], for improving
energy coupling under conditions relevant to indirect-drive ICF [2] and have been
observed to arise naturally in the gas-fill of hohlraums due to ∇n×∇T field gen-
eration at the wall [3]. These systems are complicated by the range of coupled
magnetised electron transport phenomena which can occur. For example heat-
flow across field lines is suppressed in a magnetised plasma and magnetic fields
can rapidly advect along temperature gradients due to Nernst advection, an effect
which is predominant at moderate magnetisations (ωτ ∼ 1).
This thesis addresses the question of how these phenomena, coupled with in-
verse bremsstrahlung heating, affect the hydrodynamic evolution of the plasma
and in turn change laser self-focusing. This problem is investigated by means of
theoretical and computational modelling. A paraxial wave solver has been devel-
oped and used in conjunction with the existing 2D plasma codes, CTC, an MHD
code including a detailed model of Braginskii electron transport, and IMPACT, a
Vlasov-Fokker-Planck code with fully implicit magnetic fields.
Simulations of moderate intensity (∼ 1014 Wcm−2), 10µm width infrared laser
pulses propagating through under-dense (ne = 10
18 − 1019 cm−3) plasmas in the
presence of 0−12 T applied fields demonstrate an inhibition to beam self-focusing
and thermal pressure driven density channel formation resulting from Nernst ad-
vection over time-scales greater than ∼ 200 ps. VFP simulations accounting for
non-locality indicate that heat-flow and Nernst advection can be over-estimated
however and result in a re-emergence of channelling phenomena under these condi-
tions. Finally, the magnetothermal instability – the result of feedback between the
Nernst effect and Righi-Leduc heat-flow – frequently arises, affecting temperature
and field profiles and is considered in the context of such conditions.
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The practical realisation of controlled nuclear fusion has been pursued for over
60 years. It is one of the greatest scientific challenges of our age. Nuclear fusion
requires that extreme conditions are reached – super-heated hydrogen gas at tem-
peratures comparable to the sun – providing a motivation to study the plasma
state and, for the schemes considered in this thesis, laser-plasma interactions.
Nuclear fusion has numerous attractive properties as a potential energy source;
The primary fuel, deuterium, is found in seawater, making it both abundant and
readily available. A power plant utilising nuclear fusion would have the advantage
of being clean compared with conventional power sources since the fusion reac-
tion does not produce the CO2 associated with the burning of fossil fuels or the
long-lived radioactive by-products associated with nuclear fission power. Addi-
tionally, nuclear fusion power would be safe – the inherent difficulty in achieving
the appropriate conditions ensuring that a runaway nuclear reaction would not be
possible.
Whilst great steps have been made over the previous decades towards realising the
goal of nuclear fusion as a practical power source, there are still many unanswered
questions. Recent work considering the effects of magnetic fields on existing ICF
schemes, novel magneto-inertial fusion schemes and a range of other laser-plasma
interactions have lead to considerable scientific interest and provide the context
for this thesis.
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1.1 Controlled Nuclear Fusion
The interaction between atomic nuclei is governed by two forces - the strong
nuclear force, which is strongly attractive but only over very short ranges (∼ 2 fm),
and the electrostatic Coulomb force, a repulsive force which dominates over the
strong force at longer distances.
A nuclear fusion reaction occurs when two light atomic nuclei collide with a great
enough speed to overcome the Coulomb barrier and come close enough to be
combined by the action of the strong nuclear force. The resulting combined nuclei
is more energetically stable and thus favourable. The new nucleus has a lower
overall energy than the two separate constitute nuclei and so energy is released in
the process of fusion. Attaining conditions where many nuclear fusion reactions
can occur, resulting in a net gain in energy, in a controlled manner, is at the heart
of nuclear fusion power generation.
For power generation applications there are a number of viable fusion reactions
[4], ranging from reactions between isotopes of hydrogen – deuterium-deuterium
and deuterium-tritium for example – to more advanced reactions between light




1T→ 42He + 10n (1.1)
The fusion reaction between deuterium and tritium (DT), shown in equation (1.1),
is the most important [5] for controlled fusion applications as it is the most reactive
(i.e., has the most favourable cross-section) at practically achievable temperatures
(∼ 10 keV).
The Lawson criterion [6] relates the density n and energy confinement time τ re-
quired to maintain fusion conditions. The energy confinement time is determined
by the balance between the rate at which energy is lost from the plasma, for ex-
ample due to radiation emission, and the rate at which energy can be maintained
through internal fusion process and auxiliary heating. When the plasma can be
maintained at fusion conditions entirely through auxiliary heating generated us-
ing the electricity derived from the reaction itself, it is termed ‘breakeven’. When
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plasma conditions can be maintained solely through energy deposited from fusion
reactions (i.e., no auxiliary heating is required), it is termed ‘ignition’.








where QDT is the energy gained from a D-T fusion reaction (17.6 MeV), T is
the operating temperature, 〈vσ〉 relates the speed and fusion cross-section of two
reacting nuclei and η is the fusion system efficiency determining the efficiency
with which energy released from the system can be harnessed and input as further
heating.
There are two conventional approaches to achieving gain through nuclear fusion:
Magnetic Confinement Fusion (MCF) and Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF).
Magnetic confinement tackles the Lawson criterion by heating up a low density
plasma, contained using magnetic fields, for confinement times on the order of
several seconds and aims to reach a steady state. By contrast, inertial confinement
is a pulsed process requiring that a very dense plasma is only briefly contained
for a few hundred picoseconds, under its own mass inertia.
The differences between the two approaches are summarised in table 1.1. The
Temperature Density Pressure B-field
(keV) (cm−3) (bar) (T)
MCF 10 1014 10 10
ICF 10 1025 1012 0*
Table 1.1: Orders of magnitude for important plasma parameters in magnetic con-
finement fusion and inertial confinement fusion schemes. Adapted from
The Physics of Inertial Fusion - Table 2.1 [7]. * This value is discussed
in section 1.2.
work presented in this thesis is performed in the context of context of laser-driven
inertial confinement fusion, detailed further in section 1.1.2 and laser-plasma in-
teractions in general.
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1.1.1 Magnetic Confinement Fusion
Magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) works by using magnetic fields to confine and
stabilise large volumes of low density deuterium-tritium plasma for confinement
times in the region of seconds. There are numerous MCF schemes, for example
tokamaks [8], stellerators [9] and reversed field pinches [10]. Of these, the tokamak
is the most common. A tokamak consists of a confining torus with a toroidal
magnetic field generated by current in external coils and a poloidal field generated
from current induced in the plasma. A current state-of-the-art planned facility
ITER, contains an 830 cubic metre volume of plasma within a vacuum vessel and
uses magnetic fields on the order of 10 T [11].
In a tokamak, the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields act to trap plasma ions
and electrons into closed trajectories, such that the particles only travel along
the field lines. However, in reality such a confinement is never perfect and can
be lessened through particle drifts, diffusion and plasma turbulence as well as
completely disrupted by large scale magnetohydrodynamic instabilities.
The contained plasma is heated up to fusion temperatures initially using Ohmic
heating. Ohmic heating relies on plasma resistance to generate heat and so be-
comes less effective at higher temperatures. For this reason neutral particle beam
injection and high frequency electromagnetic waves are also used for heating.
The aim of MCF is to attain a temperature such that a burning plasma can be
achieved, in theory allowing the plasma heating to be self-sustained through al-
pha heating from the nuclear fusion reactions. To have net gain, the power gained
through fusion reactions must be greater than the energy lost through means such
as radiative cooling and diffusion.
The high temperatures required for fusion means that the plasma also has a large
thermal pressure. Magnetic confinement relies on the pressure from the high
temperature plasma being balanced by the magnetic pressure confining it. The
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where the thermal pressure resulting from the electron density and temperature
is given by Pth = neTe, where Te has the units of energy (J), as is conventional
in plasma physics and the magnetic pressure Pmag = B
2/2µ0. A lower plasma
beta means that the magnetic pressure has a greater effect relative to the thermal
pressure.
1.1.2 Inertial Confinement Fusion
Inertial confinement fusion aims to reach the Lawson criterion by rapidly com-
pressing a small capsule of DT fuel. This compression can be achieved using
drivers such as long-pulse lasers, particle beams or a Z-pinch. All of these ap-
proaches compress the fuel rapidly to high temperatures and pressures suitable
for fusion.
The compressed fuel is contained solely by the inertia of its own mass and so
confinement times are small. For ICF, the confinement parameter nτ introduced
previously, is usually more usefully expressed in terms of an areal density parame-
ter ρR, where ρ is the mass density and R is the radius of the assembled DT fuel.
Energy confinement is only maintained whilst the fuel remains contained under
its own inertia. This time can be estimated as the time taken for a rarefaction
wave to propagate through the fuel at the sound speed cs and so the confinement
time can be estimated as τ ∼ R/cs. Noting that ρ = nm, the areal density ρR





Another important concept in ICF is that of gain – the ratio of the energy obtained





By considering the cycle of energy during the driving, fusion reaction and electrical




Figure 1.1: An ICF capsule schematic for a typical DT fuel pellet. The capsule
consists of three layers: the ablator, a layer of deuterium-tritum ice
and central fill of deuterium-tritium gas.
conversion stages of ICF, it is possible to estimate the gain required for an inertial
fusion energy reactor.
For example, following the cycle given by Atzeni [7], a fraction of input energy is
converted to driver energy as Edr = ηdrEin, where ηdr is the efficiency associated
with converting energy to the driver. The energy gained through fusion reactions
is defined according to the gain such that Efus = GEdr and is then converted to
output electrical energy as Eout = ηthEfus, where ηth is the efficiency at which
energy is converted to electricity via a standard thermal cycle. Finally a fraction,
f , of the electrical output energy must be recirculated to power the driver, com-
pleting the energy cycle. Combining these components, the energy balance of the
full IFE reactor is given by
fηdrηthG = 1 (1.6)
Estimating the driver efficiency at 10%, the conversion of energy to electricity as
40% and stating that 25% of the output must be recirculated to power the driver,
a gain of G = 100 is required for a viable IFE reactor.
The work presented in this thesis concerns laser driven ICF. The two main ap-
proaches, direct-drive and indirect-drive are discussed in the following sections.
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Direct-Drive ICF
For direct-drive ICF, high power lasers compress a deuterium-tritium fuel cap-
sule. The capsule, as shown in figure 1.1, typically consists of a spherical shell of
cryogenic DT surrounded by a shell (known as the ablator) of solid material such
as plastic (CH), Beryllium (Be) or diamond-like carbon (HDC).
The lasers vaporise the capsule shell causing it to expand outwards. As a con-
sequence of momentum conservation, the remaining material is forced inwards
leading to an increase in pressure and density of the DT fuel. When the fuel
reaches maximum compression, the kinetic energy of the imploding capsule is
converted into internal energy resulting in a high central temperature spike. The
centre of the assembled fuel reaches conditions suitable for fusion reactions to be-
gin. Upon ignition, alpha-particles from the DT reactions deposit energy further
from the centre, causing further heating and nuclear reactions. A self-sustaining
burn wave should be formed, reacting the remaining fuel. This is known as central
hot spot ignition.
This reaction can only continue whilst there is still fuel to burn and whilst the
fuel is still confined. The confinement time can be estimated as the time it takes
for a sound wave to transit the assembled fuel τ ' R/cs, where R is the radius of
the fuel and cs is the speed of sound in the plasma.
Direct drive schemes benefit from simple target design. The main disadvantage is
the high sensitivity to the uniformity of the driving beams. The beam position-
ing, power balance and microscopic fluctuations can reduce the symmetry of the
implosion and result in instabilities such as the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability
in the imploding shell.
Instabilities are a problem as they decrease the likelihood of achieving the high
temperatures required for nuclear fusion due to mixing of higher-Z ablator mate-
rials with the low-Z DT fuel mixture.







Figure 1.2: Standard targets for direct-drive and indirect-drive experiments. The
direct-drive target (left) is a spherical capsule driven directly by the
heater beams. The indirect-drive target (right) consists of a fuel cap-
sule within a cylindrical casing. The laser beams heat the casing
producing x-rays which in turn drive the fuel capsule. The dashed
line here shows a plane symmetry.
Indirect-Drive ICF
Indirect-drive ICF tries to mitigate some of the problems present in direct-drive
ICF by instead driving the fuel capsule compression with thermal x-rays.
The capsule is enclosed in a cylindrical container of high-Z material, usually gold
(Au) or uranium (U). This container, known as a hohlraum, is irradiated internally
using the long-pulse nanosecond driving laser-beams as shown in figure 1.2. As
the walls of the hohlraum are heated, they re-emit the energy as thermal x-rays.
This bath of x-rays then drives the capsule compression.
An advantage of this method over the direct-drive scheme is that the implosion
is less susceptible to the non-uniformities and fluctuations of the driver beams.
Additionally, shorter wavelength radiation can penetrate deeper into plasmas.
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There are disadvantages to the indirect scheme however. There is an additional
stage between transferring the energy from the laser beams to the fuel and so
the overall laser-coupling is decreased. Direct-drive couples ∼ 50% of the laser
energy to the fuel capsule whereas indirect drive only couples ∼ 15%. Direct-drive
is approximately two times more efficient at coupling laser energy to internal
energy [12]. Also, the additional complications of hohlraum physics and x-ray
radiation dynamics within the plasma must be accounted for in target design and
simulations.
Indirect drive schemes are currently the most developed and are the closest to
achieving gain. The National Ignition Facility (NIF) [13] at the Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory (U.S.) has been operating since 2009 [14] and uses 192
beams to drive indirect-drive experiments. Recent shots on the NIF have yielded
promising results [15, 16] achieving what has been termed ‘scientific breakeven’ –
more energy has been released through fusion reactions than was delivered to the
DT fuel during implosion. Additionally, evidence of α-particle heating of the fuel
was observed.
The energy released on NIF implosions was characterised by the fuel gain measure
Gfuel = Efus/EDT,tot > 1. The fuel gain compared against the actual gain G from
equation (1.5) is a reduced measure only comparing the energy released from
fusion reactions to the energy delivered directly to the DT fuel, around 17 kJ and
9 kJ respectively which is a long way short of the ∼ 2 MJ of laser energy delivered
to the hohlraum, however this is still an important milestone towards achieving
true gain.
Advanced Ignition Concepts
Whilst conventional direct-drive and indirect-drive ICF are the most developed
routes to achieving ignition and gain, it is worth briefly noting that a number
of alternative ideas do exist. Of particular note are fast ignition and shock igni-
tion, discussed in this section, and an array of schemes involving the coupling of
magnetic fields to traditional ICF experiments, discussed in the following section.
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Fast ignition (FI) [17] was originally proposed in 1994 by Tabak et al. In fast
ignition the capsule is compressed using conventional driving beams. The ignition
is triggered by fast (MeV) electrons - generated by a short pulse laser - travelling
into the target hot-spot and depositing energy. The compression and ignition are
essentially decoupled.
Theoretically, due to this decoupling, fast ignition can work with lower ablation
velocities resulting in increased gain and lower levels of RT instability. The dif-
ficulty associated with FI is in how to transport the fast electrons to the central
region of the plasma. The two approaches usually considered are hole boring,
where a laser is used to create a hole in the plasma, allowing a high intensity
laser to generate fast electrons close to the centre, and cone guiding, where an
embedded gold cone again allows the high intensity laser to reach further into the
fuel capsule.
Shock ignition [18] is a promising direct-drive scheme configuration where the
central hot-spot is created by a strong spherical shock launched into the fuel late
in the compression phase. The shock is created by a strong spike in the driving
laser power when the capsule is at the end of its implosion. Since ignition is
now controlled by the shock, implosion velocities can be lower than for standard
direct-drive giving the benefit of reduced RT instability and increased gain.
1.2 Magnetic Fields in Laser-Plasma
Interactions
The work presented in this thesis explores the connections between magnetic fields,
electron transport and nanosecond (referred to as ‘long-pulse’) laser propagation
in under-dense plasmas.
Magnetic fields are not always considered in conventional ICF schemes, as stated
in table 1.1 but this is not the full picture. Magnetic fields can arise in both
direct-drive and indirect-drive experiments and their external application for the
purposes of improving ICF beam coupling and burn properties is an area of current
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research interest, as discussed in the following sections.
Magnetic fields can modify the electron transport properties of a plasma even for
(and sometimes especially for) low magnetisation levels. This can lead to sig-
nificant changes in heat-flow, hydrodynamics, beam propagation and instability
growth. In laser-plasma interactions and the work presented here, electron mag-
netisation is considered over ion magnetisation because of the important role of
electron transport in heat-flow due to their higher mobility.
1.2.1 Magnetic Fields in Indirect-Drive ICF
An experiment by Li et al. in 2009 [3] used proton radiography to show that
magnetic fields of ∼ 100T can be generated at the wall of Au hohlraums. The
generation of these fields is attributed to ∇n×∇T field generation, a mechanism
(discussed further in the following background section) by which non-parallel den-
sity and temperature gradients can generate magnetic fields.
Such magnetic fields may significantly change heat-flow dynamics in the gas-fill
of the hohlraum. The implications of these changes on hydrodynamics and laser
beam propagation forms a large part of the motivation for the work in this thesis.
It was shown [19] that the magnetic fields generated at the hohlraum wall can be
rapidly advected into the hohlraum gas-fill, magnetising it and leading to regions
of localised heating. The rapid magnetic field advection was attributed to the
Nernst effect in this case, an effect by which magnetic fields can be advected and
concentrated along with heat-flow.
As well as fields self-generated in hohlraums, there has been some interest in the
external application of magnetic fields for the purposes of improving ICF implo-
sions. Recently, it was experimentally shown by Montgomery et al. [2] that an
externally applied 7.5 T axial magnetic field can cause an increase in laser-plasma
coupling efficiency resulting in a 50% increase in gas-fill plasma temperature. For
this reason, the ability to correctly simulate magnetised under-dense plasmas is
crucial.
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1.2.2 Magneto-Inertial Fusion Schemes
A number of recent novel fusion schemes involve the application of strong magnetic
fields to ICF plasmas to enhance the possibility of achieving ignition. These ideas
are grouped under the name Magneto-Inertial Fusion (MIF). Magneto-inertial
fusion schemes occupy an area of temperature-density parameter space between
magnetic and inertial confinement fusion and they can be seen as a midpoint be-
tween the two. They typically utilise the higher densities and shorter confinement
times of ICF schemes with the strong magnetic fields of MCF schemes. Over-
all, MIF schemes tend to be more closely related to ICF than MCF, but with a
magnetic field component used to ease the requirements for a successful ignition.
The application of magnetic fields in MIF schemes allows the density and implo-
sion velocity requirements to be relaxed and have the potential to achieve higher
gains. Requirements are eased for two reasons: A strong magnetic field reduces
heat loss by thermal conduction in the hot spot of the target fuel as a magnetic
field suppresses cross-field electron transport. Additionally, a strong magnetic
field will confine α particles produced through fusion reactions to the central hot
spot of the target, increasing heating through α particle energy deposition and
therefore making ignition more achievable.
There are a range of schemes currently under investigation, both experimentally
and theoretically. Of particular interest are Magnetised Liner Inertial Fusion
(MagLIF) [20] and Magnetised ICF [21]. Correctly simulating heat transport,
magnetic field dynamics and the effects of the plasma magnetisation in these
schemes provides an interesting challenge.
1.2.3 Further Magnetic Field Applications
Magnetised laser-plasma interactions are not of interest solely for their relevance
to inertial confinement fusion. Magnetic fields have been used to localise heat-
flow in gas jet experiments [22] and magnetised laser-plasma interactions in the
presence of magnetic fields are currently of much interest in the field of laboratory
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astrophysics [23]. Of particular relevance to this thesis is the use of magnetic fields
to aid in the formation and control of plasma waveguides.
Experiments undertaken by Froula et al. [1] have demonstrated that the applica-
tion of 3− 6T magnetic fields to under-dense gas jets allows for the formation of
channels at lower densities than might otherwise be possible. This is of benefit to
electron acceleration by the laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) method. The in-
terplay between magnetised transport phenomena and beam propagation in such
systems is investigated in the work presented here.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The primary work of this thesis involves the simulation and analysis of long-pulse
laser interactions with magnetised under-dense plasmas. Chapters 1 and 2 provide
an introduction to magnetised laser-plasma interactions, motivations for their
study and an overview of the important phenomena which can occur. Chapter
3 describes the development and validation of a paraxial wave solving module
used for the investigations presented here. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 detail the results
of analytical work and simulations performed in the context of magnetised laser-
plasma interactions and Chapter 7 provides a summary and overall conclusions.
In more detail, the individual chapters proceed as follows.
Chapter 1 – The physical motivations for studying long-pulse laser-plasma in-
teractions and magnetised transport phenomena.
Chapter 2 – An introduction to the relevant basic plasma physics, magnetised
laser-plasma phenomena and coupling mechanisms important in this regime.
Chapter 3 – An overview of the workings of the CTC and IMPACT plasma
modelling codes which are used throughout the work described in this thesis and
provide the results presented later. This chapter also details the development of
a paraxial wave solving module and corresponding validation tests.
Chapter 4 – This chapter presents the development and results of analytical
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modelling work investigating the interaction between laser driven plasma heating
and magnetised transport phenomena.
Chapter 5 – Results of under-dense plasma simulations undertaken using the
fluid code CTC coupled to the paraxial wave module are presented and discussed
in the context of motivating experiments and existing work.
Chapter 6 – The effects of non-locality are studied using the VFP code IMPACT
and compared against classical transport results from the previous chapter.
Chapter 7 – The magnetothermal instability, which frequently arises in the sim-
ulations presented here, is analysed further.
Chapter 8 – A summary of the results presented in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Concluding remarks on the overall results are presented along with suggestions of
how future work should proceed.
Chapter 2
Background Physics
The work presented in this thesis concerns the computational study of the inter-
action between magnetised transport processes and beam propagation in laser-
plasmas. This chapter describes the background in which this work is performed
and consists of two major sections. The first section reviews the fluid treatment
of plasmas and classical transport along with some of the consequences of mag-
netised transport. The second section looks at the interaction between long-pulse
lasers and plasmas and outlines some of the recent experiments motivating this
work, providing context for the simulation methods implemented in chapter 3.
2.1 Transport in Magnetised Plasmas
A plasma is typically defined as ‘a quasineutral gas of charged and neutral par-
ticles which exhibits collective behaviour ’ [5]. A fully ionised plasma consists of
charged particles in the form of negatively charged unbound electrons and posi-
tively charged ions. In contrast to a regular neutral gas, plasmas are dominated
by collective effects. Since plasmas consist of charged particles, they interact over
long ranges due to the Coulomb force and they are subject to electric and magnetic
fields.
Quasineutrality means that the plasma acts to redistribute and negate charge
imbalances. The plasma negates electric fields on scales larger than the Debye
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length λD, the characteristic length scale in a plasma above which electric field
fluctuations are shielded in a process known as Debye shielding.
The Debye length can be derived by first considering a background of positive ions
and negative electrons arranged to be charge neutral. The addition of a single
test particle with potential φ = q/4pi0r, where q is the charge of the particle
and r is the radial distance from the charge, results in the background electrons
acting neutralise the charge imbalance, forming a Boltzmann distribution ne =
ne0 exp [eφ/kBTe], where ne0 is the background electron density. This, combined
with Poisson’s equations can be solved under appropriate boundary conditions to















where ne is the electron number density and Te is the electron temperature in units
of energy as is standard for the study of plasma physics. This means that whilst
charged particles can interact over infinite distances, in reality, only particles
within a Debye sphere, a sphere with radius r = λD interact directly.
The characteristic time-scale over which electrons in the plasma move to negate
electric fields can be derived by considering the motion of a slab of electrons
offset from a neutralising background of ions by distance δx. In this case, there
is a restoring force proportional the electric field caused by the charge imbalance
and the electron slab moves according to simple harmonic motion. The resulting
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Due to their charged particle nature, plasmas are both affected by and lead to
electric and magnetic fields. For this reason plasma dynamics are intricate and
plasmas are capable of supporting a very wide range of phenomena.
2.1.1 Magnetic Fields
The presence of a magnetic field in a plasma causes particles to orbit field lines
due to the Lorentz force F = q(v ×B), where q is the particle charge, v is its
velocity and B is the magnetic field. The radius of this orbit is called the Larmor




where v⊥ is the magnitude of the component of velocity perpendicular the the
magnetic field and |q| is the absolute value of the particle charge. The direction
of the orbit is defined by sign of the charge and the frequency of the orbit is given
by the cyclotron frequency ωc = |q|B/m.
Collisions in unmagnetised plasmas occur with a characteristic length scale, the
mean free path λmfp. In the presence of a strong magnetic field, particles will
undergo many orbits inbetween collisions. When an orbiting particle undergoes
a collision, it snaps to another particle orbit, as illustrated in figure 2.1. In this
way, in the presence of a sufficiently strong field, the particle displacement between
collisions tends to the Larmor radius rather than the collisional mean free path.
The time-scale for collisions in a plasma is given by the thermal collision time τc
and is related to the mean free path by λmfp = vτc, where v is the particle velocity.
The inverse of the collision time gives the collision frequency νc.
The magnetisation of a plasma is described by the Hall parameter












Figure 2.1: Orbiting particles undergoing collisions in the presence of a magnetic
field. Electrons orbit lines of magnetic field at the Larmor radius rL
due to the Lorentz force F = q (v ×B) until undergoing a collision.
where cB is the Braginskii constant cB = 3
√
pi/4, ωc is the cyclotron frequency and
τT is the collision frequency for electrons with thermal velocity vth. The nature of
collisions is discussed in section 2.1.3. The Hall parameter is essentially a ratio of
the collision frequency to cyclotron frequency or the mean free path to the Larmor
radius at a point in a plasma.
For a value of ωτ  1, the plasma is considered weakly magnetised with the mean
free path being much shorter than the Larmor radius. When ωτ  1, the plasma is
strongly magnetised and particles undergo many orbits between collisions. At the
boundary between these regimes, where ωτ ' 1, termed moderate magnetisation,
interesting transport phenomena can arise, greatly modifying plasma dynamics.
It is these conditions which are of interest to the work undertaken here.
2.1.2 Kinetic Theory
Theoretically, a plasma could be fully described by following the interactions of
every individual particle with every other particle. Real plasmas of interest consist
of huge numbers of particles, for example densities range from 109 cm−3 for the
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solar corona to 1020 cm−3 for ICF plasmas [24]. Considering the interactions of
such vast numbers of particles is computationally impossible. For this reason we
must explore kinetic theory.
A plasma can be represented by a distribution function for each particle species.
For example, for a fully ionised plasma made up of a single element, the particle
species are electron and ions. The distribution function f(r,v, t) describes the
velocity distribution of particles in 6D phase space which consists of three spatial
dimensions and three velocity dimensions. The distribution function is essentially
the number of particles at a specific velocity v at a given point in space r and
time t. This approach keeps velocity information about the particles and so is a
kinetic approach.
Kinetic theory builds on the individual particle description of plasmas and bridges
the gap between modelling plasma as discrete elements and treating the plasma
as a continuous fluid. This leads to computationally tractable equations. To
understand a plasma at the microscopic level it is necessary to utilise kinetic
theory. Kinetic theory also provides the basis of the fluid description of plasmas
used in the work presented here and so a brief review is necessary.
The kinetic equation describing the evolution of the distribution function f (r,v, t)
over time for a given plasma particle species (in the non-relativistic limit) is
∂f
∂t














where q is the charge of the particle species. The work in this thesis largely
concerns the transport of energy in plasma in the form of heat-flow. Due to their
low mass relative to ions, the highly mobile electrons are the most important
particle to consider when modelling heat-flow and so they are the species under
consideration. In a highly magnetised plasma such as those considered in MCF,
the ion diffusion coefficient becomes relevant.
The kinetic equation presented above is a specific instance of the Boltzmann
equation which describes the evolution of a distribution of particles under more
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general circumstances. Equation (2.7) represents plasmas due to the choice of
using the Lorentz force F = q (E + v ×B) as the accelerating force acting on
charged particles and through the choice of collision operator (∂f/∂t)c.
The Lorentz force term in the kinetic equation represents the action of smooth
macroscopic fields, both applied and self-generated, at scales larger than the Debye
length λD. The collision operator on the right-hand side of the equation gives the
effects of collisions at scales shorter than λD, within a plasma Debye sphere and
can be considered as fluctuations in the EM field.
If (∂f/∂t)c = 0 then equation (2.7) is known as the Vlasov equation and describes
a collisionless plasma. If the Fokker-Planck collision operator (described in section
2.1.3) is used, as is common when describing collisional plasmas, then this equation
becomes the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) equation. The VFP equation is the
basis of the kinetic modelling of plasmas.
Solving the VFP equation for a plasma allows the distribution function to be
evolved in time. Knowledge of the state of the distribution function at later times
can be used to calculate more readily understandable macroscopic plasma quan-
tities such as density, energy and fluid motion. These quantities are calculated
using integrals of the distribution function over velocity space - a technique known
as taking a velocity moment. Velocity moments are numbered according to the
power in velocity by which the distribution function in multiplied, for example
the nth velocity moment is
∫
vnfdv.
The number density, average fluid velocity and pressure for electrons are found









P (r, t) =
∫
vvf dv (2.10)
For a plasma in local thermal equilibrium, the distribution function is a Maxwellian



















The temperature Te has the units of energy. Over time collisions between particles
act to relax particle distribution functions back to a Maxwellian. Considering the
distribution function in this form is a simplifying assumption often used when
modelling plasmas.
2.1.3 Collisions
Transport processes in plasmas, the transport of matter, momentum and energy,
are governed by particle collisions at the microscopic level. Collisions act as
small-scale fluctuations to fields at scales below the Debye length and lead to the
transport coefficients necessary to describe macroscopic plasma properties such as
electric field and heat-flow.
The transport coefficients most commonly used for modelling plasmas are those
of Spitzer [25] for un-magnetised plasmas and those of Braginskii [26] for magne-
tised plasmas. Many interesting phenomena arise in magnetised plasmas due to
collisional transport processes. These are described in section 2.1.5.
When considering realistic plasmas, the usual approach is to use the Fokker-Planck
form of the collision operator for (∂f/∂t)c on the right-hand side of equation
(2.7). We will however briefly demonstrate collisional transport in the presence of
a magnetic field using a simpler form.
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Krook Collision Operator
To demonstrate how transport processes and their corresponding transport coef-
ficients (for example resistivity α and thermal conductivity κ) are derived in a
magnetised plasma we follow the approach of Boyd and Sanderson [27] in using a
simple collisions operator, the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model [28], some-






= −νc (f − fM) (2.13)
where (f−fM) is the difference between a Maxwellian distribution and the actual
distribution function and νc is the collision frequency. The Krook collision oper-
ator, whilst contrived, has the correct property of acting to relax the distribution
function back to a Maxwellian on a time scale proportional to the inverse of the
collision frequency ν−1c .
Substituting equation (2.13) into the VFP equation and considering a system with
an applied magnetic field and no electric fields, we obtain
∂f
∂t





(v ×B) · ∂f
∂v
= −νc (f − fM) (2.14)
where the Lorentz force has been taken to be F = Ze (v ×B).
Considering a plasma in a steady-state (∂f/∂t = 0) with a constant magnetic
field B0 and a distribution function with a small perturbation f = f0 + f1, the






(v ×B0) · ∂f1
∂v
= −νcf1 (2.15)
For the system considered here, the magnetic field is in the zˆ direction such that
B0 = B0zˆ and density gradients are present only in the xˆ and zˆ directions such
that n = n (x, z). In a magnetic field, transport can differ in the directions parallel
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and perpendicular to the field as a consequence of the particles orbiting field lines
as discussed in the previous section. This makes it appropriate to consider a
bi-Maxwellian distribution of the form























Taking the velocity moment in each direction (vx, vy and vz) for the linearised






− ωcΓy = −νcΓx (2.17)






where ωc is the cyclotron frequency and Γx, Γy and Γz are particle fluxes in the
xˆ, yˆ and zˆ directions.
Setting up diffusion equations such that D‖ and D⊥ are the diffusion coefficients
in the parallel and perpendicular directions relative to the magnetic field such










Comparing D‖ and D⊥ shows that diffusion along magnetic field lines is unaf-
fected by the presence of the field but diffusion across field lines is reduced by
a factor proportional to the square of the Hall parameter (ωτ)2. In the limit
of low magnetisation the perpendicular diffusion coefficient matches the parallel
diffusion coefficient. For a strongly magnetised plasma (with ωτ  1) the step-
length for transport processes tends towards the Larmor radius. Additionally in
the presence of a magnetic field there is also a gyromagnetic flux generated in the
yˆ direction as shown in figure 2.2.






Figure 2.2: Gyromagnetic flux (yˆ direction) in the presence of a magnetic field
(B = Bzˆ) and density gradients n = n(x, z). The density gradient
leads to an overall net particle flux in the positive yˆ direction.







which is independent of the collision frequency in the strong magnetic field limit,
as ωτ →∞.
This flux arises from the greater flux in the positive direction due to the increased
particle number density further up the density gradient. The gyromagnetic flux
is perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the driving force of the density
gradient and is denoted in the following section as a wedge (∧) transport coeffi-
cient.
Using the Krook model it has been possible to show the relationship between
diffusion and magnetic field. Quantities such as heat-flow and current arise in
plasmas by considering particle fluxes. Such a treatment leads to transport co-
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efficients which link driving forces such as gradients in macroscopic quantities to
particle fluxes. For example, in the simple case for heat-flow q = −κ∇T where
κ is the thermal conductivity transport coefficient and ∇T is the temperature
gradient driving the flux.
Ultimately the Krook model is too simple for real calculations as the collision
frequency is prescribed and it is not conservative in particle number, momentum
and energy [27]. Better calculations of transport in plasmas consider the more
sophisticated Fokker-Planck model.
Fokker-Planck Collision Operator
In a plasma collisions are long-range and weak since particles interact via the
Coulomb force and there can be many particles within the Debye sphere. As an
example, for the typical conditions considered in this work – ne = 1.5× 1019 cm−3
and Te = 100 eV – there are around 500 particles within a Debye sphere.
For this reason the Fokker-Planck (FP) collision operator is used. The FP operator
assumes that particles undergo continual small deflections in velocity due to long
range interactions. At a given time the probability that the particle velocity v
changes by ∆v in time ∆t is ψ (v,∆v). The distribution function at a given time
can be found as
f (r,v, t) =
∫
f (r,v −∆v, t−∆t)ψ (v −∆v,∆v) dv (2.21)
Considering small values of ∆v, the above equation Taylor expands to∫








(fψ) d (∆v) (2.22)
By noting that
∫
ψ (v,∆v) d (∆v) = 1 and defining the change in distribution






f (r,v, t)− f (r,v, t−∆t)
∆t
(2.23)
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where 〈∆v〉 and 〈∆v∆v〉 are averages defined by
〈∆v〉 =
∫
ψ (v,∆v) ∆v d (∆v) (2.25a)
〈∆v∆v〉 =
∫
ψ (v,∆v) ∆v∆v d (∆v) (2.25b)
In equation (2.24) the first term represents the effects of collisions causing an
overall slowing of particles in velocity space. The second term shows a diffusion
of particles both in velocity magnitude and direction.
The values of 〈∆v〉/∆t and 〈∆v∆v〉/∆t can be determined in a number of ways –
typically they are based on the Rosenbluth potentials [29] which are derived from
the actions of Coulomb collisions. Further detail is unnecessary however.
2.1.4 Fluid Equations and Classical Transport
The fluid model of plasmas describes the evolution of macroscopic quantities such
as temperature and density and is used extensively for simulating laser-plasmas.
The fluid equations are found by taking velocity moments of the kinetic equation.
For electrons, including the effects of ion hydrodynamics (using the forms later
used for the code CTC [30]), the continuity, momentum and energy equations are
∂ne
∂t




















+ C · ∇Te
)
+ neTe∇ ·C +∇ · q− (E + C×B) · j = H (2.26c)
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where H is a heating operator representing the input of energy into the plasma
from external sources, C is the average ion velocity, q is the heat-flow, j is the
current density and ni and mi give the ion density and mass respectively. This
approach leads to an infinite number of coupled fluid equations as each successive
moment leads to an equation containing a higher order moment. This can be seen
in equations (2.26a) where the continuity equation contains a term involving the
ion velocity C and the energy equation (2.26c) which requires knowledge of the
electric field E and heat-flow q. The equations cannot be solved in this form and
so a truncation is required.
The best known closure to the fluid equations is Braginskii’s classical transport
theory [26]. Here the distribution function is no longer general in form, instead
being prescribed a distribution function with two parts – an isotropic Maxwellian
part f0 = fM and a small perturbation f1. Using this substitution the fluid
equations are found by taking moments and neglecting equations of higher order
than the heat-flow.





where Y = 4pi/ (e2/0me)
2
, v is particle velocity and ln Λei is the Coulomb loga-
rithm, a factor which describes the relative effectiveness of numerous small angle
collisions versus large angle scatters (> 90◦). The Coulomb logarithm is typically
in the region of 5 − 20 [24] for a hot plasma below solid density i.e., a typical
laser gas-jet interaction. It can be noted that the un-magnetised collision time
has velocity dependence τT ∝ v3 and thus faster particles are less collisional. The
Braginskii collision time used in the transport coefficients towards the end of this
section is related to the thermal collision time by τB = cBτT where cB = 3
√
pi/4.
The mean free path and collision times are related by λmfp = vτT .
The transport equations – Ohm’s law and heat-flow – close the fluid equations
[31]. Including hydrodynamic terms and neglecting anisotropic pressure, these are
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ene (E + C×B) = −∇Pe + j×B + me
eτB
αc · j− neβc · ∇Te (2.28a)
q = −neτBTe
me
κc · ∇Te − ψ′ · jTe
e
(2.28b)
where αc, βc and κc are the dimensionless resistivity, thermoelectric and thermal
conductivity tensors related to their dimensional forms by α = (mene/τB)α
c,
β = βc and κ = (neτBTe/me)κ
c respectively. These coefficients are tensors in the
presence of a magnetic field as transport can vary parallel and perpendicular to
the field and also perpendicular to both the field and the force driving the flux
as discussed in section 2.1.3. When the thermoelectric coefficient is the same in
both equation (2.28a) and (2.28b) i.e., ψ′ = βc, it is known as Onsager symmetry
[32].
The numerical values for the transport coefficients as a function of Hall parame-
ter were calculated by Braginskii. Epperlein [31] and later Epperlein and Haines
[33] presented updated versions of the transport coefficients after finding errors
in Braginskii’s form due to the Laguerre expansion in the limit of high ωτ . Ep-
perlein’s transport coefficients avoided this expansion and calculate the answers
numerically. The transport coefficients presented by Epperlein and Haines are the
standard versions used in many calculations.
Following the notation presented in Epperlein and Haines publication, the trans-
port terms in the equations for Ohm’s law and heat-flow in the presence of an
axial magnetic can be expanded as
φ · s = φ‖b (b · s) + φ⊥b× (s× b)± φ∧b× s (2.29)
where φ is a general transport coefficient and s is a driving force. For example
in the case of heat-flow, the transformation φ → κ and s → ∇Te links the heat-
flow q to the thermal conductivity tensor κ and temperature gradient ∇Te. This
is shown in figure 2.3. By convention, when equation (2.29) is applied to the
resistivity tensor α, the wedge term α∧ is subtracted. For all other transport
coefficients, the final term remain positive.


















Figure 2.3: Figures showing the direction of transport in the presence of a mag-
netic field where s is the quantity driving the transport. Figure (a)
shows directions for an arbitrary angle θ between s and the magnetic
field axis b. Both b (b · s) and b × (s× b) are within the plane of
the field and driving quantity. The remaining direction b × s is per-
pendicular to both. Figure (b) shows the transport geometry for the
specific case of a magnetic field along the z-axis such that b = bzˆ and
driving quantities purely within the x-y plane. This is the geometry
of the simulations presented in later sections.
The variables φ‖ and φ⊥ represent the components of the transport coefficient
parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. The wedge component φ∧ repre-
sents the transported quantity perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the
driving force. The transport coefficients of Epperlein and Haines are shown in
figure 2.4.
The final equations needed to close the system are Maxwell’s equations: Ampe`re′s
law and Faraday’s law given by
∇×B = µ0j (2.30a)
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(2.30b)
Ampe`re′s law provides a means of linking plasma current j to magnetic field B
and Faraday’s law in combination with the electric field E from Ohm’s law leads
to an induction equation. The induction equation describes the evolution of the
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Figure 2.4: Plots of the transport coefficients as calculated by Epperlein and
Haines [33] plotted against magnetisation ωτ . The coeffcients are
calculated at an atomic number of Z = 7 corresponding to nitrogen.
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This equation represents many phenomena associated with magnetic field gener-
ation and evolution. Those of particular relevance to the work in this thesis are
described in the following section.
2.1.5 Magnetised Transport Phenomena
In this section magnetised transport effects arising from the heat-flow and induc-
tion equations are discussed.
In 2D Cartesian slab geometry with an axial magnetic field perpendicular to the
plane equation (2.29) the expansion of transport terms in the classical transport
equations becomes φ·s = φ⊥s+φ∧b×s. In this 2D geometry, all driving forces are
within the x-y plane meaning that only the transport components perpendicular
to the magnetic field are considered. The geometry is limited in this manner
to correspond to later computational work but retains the important physical
phenomena.
Magnetic Field Generation
















×∇Pe = −∇ne ×∇Te
ene
(2.32)
where Pe = neTe is the isotropic ideal gas pressure for electrons. As shown in figure
2.5, a magnetic field can be generated due to this term where temperature and











Figure 2.5: Magnetic field generation in a laser-plasma due to the ∇n×∇T field
generating mechanism. In the above figure magnetic field is generated
azimuthally around the temperature spot on a density gradient.
density gradients are non-parallel – conditions which can arise in a laser-plasma.
For example, for a gas-jet target or for ablating plasma from a solid target, a
density gradient is present and a laser spot results in strong temperature gradients.
Non-uniformity in a laser spot focus can also lead to perpendicular gradients. In
this manner, a strong magnetic field can arise even in the case where no magnetic
field was initially imposed. This self-generated field can in turn lead to other
magnetised transport phenomena.
Frozen-In Flow
The simplest treatment of the magnetic field evolution is that of ideal MHD. In
this scheme, Ohm’s law is simply E = −C×B. Connecting this to the induction
equation via Faraday’s law gives
∂B
∂t
= ∇× (C×B) (2.33)
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which can be seen as the first term in equation (2.31) of our more sophisticated
treatment. This term is known as frozen-in flow and physically corresponds to
changes in the magnetic field directly due to the plasma density. The magnetic
field is locked in step with the density such that the field is both advected along
with flows and concentrates and rarefacts along with changes in density. The
equation essentially shows a change in B at velocity C. This effect is important
when considering plasma on nanosecond time-scales where significant hydrody-
namic evolution can occur.
Resistive Diffusion
Considering the term α·j in Ohm’s law arising from the resistivity coefficient – the
perpendicular component α⊥ substituted into Faraday’s law leads to an induction





















where Ampe`re′s law j = ∇×B/µ0 has been used to connect the magnetic field and
current density. By using the expression for the plasma frequency ω2p = nee
2/0me












This is a diffusion equation for the magnetic field with diffusion coefficient pro-
portional to α⊥, the coefficient of resistivity and so the effect is resistive diffusion.
Resistive diffusion allows for the diffusion of magnetic fields smoothing out sharp
profiles.
The addition of the resistivity term in Ohm’s law to the ideal MHD formula-
tion from the previous section results in resistive MHD, a commonly used model
accounting for magnetic field changes via both fluid motion and diffusion.
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The Nernst Effect
The Nernst effect is a phenomena which can occur in a plasma in the presence of
temperature gradients and a magnetic field under moderately magnetised condi-
tions. Macroscopically, it results in the advection of magnetic fields along with
conductive electron heat-flow. Nernst advection is collisional is nature arising
through the β · ∇Te term of Ohm’s law as a consequence of the velocity depen-
dence of the electron collision time. It is of particular interest here as it can lead
to intricate transport dynamics due to the fact that it is dependent on heat-flow
but through its influence on magnetic field dynamics, can also lead to heat-flow
suppression.
A discussion of thermoelectric effects and microscopic physics is given by Bragin-
skii [26]. This line of thought is followed here to explain the β∧ term arising from
β · ∇Te term in Ohm’s law.
Considering a plasma with a spatially homogeneous temperature profile, the fric-
tional forces acting on electrons due to collisions will be balanced. However, in
the presence of a temperature gradient, electrons from a hotter region are less
collisional than those from a cooler region since τ ∝ v3 ∝ T 3/2. Introducing a
magnetic field with a geometry relevant to the simulations presented here, in this
case a uniform magnetic field B = Bzzˆ perpendicular to a temperature gradient
∇Te = ∂Te/∂x xˆ, as shown in figure 2.6, the β∧ term arises as a consequence of
the gyromotion of electrons orbiting around the magnetic field lines.
Orbiting particles from the hotter region are less collisional than those from the
colder region. Considering a thin region perpendicular to the temperature gra-
dient, a net frictional force perpendicular to both the magnetic field in the zˆ
direction and temperature gradient in the xˆ direction arises. This is called the
thermal force RT in Braginskii’s discussion. The thermal force will take the form
RT ∼ (ne/ωcτT ) ∂Te/∂x and the force imbalance results in a net electric field to
compensate.
Consider the transport geometry given in equation (2.29) and shown in figure 2.3b,
these effects are represented by the β∧ component of the thermoelectric tensor
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RT
∇T
Figure 2.6: The thermal force RT arising due to the velocity dependence of col-
lisions on a temperature gradient ∇Te, for electrons orbiting line of
magnetic field B = Bzzˆ
β · ∇Te in Ohm’s law. Substituting this Nernst electric field into the induction








= ∇× (vN ×B) (2.36)
Comparing this with equation (2.31 fif) for example, it can be seen that this
equation represents an advection of magnetic fields at velocity vN and can be
thought of as analogous to Frozen-in flow, but with the field evolution being
governed by heat-flow instead of hydrodynamic motion.
The Nernst effect can advect, distort and even lead to the amplification [34] of
regions of magnetic field. It can be noted that since the Nernst velocity vN is
governed by the β∧ coefficient (shown in figure 2.4), it is most effective at moderate
magnetisations. Under such conditions Nernst advection can become a dominant
effect with the Nernst velocity surpassing the sound speed and advecting magnetic
field faster than the frozen-in flow rate.
The relative importance of the Nernst advection and frozen-in flow can be char-
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acterised using the Nernst ratio – the ratio of the Nernst velocity to the sound
speed – given by RN = vN/cs [35]. This can be expressed in a convenient form
















As discussed in section 2.3, the Nernst effect has historically been neglected in
simulations but is becoming increasingly important for understanding magnetic
field dynamics under conditions relevant to ICF. It is very important for the work
discussed in this thesis as it can lead to significant changes in plasma evolution
and focusing dynamics, as well as contributing to the magnetothermal instability.
Diffusive Heat-Flow
Following the notation used by Bissell [30], the heat-flow associated with the ther-
mal conductivity tensor (qκ) can be split into two components, q⊥ a component
perpendicular to the magnetic field and q∧ a component perpendicular to both
the field and the temperature gradient ∇Te such that
qκ = q⊥ + q∧ = −τBneTe
me
(κ⊥∇Te + κ∧b×∇Te) (2.38)
Here q⊥ is the conventional diffusive heat-flow, electrons carrying thermal energy
from hotter regions to cooler regions, along temperature gradients and is responsi-
ble for the diffusion of temperature from hot regions to cold regions. The diffusive
heat-flow is strongly suppressed in the presence of a magnetic field.
This can be shown by considering the effect of the diffusive heat-flow in the energy
equation (section 2.1.4 – equation (2.26c)). We find that the resulting equation







= ∇ · (D∇Te) (2.39)





Figure 2.7: Diffusive heat-flow q⊥ and Righi-Leduc heat-flow q∧ in the presence
of a magnetic field. Diffusive heat-flow travels down temperature gra-
dients. Righi-Leduc heat-flow acts perpendicular to magnetic fields
and conventional heat-flow.
where D is the diffusion coefficient D ∝ κ⊥λ2T/τT , which must have dimensions of
[L2]/[T ] where L is a length and T is a time.
Considering the weak magnetisation case where ωτ  1, the thermal conductivity
coefficient κ⊥ tends to a constant value and as such, the diffusion coefficient – and
thus the collisional step length for heat-flow in the plasma – has the dependency
D ∝ λ2T/τT . When the plasma is strongly magnetised however, ωτ  1, and
the thermal conductivity coefficient κ⊥ ∝ 1/(ωτ)2. In this case the step length
becomes dependent on the Larmor radius (equation (2.5)) such that D ∝ r2L/τT .
Essentially, in the presence of a strong field, the diffusion step-length becomes
proportional to the Larmor radius and so diffusive heat-flow is strongly suppressed.
Righi-Leduc Heat-Flow
Observing the second term in equation (2.38), we see Righi-Leduc heat-flow.
Given by the term q∧, Righi-Leduc heat-flow is the component of heat-flow per-
pendicular to both driving temperature gradients and the magnetic field. It is
perpendicular to the diffusive heat-flow component.
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Righi-Leduc heat-flow acts to deflect the total heat-flow at an angle in the presence
of a magnetic field and so it looks like a rotation of diffusive heat-flow. For
example, as shown in figure 2.7 for a circular heating profile with a uniform axial
magnetic field, the Righi-Leduc heat-flow presents as an azimuthal component of
heat-flow running along isotherms.
For large values of the Hall parameter ωτ , Righi-Leduc heat-flow can dominate
over the diffusive heat-flow since ∣∣∣∣q∧q⊥
∣∣∣∣ = κ∧κ⊥ (2.40)
As noted by Bissell [30], the effect of Righi-Leduc heat-flow is not always clear as
it acts along temperature isotherms and does not always directly change temper-
atures. However it is important to understand the geometry of heat-flow in the
presence of magnetic fields and for asymmetric driving conditions as Righi-Leduc
heat-flow (along with the Nernst effect) drives the magnetothermal instability, a
feature which arises consistently in the simulations presented later in the results
sections with often dramatic effect. For this reason, it should not be neglected.
Ettingshausen Heat-Flow
Considering the heat-flow in the thermoelectric tensor leads to the Ettingshausen
effect associated with the β∧ term. The Ettingshausen term when combined with





As noted by Bissell [30], the Ettingshausen effect is important when considering
highly magnetised plasmas.
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2.1.6 The Magnetothermal Instability
The field-compressing magnetothermal instability [36, 37] arises in magnetised
plasmas due to the interplay between heat-flow in the presence of magnetic fields
and the advection of these magnetic fields. It is driven by two magnetised trans-
port phenomena discussed in the previous section - the Nernst effect and Righi-
Leduc heat-flow. For the instability to occur a magnetic field must be applied
or self-generated. Both the Nernst effect and Righi-Leduc heat-flow act in the
presence of magnetic fields but do not directly result in their generation.
The magnetothermal instability was first computationally observed by Ridgers [35]
in VFP simulations of long-pulse under-dense laser-plasmas. It was investigated
further and analytically explained by Bissell.
Although it has not been directly observed in experiments, Bissell suggested it
may possibly contribute to some experimentally observed results, specifically the
spreading of thermal energy and magnetic field in magnetised under-dense plas-
mas. The magnetothermal instability was originally studied in the context of an
experiment by Froula et al. [22] relating to the localisation of transport in the
presence of applied magnetic fields, a subject which is discussed further in the
following section.
In the context of this work, the magnetothermal instability is important as it
has arisen frequently in simulations including magnetised transport phenomena,
both in VFP and fluid codes and so an understanding of it is vital both for the
computational stability of simulations and to consider its potential experimental
ramifications.
Broadly speaking, the instability acts in two stages where firstly the magnetic field
perturbation causes a concentration of the temperature perturbation and then vice
versa leading to a feedback. The growth of the instability is dependent on both
the Nernst effect and Righi-Leduc heat-flow, marking it as distinct from other
plasma instabilities. Snapshots of simulations of the magnetothermal instability
are shown in figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Snapshots of the magnetothermal instability in planar geometry. The
left column shows temperature snapshots at 600 ps, 700 ps and 800 ps
and the right column shows the corresponding magnetic field snap-
shots. This figure reproduced from John Bissell’s PhD thesis – Mag-
netised Transport and Instability in Laser Produced Plasmas [30] with
permission.
The images, taken of a deliberately seeded perturbation after 600 ps, 700 ps and
800 ps of simulation show the formation of concentrated regions of temperature
and magnetic field which grow increasingly unstable. A dispersion relation for the
instability was given in [36] and is described and used in chapter 6.
This instability is found to consistently occur across a range of the conditions
considered in this work.
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2.1.7 Super-Gaussian Transport
The classical transport closure to the fluid equations presented in section 2.1.4
relies on the assumption that distribution functions are Maxwellian i.e., that they
take the form given in equation (2.11).
Non-Maxwellian distributions frequently arise in the field of laser-plasma physics
however, for example, due to inverse bremsstrahlung heating – the dominant laser
absorption mechanism considered in this work – which is detailed in section 2.2.









where m is the super-Gaussian index, ranging from m = 2 for a conventional
Maxwellian to m = 5 for a highly distorted distribution. The classical transport
coefficients do not account for SG distributions. The effect can however be in-
cluded to an extent using modified transport coefficients [38]. The changes to
transport using such coefficients was investigated [39] and found to both modify
existing transport phenomena and yield novel effects.
This approach improves fluid models under such conditions but relies on the super-
Gaussian index m being chosen by the user or described using context specific
parameter fits (for example [40]) rather than from physical first principles. To
truly account for dynamically changing non-Maxwellian distribution functions, a
kinetic approach must be used.
2.1.8 Non-Locality
Classical transport relies on the assumption that electron distribution functions
are Maxwellian, as discussed in section 2.1.4. This assumption can be violated
under the conditions relevant to laser-plasma interactions. For the fully ionised
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laser-plasmas considered in this work, non-Maxwellian distributions can arise due
to non-local transport, discussed here, and inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) heating,
addressed in section 2.2.
Non-local heat-flow can occur when the temperature scale-length LT , which rep-
resents the scale over which temperature varies significantly, becomes comparable




Considering a plasma at local thermal equilibrium such that it follows a Maxwellian
distribution, if λmfp  LT then electrons will move between regions with similar
temperatures over a collision distance. If λmfp > LT then the more energetic elec-
trons (those at v > vT) may rapidly diffuse to regions with substantially different
conditions. This leads to an increase in fast electrons outside of hotter regions
and depletion of fast electrons inside of hotter regions resulting in non-Maxwellian
distribution functions and the break-down of classical transport. Since λmfp ∝ v4,
for faster electrons the diffusion step-length can match or exceed the length scale
even when the mean free path for thermal electrons is still a fraction of LT .
The importance of this relation can be seen by calculating the proportional con-
tribution made to heat-flow by groups of electrons with different velocities relative
to the thermal velocity. For example, following the treatment from reference [41],
considering a simple thermal conduction problem, that of heat-flow down a gen-
tle (LT  λth) temperature gradient ∇Te. The VFP equation for the electron
distribution function f , previously shown in equation (2.7), is
∂f
∂t
+ v · ∇f + e
me









In the unmagnetised case where the distribution function is static in time and the
distribution function is expanded as f = fM + f
′, where fM is a Maxwellian and
f ′ is a small perturbation such that f ′  fM , the 1st order terms in the expansion
of the VFP equation are
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and additionally, to determine the electric field E, the zero-current condition∫
vf ′dv = 0 is used since quasi-neutrality demands that there is no net current
down the temperature gradient and so an electric field forms. The perturbation
term f ′, such that ∇Te is purely in the x-direction gives
f ′(x, v) = f1(x, v)
vx
v
= f1(x, v) cos θ (2.46)
In the Lorentz limit of large Z, the collisional term in the VFP equation simplifies
to (∂f/∂t)c = −f1ν0/v3, where ν0 is the collision frequency [41]. With these as-
sumptions in mind and considering a temperature gradient and thus perturbation
purely in the x-direction, the system is solved using the 1st order VFP equation













v3f1dv = 0 (2.47b)
Defining the temperature and density scale-lengths as LT = Te/|∇Te| and Ln =
ne/|∇ne|, calculating ∂fM/∂x =
[
L−1n − 32L−1T + 12L−1T (v/vT )2
]
fM and ∂fM/∂v =
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Figure 2.9: The proportion of total heat-flow contributed by groups of electrons
within the distribution function at different velocities. It can be seen
that the dominant contribution is made by those electrons with ve-
locities between 3− 5 vth
which can in turn be combined with equation (2.48) to give the equation for the

















yields the total electron heat-flow. Calculating a running integral between v =
0 → vmax where vmax is the maximum velocity group considered from 0 to ∞,
yields the heat-flow contribution for electrons in the distribution function up to a




















This expression is numerically integrated, varying the maximum velocity from
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vmax = 0 to vmax = ∞, normalising heat-flow to the total heat-flow q∞ and
normalising the value of vmax to the thermal velocity vth. The results are shown
in figure 2.9. It can be seen that the electrons with v = 3 − 5vth while fewer in
number than the thermal electrons in a Maxwellian distribution, are the dominant
heat-flow carriers. This means that classical transport can be violated even at
LT ' 100λth.
In the presence of a sufficiently strong magnetic field, the Larmor radius of elec-
trons orbiting magnetic field lines becomes smaller than the mean free path i.e.,
λc < rL. Under these conditions, an electron may undergo many orbits inbetween
collisions and so the Larmor radius becomes the important parameter for deter-
mining the displacement of electrons between collision events and thus defines
the characteristic length scale of transport processes. Noting that the velocity
dependence for the mean free path is λmfp ∝ v4 and the Larmor radius is rL ∝ v,
it can be seen that the scaling with velocity is less extreme for the latter case.
Essentially, in the presence of strong magnetic field, the change in step-length
for collision transport decreases proportionally more for faster particles relative
to slower particles and so the strong requirement that LT > 100λth is relaxed.
Transport can be localised in the presence of a sufficiently strong magnetic field.
The effects of non-locality and magnetic fields in long-pulse under-dense laser-
plasma interactions were studied in experiments by Gregori et al [42] and Froula
et al. [22]. The experiment of Gregori et al. compared density and temperature
profiles for a one nanosecond infrared laser pulse focused into a gas-jet with density
ne = 1.5 × 1019 cm−3 at a moderate intensity of 1.5 × 1015 cm−2 against various
computational models. It was discovered that a Fokker-Planck model gave a better
agreement after one nanosecond than a flux-limited fluid code. The experiment
demonstrates the importance of accounting for non-local effects to successfully
model heat-flow in such an interaction. Froula’s experiment repeated the work of
Gregori with the addition of a strong applied magnetic field (B = 12 T) generated
externally using an electromagnet [43]. The results demonstrated the suppression
of non-local effects in the presence of the field such that the fluid code agreed with
experimental results in the magnetised case.
In 2008, Ridgers et al. [44] performed simulations of Froula’s experiment us-
ing the VFP code IMPACT (a code including hydrodynamic motion and self-
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consistent magnetic fields) and found that whilst non-locality was suppressed at
early times by the presence of a magnetic field, at later times the plasma becomes
un-magnetised. Nernst advection was responsible for a rapid cavitation of the
magnetic field – i.e., magnetic field significantly decreased in the heated plasma
region under the laser beam resulting in a hollowed out radial field profile along
the laser axis and a piling up of magnetic field away from the laser axis. This lead
to the re-emergence of non-local transport. These simulations showed both the
importance of including magnetised transport phenomena, specifically the Nernst
effect, in such simulations and illustrated the importance of non-local effects on
the validity of simulations. Froula’s experiment and the corresponding kinetic
simulations by Ridgers et al. are further discussed in section 2.3.
Finally, it is worth noting that whilst the fluid treatment can over-estimate heat
flux and does not account for non-locality due to non-Maxwellian distribution
functions, there are methods available to compensate for these drawbacks in exist-
ing codes. For example, the depletion of hot electrons at the top of a temperature
gradient leads to a decrease in heat-flow which is not accounted for in the classical
treatment. This can lead to heat-flow greater than the free streaming heat-flow –
the heat-flow if all electrons moved at the thermal velocity in the same direction









This phenomena is well known [45] and is often compensated for using a flux-
limiter, which is at its core a multiplying factor applied to fluxes to bring sim-
ulations into line with experimental evidence. Another method of attempting
to account for non-locality is the convolution method of modifying the heat-flow
[46, 47]. Such approaches have not been investigated significantly in the presence
of magnetic fields. Again, for a correct treatment of non-locality, a VFP model
must be used.
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2.2 Laser-Plasma Interactions
2.2.1 Laser Regimes
Laser-plasma interactions are typically grouped into three distinct regimes gov-
erned by intensity and wavelength of the laser in the combination Ilλ
2
l . These




Ionised matter 1011 − 1017
Relativistic e−s 1017 − 1022
QED phenomena > 1022
Table 2.1: Laser-plasma interaction regimes accessible for a range of laser inten-
sities at one micron wavelengths. λL = 1µm.
The differing laser-plasma dynamics in these regimes, and the dependence on the
Ilλ
2
l value can be classified by the normalised vector potential of the laser a0 which
is essentially a measure of the ratio of the speed of an electron undergoing motion
in the laser field to the speed of light. The normalised vector potential results
from consideration of the motion of an electron in the laser field. For example,
considering a planar electric field E = E0 cos (klx− ωlt), where kl = 2pi/λl and
ωl = ckl, the laser wavenumber and angular frequency respectively. The equation




= −eE0 cos (klx− ωlt) (2.53)
which after integration gives v = v0 sin (klx− ωlt) where the peak velocity is
v0 = eE0/meωl. Considering the laser electric field in the form of a vector potential
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where E = −∂A/∂t, the peak of the vector potential is A0 = E0/ωl.
Finally, by taking the ratio of the peak velocity to the speed of light to give a







where a0 is defined as the normalised vector potential. Noting that the laser





0 , the normalised vector potential
scales as a20 ∝ I0λ2l .
For low laser intensities, a0 < 1 and so electron motion in the laser field is non-
relativistic. At higher intensities as a0 ∼ 1 the electron quiver motion becomes
relativistic. In this thesis laser intensities are typically in the region of 1014 −
1015 Wcm−2 and have a wavelength of λL ' 1µm. Given that a20 ' 0.85 ILλ2L
(where [IL] = 10
18 Wcm−2 and [λL] = µm), at these parameters a0 is in the
range 0.009 – 0.03. The laser-plasma interactions are firmly in the non-relativistic
regime.
2.2.2 Laser-Plasma Coupling
In addition to laser intensity, the mechanisms by which laser energy couples into
a plasma can vary considerably depending on local plasma conditions such as
temperature, density and ionisation state.
At high intensities effects such as j×B heating and vacuum heating [48] are impor-
tant [49]. For the conditions considered in this work laser intensities are moderate.
The processes considered the most important to long-pulse laser-plasma coupling
are inverse bremsstrahlung heating and resonance absorption [50]. The following
sections introduce these coupling mechanisms and the ponderomotive force Fp.
The plasma conditions considered here are always under-dense. Plasmas naturally
act to negate any electric field with a frequency less than the plasma frequency ωp
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as discussed in section 2.1. By considering the density at which the laser frequency
equals the plasma frequency we obtain the critical density ncr below which a laser









Plasmas with densities below ncr are known as under-dense and plasmas with a
density greater than ncr are over-dense.
2.2.3 Ponderomotive Force
The ponderomotive force is an effect whereby the spatially varying electric field of
a laser causes an electron to move from a region of high intensity to low intensity.
Considering this effect for all electrons in a volume of plasma gives rise to the













Gradients in the laser field act to remove electrons from regions of high intensity.
Since ωp ∝
√
n and IL ∝ E2L we can see that the strength of the ponderomotive
force increases at higher densities and is dependent on intensity gradients.
The ponderomotive force acts primarily on electrons due to their lower mass. The
ions are effected due to the space charge separation set up by the removal of
electrons. In this manner the ponderomotive force acts to form density channels
and can lead to filamentation instabilities amongst other phenomena.
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2.2.4 Inverse Bremsstrahlung Heating
For under-dense plasmas and driving lasers of moderate intensity, such as those
relevant to ICF, inverse bremsstrahlung heating is the dominant heating process.
In conventional ICF processes inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) heating is preferable
as it transfers thermal energy into the plasma [7].
Inverse bremsstrahlung absorption is the opposite process to bremsstrahlung emis-
sion - a photon of laser energy is absorbed during an electron-ion collision. This
process works in two stages [51]: First the electrons rapidly oscillate at a speed
vosc (known as the quiver velocity) in the electric field of the incident laser and
then these electrons collide with ions imparting thermal energy to the plasma.
Since IB heating is a collisional process, the transfer of energy from electrons to
ions is governed by the electron-ion collision time. Since the collision time has a
temperature dependence (τei ∝ neT 3/2e /Z ln Λei), the rate of IB heating decreases
as the temperature of the plasma increases. As the temperature increases it takes
longer for a quivering electron to collide with an ion and impart thermal energy.
As a consequence IB heating is most effective when the plasma is relatively cold
and can rapidly cause local temperatures to saturate.
Following the implementation of the energy equation into CTC [30] (discussed in






















where the Maxwellian distribution is f0 = (ne/pi
3/2v3T ) exp
[− (v/vT )2] and the
temperature of oscillating electrons is Tosc = mev
2
osc/2.
The electron quiver speed vosc can be found by considering the equation of motion




= −eE0 cos (ωlt+ φ) (2.58)
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Integrating this equation leads to the value for the quiver speed of vosc = eE0/ωLme.
Using the definitions of the average intensity IL = c0E

















where αL gives the laser polarisation – 1/2 for linear polarisation and 1 for circular
polarisation. Finally, since f0 (v = 0) = ne/pi





















In contrast to IB absorption, resonance absorption [52] – a direct coupling between
laser light and plasma waves – is a collisionless process. The resonance absorption
process is shown in figure 2.10.
Resonance absorption occurs when an incident laser beam is propagating at an
oblique angle up a density gradient. The electric field of the laser in the plane
of the incidence (called p-polarised light) has a component parallel to the density
gradient such that EL · ∇n 6= 0. This component can cause charge separation
and at the critical surface can resonantly excite plasma waves resulting in energy
coupling between the laser and plasma. The plasma waves propagating into the
plasma can generate hot electrons which are unfavourable for ICF purposes.
The laser field perpendicular to the plane of incidence (known as s-polarised light)
cannot cause resonance absorption because EL ·∇n = 0 always for this component.
Whilst it is sometimes important in long-pulse laser-plasmas, resonance absorption
is not considered in the simulations presented in this thesis both because of the
low intensities and densities considered and because the densities over which the








Figure 2.10: Resonance absorption for a laser field propagating up a density ramp
at an angle. The electric field of the laser is split into two compo-
nents both perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The field
component in the plane of incidence is known as p-polarised light Ep
and the light perpendicular to the plane of incidence is s-polarised
E s. As the beam propagates further up the density ramp its angle θ
increases until it turns around at a density of n = ncr cos
2 θ. As the
angle increases, the component of Ep parallel to the density gradi-
ent increases allowing the laser to drive charge separation leading to
resonance absorption.
paraxial wave model (discussed in the following section) is valid and at which
resonance absorption occurs do not overlap by definition. The plasmas considered
in this work are under-dense i.e., ne < ncr and the paraxial wave model is suitable
in under-dense, long density scale-length plasmas.
2.2.6 Laser Propagation in Plasma
Beam focusing in a plasma is dependent on the refractive index of the medium.
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It can be seen from the above equation that in vacuum η = 1 and in an under-
dense plasma 0 < η < 1.
For ICF and laser density channelling applications it is crucial to understand how
long-pulse length lasers will propagate in a plasma. For example in indirect-drive
ICF the beams propagate through the under-dense gas-fill of a hohlraum target
and in direct-drive ICF the heating beams travel through a low density corona of
an ablating plasma whilst heating the fuel capsule.
As described in the previous section, numerous laser-plasma interactions are pos-
sible depending on the intensity regime and such effects need to be incorporated
into simulations.
There are a number of methods to simulate the propagation of a laser through
a plasma depending on the pulse-length, intensity and the speed of plasma phe-
nomena which need to be resolved. For example, macroscopic beam propagation
phenomena on longer time scales can be studied using a geometric optics ap-
proach of ray-tracing. This has the benefit of being computationally inexpensive
and suitable for a wide range of densities. It can capture refraction and reflection
phenomena up to the critical surfaces. This approach is often used for the study
of full scale ICF problems.
At the opposite end of the scale, for very short-pulse laser phenomena a computa-
tional approach including a full solve of Maxwell’s equations for light propagation
can be utilised.
In this work a paraxial wave model is used. This section describes the basics of
the paraxial wave model, how it applies to laser beams and how it couples to the
plasma medium. A paraxial wave model is suitable provided that [53] the beam
propagates in one direction with little deviation and the medium through which
it propagates only reaches a small fraction of the critical density (ne < 0.25ncr)
and varies smoothly. Both of these conditions are fulfilled for the under-dense
plasmas under consideration here.
Paraxial equations are a type of slowly varying envelope approximation solution to
Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic radiation. They essentially capture the
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slow variation of the laser beam by averaging out the rapid spatial and temporal
fluctuations at the laser frequency. The paraxial model is suitable for studying
diffraction and refraction phenomena. It can be used to study inhomogeneity due
to microscopic changes in plasma density and beam intensity such as filamentation
and beam speckling.
2.2.7 Paraxial Wave Model







where the electric field E = E (r, t) and c is the speed of light in a vacuum.
Considering a scalar electric field, rather than the full vector electric field, ignores
the effects of polarisation. This is a reasonable assumption to make when con-
sidering the largely flat wave fronts of highly directional plane waves and laser
beams provided they do not diffract from the optical axis too rapidly.
In keeping with these assumptions, we consider plane-wave solutions of the form
E (r, t) = E (r) exp [i (kz − ωt)] propagating along the z axis with a single fre-
quency ω. E (r) defines the beam radius and amplitude for a slowly varying laser
and the exponential term describes the rapidly oscillating component of the laser.
Substituting the plane-wave solution into equation (2.62) yields




E (r) exp [i (kz − ωt)] (2.63)
and expanding the above equations, noting that the dispersion relation for light













E (r) = 0 (2.64)
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Utilising the paraxial approximation this can be simplified further. The paraxial
approximation states that the z dependence of E(r) is slow. It is appropriate for
lasers as they are largely unidirectional. Mathematically the paraxial approxima-
tion takes the form: ∣∣∣∣∂2E∂z2
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣2ik∂E∂z
∣∣∣∣ (2.65)
Applying this approximation to equation (2.64) we arrive at the paraxial wave






E (r) = 0 (2.66)
where ∇2⊥ = ∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂y2 is the transverse Laplacian. This paraxial wave
equation is valid provided that the paraxial approximation is satisfied. This is the
case if the beam is travelling at an angle less than 30◦ from the optical axis [54].
2.2.8 Gaussian Beam Dynamics
Taking the expression shown in equation (2.66) for the simple paraxial beam
propagating in free space and solving yields
















where w(z), R(z) and ψ0(z) describe the beam radius, the radius of curvature and
the Guoy phase shift. These parameters describe the focusing properties of the








Figure 2.11: A Gaussian beam propagating in free space. The above figure shows
R(EL), the real part of the laser electric field with red and blue
denoting positive and negative values. This figure illustrates the
curved phase fronts present and quantified by the radius of curvature
measurement R(z) which tends to infinity for flat wavefronts at peak
focus. Also shown is the Rayleigh length zR, the distance over which
the beam waist increase to
√
2 of its peak focal value. The inner and
outer dashed lines show the distance at which the magnitude of the
electric field decreases to a factor of 1/e and 1/e2 of its on-axis value
respectively.
beam and are given by






















The electric field at focus 1 is given by E0 and w0 = w (z = 0) is the minimum
beam waist. The radius of curvature R (z) is a measure of how much the equiphase
surfaces curve as the beam propagates and ψ0, the Guoy phase shift represents
the phase shift associated with the beam passing through focus.
1Another common convention is to normalise relative to the radial integral of the electric field
in the focal plane e.g.,
∫∞
0
|E|2 · 2pir dr = 1 which is piw20/2 at focus. In this case the terms
outside the exponent in equation (2.67) are replaced with
√
2/piw2.
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Gaussian beams are characterised by the value of the Rayleigh length zR = piw
2
0/λ,
defined as the distance over which the beam is collimated i.e., the beam waist
does not grow significantly. This length corresponds to the distance over which
the beam waist grows to
√
2 of its focal value such that w (z = zR) =
√
2w0. The
beam waist radius w (z) describes the distance from axis at which the electric field
drops to 1/e of its on-axis value. These variables are shown in figure 2.11.
It is also important to note that Gaussian beams have different focusing dynamics
in 2D and 3D as there is a higher energy convergence in 3D. The Gaussian beam is
the fundamental solution to the paraxial wave equation. Gaussian beams solutions
are widely used in laser studies as they closely match beams emitted by real lasers.
For the simulations presented in this work, Gaussian beam solutions are used
later for initialising lasers entering into the simulation domain and also for code
validation.
Higher order solutions to the paraxial wave equation can be described in Cartesian
coordinates using [54]





















− ikz + i(2n+ 1)ψ0 (z)
2
] (2.71)
where Hn (a) is a Hermite polynomial such that H0 (a) = 1, H1 (a) = 2a and
Hn+1 (a) = 2aHn (a)− 2nHn−1 (a).
The higher order solutions can be used to represent realistic laser modes and
aberrations.
2.2.9 Propagation in Inhomogeneous Plasmas
The paraxial wave model discussed so far – as given by equation (2.66) – has only
accounted for Gaussian beam focusing in a homogeneous plasma. To model beam
propagation in a plasma including hydrodynamics, an inhomogeneous density and
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thus a spatially varying refractive index must be considered.








where the additional term accounts for the change in refractive index away from
the homogeneous background index determined by the initial density. In inhomo-
geneous plasmas, beam focusing phenomena such as spot matching may occur. As
noted by Siegman [54], for a parabolic density profile, a beam solution with a spe-
cific spot width may be found such that the beam neither focuses nor defocuses.
In this case the spot width is termed the ‘matched spot width’. In circumstances
where the spot width is close, but not equal, to the matched spot width, the
beam continually undergoes focusing and defocusing. This phenomena is known
as beam scalloping. The beam matching phenomena is investigated further for
code validation purposes in section 3.3.4.
To model beam propagation in realistic plasmas, the wave solving model can
account for a range of phenomena, such as time variation in the beam profile,
laser beam absorption and Feit and Fleck corrections [55]. For a complete model
of wave solving, we turn to the already established scheme of Sentis [56]. The
implementation of this model is discussed in chapter 3.
2.3 Experimental Motivation
This section reviews experimental work motivating the modelling undertaken for
this thesis. In recent year magnetic fields have been utilised in indirect-drive
inertial confinement fusion, have been applied for the purpose of creating and
controlling plasma waveguides and have been essential to a ranges of ideas in-
volving the use of magnetic fields to improve conventional ICF schemes, known
as magneto-inertial fusion.
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2.3.1 Magnetic Fields in Hohlraums
Magnetic fields are of interest when considering laser-plasma dynamics inside
hohlraums in studies of indirect-drive ICF experiments both due to the possi-
bility of self-generation of strong magnetic fields and for their potential external
application in improving implosions.
In 2015, Montgomery et al showed experimentally [2] that the application of
a magnetic field could yield improvements in laser energy coupling. Maximising
laser energy coupling into the hohlraum is important both from the point of view of
maximising the efficiency of energy transfer from laser to fuel to achieve high gain
and for controlling implosion symmetry by minimising laser-plasma instabilities.
Montgomery’s experiment – performed on the OMEGA laser facility – involved
the application of an externally generated 7.5 Tesla magnetic field along the axis
of a hohlraum target. The experiment showed that for a hohlraum with a low Z
gas fill, a magnetic field can lead to a 50% increase in plasma temperature along
the central hohlraum axis.
Higher plasma temperatures in the gas fill of the target are beneficial as laser
absorption is decreased resulting in higher temperatures at the hohlraum wall.
Higher temperatures also reduce the growth of Stimulated Raman Scattering
(SRS) instabilities by increasing Landau damping.
Alternatively, magnetic fields can be self-generated in hohlraums and can signif-
icantly effect plasma dynamics, as shown in experiments by Li et al in 2009 [3]
and 2013 [19].
In the 2009 experiment, proton radiography observations demonstrated the pres-
ence of ∼ 100T magnetic fields in vacuum hohlraums (hohlraums targets without
a gas-fill). These magnetic fields were attributed to the action of the ∇n × ∇T
field generating mechanism at the hohlraum wall.
Similar experiments in 2013 suggested that strong magnetic fields self-generated
at the hohlraum wall may be advected with heat-flow due to the Nernst effect
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and subsequently lead to the inhibition of heat-flow into the plasma and cause a
temperature increase. The relevance of these experiments to continuing ICF ex-
periments and the often complicated connection between heat-flow and magnetic
fields in realistic scenarios shows the continued need to study such phenomena.
2.3.2 Non-Local Transport Suppression
In 2007, Froula et al. [57] performed experiments to measure temperature profile
evolution and investigate heat-flow in laser-plasma interactions for a long-pulse,
high power laser interacting with an under-dense gas-jet when an external mag-
netic field is applied. A similar set of experiments had been performed previously
by Gregori et al. [42] but in the absence of a magnetic field. Gregori’s work had
demonstrated that temperature conditions in the under-dense plasma were best
matched by profiles calculated using a non-local model over those predicted by a
conventional fluid model even when flux-limiting was enabled.
As discussed in previous sections, classical transport is only valid under localised
conditions, when the temperature scale-length LT  λT . These assumptions
break down in the presence of a steep temperature gradient due to the non-
Maxwellian electron distribution functions and so the validity of results from fluid
models is decreased. However, in the presence of a strong magnetic field, the
step-length for diffusion processes tends toward the Larmor radius where rL < λT ,
resulting in a suppression of non-local heat-flow.
Froula’s group investigated the effects of such a heat-flow suppression using an
experimental setup involving the laser-heating of a nitrogen gas-jet using a high-
power (E = 100J), moderate intensity (I0 ' 6 × 1014Wcm−2), IR beam over
nanosecond timescales. Additionally, an external magnetic field was applied along
the laser heating axis with a strength ranging from B = 0 − 12T . Temperature
profiles were measured using Thomson scattering diagnostics and compared with
simulations. This setup is illustrated in figure 2.12.
It was observed that in the presence of a strong magnetic field there was an in-
crease in peak temperature over the un-magnetised case and a decrease in the
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distance that the heat front propagated i.e., a suppression of heat-flow in the di-
rection perpendicular to the applied field. It was also noted that in the strongly
magnetised (B = 12T ) case, the fluid code LASNEX better reproduced the tem-
perature profile compared with the unmagnetised case where a non-local model
was required to produce the correct profile. It was suggested that the magnetic
field significantly reduced non-local transport returning plasma conditions to the
regime where the fluid code was valid.
This work is particularly important to the topic of this thesis, involving transport
in long-pulse laser-plasmas under magnetised conditions. Similar laser and plasma
parameters are used in the results presented in chapter 5 and are further discussed
therein.
2.3.3 Magnetically Controlled Plasma Waveguides
In 2009, Froula et al. investigated the magnetic control of plasma waveguides for
laser wakefield acceleration purposes [1] through experiments and simulation. It
was demonstrated that an externally applied magnetic field can aid in the pro-
duction of channels at lower densities than might otherwise be possible. The
production of low density plasma waveguides is beneficial for laser wakefield ac-
celeration of electrons.
Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) [58] utilises strong electric fields (∼ 100 GeV)
produced by charge separation in plasmas to accelerate electrons to high energies
over short distances compared with conventional particle accelerators. Accelera-
tion occurs over distances shorter than the dephasing length Ld, the point at which
accelerating electrons overtake the accelerating electron plasma wave. Waveguides
extend the range over which high intensity laser pulses can propagate, which would
otherwise be limited to the Rayleigh length of the beam.

















Figure 2.12: The setup of the experiment to investigate the magnetic control of
waveguides in laser-plasmas by Froula et al. An infrared drive beam
creates a channel in a He/N gas-jet target inside a Bitter magnet.
The interaction is probed using a frequency doubled probe beam for
Thomson scattering and interferometry.
where λp = 2pic/ωp, the plasma wavelength and λL is the laser wavelength. This
equation shows the increase in dephasing length which can be achieved by lowering
the plasma density. Taking the simplified form Ld ≈ 3.74 × 1022λ−20 n−3/2e means
that to achieve acceleration over one metre, a density of ne ≈ 1 × 1017cm−3 is
required. Channel density must be minimised if acceleration over metres is to be
achieved. However, forming channels at lower densities is problematic. Magnetic
fields can make this possible.
The experimental setup of Froula et al (shown in figure 2.12) involved forming
channels in helium and nitrogen gas-jets using one nanosecond drive beam with
an energy of E = 150 J, a FWHM = 150µm and a wavelength of λL = 1054 nm.
A magnetic field was applied along the laser axis using a Bitter magnet [59]
capable of producing a 12 T field constant over the time and distance scales of
interest. The temperature and density were measured using Thomson scattering
and interferometry to produce transverse profiles.
Froula’s group found that for nitrogen at ne = 1.5 × 1019 cm−3 the peak tem-
perature increased from ∼ 200 eV to ∼ 800 eV in the presence of the field and
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temperature profiles became narrower. They also found that it was possible to
create channels in n = 7.5×1018 cm−3 helium when a field of B = 6 T was applied.
The application of the magnetic field acts to suppress heat-flow away from the
laser-heated region resulting in a higher on axis temperature and a corresponding
increase in thermal pressure. The increase in thermal pressure drives an increase
in density cavitation away from the laser heated region resulting in a channel. For
stronger magnetic fields the increase in magnetic pressure would act to counter
the increase in thermal pressure resulting in less variation and no waveguide. The
formation of channels is dependent on the interplay between beam properties,
heat-flow and hydrodynamics and is worthy of further study. Finally it was noted
by Froula that Nernst advection was unaccounted for in the simulations and could
have an effect on the evolution of the magnetic at later times.
2.3.4 Magneto-Inertial Fusion
Magneto-inertial fusion (MIF) describes a broad class of proposed fusion schemes
which combine MCF and ICF to lower to requirements to achieve fusion [60].
These schemes usually involve applying a magnetic field of some form to an iner-
tially driven implosion.
Magnetic fields improve conditions by suppressing heat-flow and containing fusion
products through a decrease in the Larmor radius which scales as rL ∝ B−1.
It is worth noting that magnetic fields might also have the deleterious effect of
inhibiting burn wave propagation [61].
In MIF schemes magnetic field can be applied by a variety of methods but is
typically amplified due to the compression of the plasma in which it is embedded.
Magneto-inertial fusion encompasses Magnetised Target Fusion (MTF) [62], Plasma
liner experiments [63], Magnetised ICF [21] and Magnetised Liner Inertial Fusion
(MagLIF) [20, 64].
The magnetised direct-drive ICF scheme shown in figure 2.13 is of particular
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Figure 2.13: An experiment by Chang et al (Figure reproduced from [21]) apply-
ing an axial magnetic field to a direct-drive ICF capsule during an
implosion.
interest and is dicussed in the following section.
Magnetised Direct-Drive ICF
In 2011, Chang et al presented the first experimental demonstration [21] of neu-
tron yield enhancement in direct-drive ICF due to the application of an external
magnetic field to an implosion.
The experimental setup involved using 40 beams on the OMEGA laser facility
in polar-drive configuration – a configuration where the poles of the target are
heated – to deliver ∼ 18 kJ of energy to a deuterium gas filled plastic shell target.
The energy was delivered in one nanosecond at an intensity of 7 × 1014 Wcm−2.
Neutron yield and ion temperature were measured using a neutron time of flight
(NTOF) diagnostic.
It was previously demonstrated [65], that a 50 kG seed magnetic field in an implod-
ing cylindrical gas-filled target can be amplified to ∼ 30−40 MG (i.e., ∼ 3−4 kT)
by laser-driven flux compression. Using this method, the seed magnetic field is
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caught in the plasma and during the implosion process the magnetic field is carried
along with the density via frozen-in flow resulting in amplification. The magnetic
field was probed using proton deflectrometry. In Chang’s experiment the mag-
netic field was amplified in this manner but instead using a spherical geometry.
An 80 kG seed field was amplified up to hot-spot averaged value of ∼ 20 MG
(∼ 2 kT).
Chang et al saw an ion temperature increase of 15% and a corresponding neu-
tron yield enhancement of 30%. Applying an axial magnetic field results in a
reduction in the perpendicular thermal conductivity κ⊥ (though not the parallel
conductivity) reducing energy flow away from the hot-spot and so increasing the
temperature. The field also acts to trap fusion products and enhance the nuclear
burn.
An advantage of increasing the hot-spot temperature through magnetic insulation
is that it should allow ignition temperatures to be reached with lower implosion
velocities and thus yield an increased gain since gain is estimated to scale as
G ∝ v−1.25imp and T ∝ v1.4imp [66].
Through post-shot simulations Chang attributed the enhancements solely to the
effect of the magnetic field on the hot-spot.
2.4 Laser-Plasma Modelling
Plasmas relevant to real-world applications are complicated, spanning a wide tem-
perature and density parameter space and are capable of sustaining a large number
of physical phenomena from waves to instabilities. Analytical solutions are rare
and often only available for idealised problems. Tractable models are a vital tool
for both exploring theory and for the purpose of designing and understanding
experiments, which are both expensive – requiring large laser facilities to reach
high energies and densities relevant to situations such as ICF – and difficult to
diagnose due to extreme conditions present.
Numerical simulations are widely used in the field of plasma physics to gain phys-
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ical insight and to analyse experimental data. As discussed in section 2.1.2 the
most natural way to model a plasma would be to simply simulate the interactions
between every individual particle. However, the vast numbers of particles involved
makes this na¨ıve approach unfeasible for plasmas over realistic spatial scales and
so the commonly used models employ simplifying assumptions to varying degrees.
The most common modelling techniques fall under two broad headings: kinetic
models and fluid models. Kinetic codes, encompassing particle-in-cell (PIC) codes,
Vlasov and Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) codes and tree codes [67], retain both
spatial and velocity space information for particles. Fluid or MHD codes use a
number of simplifying assumptions, as already discussed in this chapter, to dispose
of particle velocity information and instead work with prescribed distribution
functions for describe particle behaviour. Finally, there also exist any number of
hybrid codes combining various aspects of the aforementioned simulation models,
for example hybrid VFP-PIC or MHD-PIC codes.
As will be seen, MHD codes and VFP codes prove to be the most useful for
modelling magnetised transport and as such, results from both of these code types
is presented in the later results chapters. The following sections briefly review the
three most commonly used code paradigms – PIC, VFP and MHD – and highlight
their relevance to the work undertaken here.
2.4.1 Fluid Codes
The most commonly used simulation technique for large-scale plasma modelling
and particularly for modelling ICF experiments is the fluid code. Fluid codes in-
corporate a wide range of models solving the fluid equations (introduced in section
2.1.4) with varying terms included depending on the physical phenomena of im-
portance to the user. The key assumption linking fluid codes is the simplification
given by prescribing the form of the distribution function.
Fluid codes encompass models ranging from ideal magnetohydrodynamics to com-
plicated codes including particle transport, multiple particle species, radiation dy-
namics and other macroscopic phenomena. The strength of such codes lies in their
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ability to readily include many aspects of physics on a phenomenological basis.
Another advantage of fluid codes that they are relatively computationally inex-
pensive when compared with kinetic codes allowing for the simulation of larger
volumes of plasma and more parameter scanning. The codes output information
about macroscopic variables such as temperature and density allowing for an in-
tuitive understanding of plasma phenomena. However, due to the assumptions
made on the form of the distribution function, fluid codes cannot model non-
locality adequately or properly account for fast particles and they are only valid
near LTE where distribution functions are Maxwellian. To study physics outside
of these assumptions, a more sophisticated kinetic treatment is required.
Due to the ability to readily include many magnetised transport phenomena and
the requirement to model large volumes of plasma over long time-scales, fluid
codes are a natural fit for the work undertaken here.
2.4.2 PIC Codes
Particle-in-cell (PIC) codes provide a kinetic treatment for the simulation of plas-
mas and are possibly the most natural description. PIC codes are not utilised in
this work but are mentioned here for completeness and due to the prevalence of
their use in the field of laser-plasma modelling. PIC codes group together large
numbers of particles (∼ 105) in adjacent regions which may respond to fields in a
similar manner into finite-sized ‘macroparticles’. This reduces the overall number
of particles required to simulate a plasma to a computationally manageable num-
ber. The codes first [68] calculate the charge and current density at each point on
a discrete spatial grid due to the positions and velocities of macroparticles. These
quantities are used along with Maxwell’s equations to calculate electric and mag-
netic fields which are in turn used to calculate the motion for the macroparticles.
The advantage of PIC codes is that they make few assumptions and so can rep-
resent many physical phenomena. They are used to model rapid laser-plasma
effects that may arise in short-pulse laser experiments and are suited for very
non-Maxwellian particle distributions such as beams of fast electrons. PIC codes
are computationally intensive as the plasma is modelled as discrete particles. Also
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they are better suited to modelling collisionless plasmas. Another downside of PIC
codes is that they are prone to statistical noise as they deal with discrete elements
and if the Debye length is not resolved they may undergo numerical heating.
PIC codes are not utilised for the work presented in this thesis. Their com-
putationally intensive nature makes them unsuitable for modelling macroscopic
plasmas and long time-scale nanosecond physics. Additionally, whilst modern
PIC codes include the functionality to model collisions, it is not clear how well
they can reproduce classical transport phenomena, which are highly collisional by
nature and which are vital to this study.
2.4.3 VFP Codes
Vlasov-Fokker-Planck codes VFP [69] provide another form of kinetic simulation,
sitting somewhere between fluid and PIC codes. The plasma is considered to be a
continuum rather than a discrete collection of particles as in the PIC model, but
they do not involve the strict assumptions on the form of the distribution func-
tion required for fluid codes. In the limit of Maxwellian distribution functions,
VFP codes and the previously described fluid codes converge. Vlasov (for exam-
ple VALIS [70]) and Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (e.g., the IMPACT code [71]) codes
both arise from the VFP equation (technically the Vlasov equation for the former
since no collision operator is used) discussed earlier in this chapter. Vlasov codes
consider collisionless plasmas and VFP codes consider collisional plasmas. The
work presented in this thesis involves collisional transport and so the latter is
more suitable.
VFP codes work by solve the kinetic equation introduced in section 2.1.2 using an
expanded distribution function, a subject which is discussed further in chapter 3
in relation to the IMPACT code. The expansion in the distribution can include an
arbitrary number of terms accounting for increasing asymmetry in the distribution
function. A large number of terms accounting for a high degree of asymmetry is
necessary to capture strongly non-Maxwellian distribution functions for phenom-
ena such as fast collisionless electrons and directional beam-like phenomena. The
field of study presented here focuses specifically on very collisional transport and
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under such conditions collisions act to dampen out high order terms in the dis-
tribution functions, asymmetry in velocity spaces becomes less pronounced and
a lower order expansion suffices. The nature of the 1st order expansion and the
so-called diffusion approximation utilised by the IMPACT code are detailed in the
following chapter.
The VFP code IMPACT is utilised to obtain some of the later results presented in
chapter 5 and 6. Whilst computationally expensive, it is still viable to use certain
VFP codes for modelling macroscopic plasmas and they are useful here specifically
for capturing non-local phenomena which are not present the fluid code.
2.4.4 Existing Codes
Modelling is commonplace in plasma physics. As discussed in the previous sec-
tion, plasmas can sustain a range of phenomena, can be difficult to diagnose and
applications such as fusion studies and particle acceleration require expensive fa-
cilities.
The work presented in this thesis is mainly computational in nature and involves
the study of laser-plasmas. Many codes exist for the purpose of investigating
various aspects of laser-plasma interactions, from ultra-high intensity short-pulse
phenomena to long-pulse high energy experiments.
There are many codes incorporating a wide range of physical phenomena, for
example the HYDRA [72, 73] and pF3D [74, 75] codes are both used to design
and model full scale indirect-drive ICF experiments on the NIF and aim to include
as realistic a treatment as possible. Also of interest is the code DRACO [76], a 2D
MHD code recently updated to include Braginksii classical transport and being
used to investigate the effects of self-generated and applied magnetic fields on
direct-drive ICF experiments.
The simulation work undertaken for this study used two pre-existing codes, a
classical transport code CTC and a kinetic code IMPACT, chosen for their avail-
ability, established records and focus on modelling magnetised transport effects.
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Both codes were augmented with a paraxial wave module.
The primary code used in the work presented here is CTC [30]. CTC is an MHD
code including a full Braginskii classical transport treatment for electrons. CTC
includes basic hydrodynamics, some flux-limiting capabilities and the ability to
use super-Gaussian [38] transport coefficients. CTC was originally developed to
investigate super-Gaussian transport and the magnetothermal instability. CTC
is used here as it has the advantage of a quick run time, allowing the exploration
of many parameter variations. It also has the useful capability of being able to
disable individual transport coefficients or equations to investigate the impact of
specific effects.
IMPACT [71] is a kinetic code which solves the VFP equation using implicit finite
differencing and has self-consistent magnetic fields. Like CTC the code uses 2D
slab Cartesian geometry with a magnetic field component perpendicular to the
plane of simulation. IMPACT is used to investigate magnetised electron transport
particularly in regimes where the standard fluid plasma description is inadequate.
In this work IMPACT is used for investigations of non-local phenomena and for
comparison against the CTC code.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has introduced the background physics important to the study of
beam propagation in magnetised under-dense plasmas. Magnetised plasmas are
complicated through the range of interacting heat-flow and field evolution phe-
nomena detailed here. Section 2.2 introduced beam propagation in the plasma
medium and ways in which a laser can couple to the plasma. With the important
physics in place, the following chapter further reviews the codes used for this study
and demonstrates the development and testing of the paraxial wave module, the
core element used to investigate beam propagation.
Chapter 3
Code Development
The work presented in this thesis concerns the study of laser beam focusing dy-
namics in a plasma in the presence of a magnetic field. Due to the intricate links
between beam focusing, plasma hydrodynamics and magnetic field evolution, a
computational approach must be taken. This takes the form of numerous simu-
lations using two existing codes to study electron transport and hydrodynamics
in the local and non-local transport regimes. These codes are CTC and IMPACT
respectively.
This chapter gives a summary of the workings of both plasma codes and presents
the original development work undertaken by the author. This work includes
the development and integration of a paraxial wave solving module into both
plasma codes. The additional paraxial module allows for the modelling of laser
propagation dynamics through magnetised plasmas on experimentally relevant
macroscopic length-scales. In addition, CTC has been coupled to the PETSc
matrix solving libraries [77] and updated to account for a pre-defined fixed atomic
number profile.
As justified in section 2.2.6, a paraxial wave model is suitable for use here. Due to
the many phenomena coupling the laser to the plasma and the need for a model
suitable for investigating realistic problems, an existing paraxial wave model [56]
is used. This is (to the best of the author’s knowledge) the first time that such a
paraxial wave treatment has been coupled to a VFP code including magnetic fields.
Paraxial wave solvers have been utilised in fluid and radiation-hydrodynamics
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Figure 3.1: The two dimensional Cartesian slab geometry of IMPACT and CTC
shown here with a Gaussian beam intensity overlay to demonstrate
beam propagation. In the simulation domain the zˆ direction only
contains the magnetic field vector B = Bzzˆ. In this figure, the height
and color correspond to laser intensity. The laser input and output
boundaries are denoted by Γin and Γin respectively and the boundaries
transverse to the direction of propagation are indicated by Γ⊥.
codes previously but the effects of magnetised transport remain to be fully in-
vestigated. This chapter documents the implementation and testing of the final
paraxial wave module used to generate the results presented in the following chap-
ters.
3.1 Review of Core Codes
Many codes have been developed for the study of laser-plasmas. For the purpose
of the modelling undertaken here, CTC and IMPACT are used. These codes are
chosen for their inclusion of a detailed treatment of Braginskii transport, for their
treatment of magnetic fields and for their availability. Braginskii transport is
specifically included in CTC and implicitly present in IMPACT by its nature.
Both of the codes use a 2D Cartesian slab geometry with a self-consistently evolved
magnetic field component perpendicular to the plane of simulation. Both codes
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share the same geometry, normalisation and heating operators allowing for con-
venient cross comparison of results. As shown in figure 3.1, the laser propagation
geometry is implemented such that the beam propagates across the 2D simulation
domain with the yˆ direction given as the propagation / longitudinal axis and the
xˆ direction as the transverse axis. The laser input and output boundaries are
denoted by Γin and Γout respectively and Γ⊥ signifies the transverse edges.
Amongst other potential codes considered for this study were IMPACTA [78] and
KALOS [79]. IMPACTA, a code originally developed from IMPACT, includes the
same feature set and benefits from the addition of magnetic field components in
the xˆ and yˆ directions within the simulation plane and a second-order term in
the expansion of the distribution function. IMPACT was ultimately chosen for its
faster execution times and robustness. KALOS benefits from an arbitrary spheri-
cal harmonic expansion of the distribution function - a subject discussed further in
section 3.1.2 - and can account for physical phenomena across the collisional and
collisionless regimes making it a valuable tool. However, KALOS utilises explicit
finite-differencing thus requiring smaller time-steps relative to the implicit scheme
used by IMPACT. Given the nature of the investigation requiring modelling over
nanosecond time-scales and the study of purely collisional phenomena, IMPACT
was deemed more suitable to the needs of the problem. Both CTC and IMPACT
are already established plasma simulation codes making them a suitable starting
point for the modelling undertaken in this study.
IMPACT was the first 2D VFP code to include self-consistent magnetic fields [71].
It has been used to investigate non-local magnetic field generation and in more
recent years, updated to include ion hydrodynamics to examine non-locality and
the Nernst effect in the context of magnetised gas-jet experiments [44]. It has
also been coupled to a PIC routine in the form of a hybrid VFP-PIC code to
investigate the propagation of fast electrons in a background plasma accounting
for magnetic fields, transport effects and non-locality [80, 81]. CTC has previously
been used to study the magnetothermal instability [36, 37] and the consequences
of super-Gaussian transport [39] such as the suppression of transport phenomena
and arising novel effects.
The following sections provide an overview of the workings of CTC and IMPACT.
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3.1.1 CTC
The fluid code CTC (Classical Transport Code) was originally developed for the
purpose of investigating super-Gaussian transport effects and the magnetothermal
instability. Since this code provides a detailed treatment of classical electron
transport, it provides a useful starting point for further modifications. Here it
is used to investigate the consequences of magnetised transport on laser-plasmas
and specifically beam propagation.
A full derivation and thorough discussion of the equations constituting CTC can
be found in chapter 5 of ‘Magnetised Transport and Instability in Laser Produced
Plasmas’ by Bissell [30]. An overview is presented here. At its core, CTC is a
sequential code (i.e., not parallelised) that solves the equations of continuity, ion
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and also Maxwell’s equations - Faraday’s law and Ampere’s law as
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
∇×B = µ0j (3.2)
In the above equations Cm(m) = m/4piα
3
eΓ (3/m) is the coefficient modifying
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inverse bremsstrahlung heating in the presence of super-Gaussian electron dis-
tribution functions where m > 2 and α2e = 3Γ (3/m) /2Γ (5/m) where Γ(t) =∫∞
0
xt−1 exp (−x) dx is the gamma function.
The additional super-Gaussian transport coefficients γ and φ in the heat-flow
equation and Ohm’s law only become relevant when m 6= 2. For Maxwellian
distribution functions, the conventional transport equations introduced in section
2.1.4 are recovered since φ⊥ = γ⊥ = 1 when m = 2. The CTC simulations
presented here do not consider the effects of super-Gaussian transport. Such
effects are implicitly present in IMPACT however.
Position r˜ = r/λ0 Time t˜ = t/τ0
Gradient ∇˜ = λ0∇ Derivative ∂/∂t˜ = τ0 ∂/∂t
Collision time τ˜B = τB/τ0 Number density n˜e = ne/ne0
Temperature T˜e = Te/2T0 Oscillation temp. T˜osc = Tosc/2T0
Permeability µ˜ = (ωpeoλ0/c)
2 Heat-flow q˜ = q/n0mev
3
0
Current density j˜ = j/en0v0 Electric field E˜ = (τ
2
0 /λ0) eE/me
Magnetic field B˜ = (eτ0/me) B Ion velocity C˜ = C/v0
Atomic number Z˜ = Z/Z0 Velocity v˜ = v/v0
Table 3.1: The variable normalisations used in both the CTC and IMPACT equa-
tion sets. Note that times, distances and velocities are normalised rela-
tive to the reference plasma quantities collision time τ0, mean free path
λ0 and thermal velocity v0 respectively.
In addition to classical electron transport, the core CTC equations account for
simple hydrodynamics in the form of a momentum equation and terms in the ion
fluid velocity C in the continuity equation, Ohm’s law and the energy equation.
The addition of these terms allows for the inclusion of PdV cooling i.e., the cooling
of plasma with increasing volume, as well as the time evolution of density and
corresponding effects such as frozen-in flow. The inclusion of such effects is vital
for the study of beam channelling presented here. For validation and investigation
purposes, hydrodynamics can be disabled by setting ∂n/∂t = 0 in the continuity
equation and specifying a stationary fluid with velocity C = 0.
Both IMPACT and CTC are normalised using the equations presented in table
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3.1. The variables are normalised relative to a homogeneous reference plasma with
density ne0, atomic number Z0 and temperature Te0. These quantities in turn lead
to the reference time, space and velocity dimensions given by the reference collision
time τ0, mean free path λ0 and thermal velocity v0, which are related by λ0 =
v0τ0. The domain and grid parameters are likewise normalised to the reference
dimensions. The variables in the paraxial wave module have been normalised in
the same way for consistency with CTC and IMPACT.
The core CTC scheme is solved by finite differencing the equation set. The spatial
grid is defined in 2D to have nx×ny nodes where nx and ny are the total number
of nodes in each direction. The index of nodes in the xˆ direction is denoted by
i and in the yˆ direction by j such that the x and y coordinates of node (i, j)
is given by (xi, yj). Scalar quantities (ne, Te, Bz) at each grid point are signified
by fni,j, where n is the time-step index. The spatial derivatives use an implicit








where ∆x and ∆y are the distances in each direction between nodes. All quan-
tities, both scalar and vector, are located at the centre of computational cells as
shown in figure 3.2.
Using an implicit finite differencing scheme has the benefit of unconditional numer-
ical stability, allowing for the system to remain stable when solved using time-steps
larger than that given by the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) condition [82], which
defines the maximum time and space grid intervals which allow convergence to
be reached in an explicit finite-difference scheme. Time-steps must still be small
enough to resolve physical phenomena such as wave modes, cell transit times and
growth / decay times however to provide an accurate solution. The disadvantage
of the implicit scheme is that a more complicated solution method involving the
inversion of a matrix is required.
The vector components of the core CTC equations are considered for the two
spatial components (xˆ, yˆ) leading to a total of 11 variables: the electron density
ne, the zˆ component of the magnetic field Bz, the electron temperature Te as well
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Figure 3.2: The simulation spatial grid for CTC (left) and quantity positions for
CTC and IMPACT (right). In a CTC computational cell (upper-
right) both the scalar quantities (f) and vector quantities (A = Ax +
Ay) are positioned at cell centres. In an IMPACT computational cell
(lower-right), the isotropic part of the distribution function f0 and the
magnetic field (Bz) are positioned in the centre of the cell whereas the
xˆ and yˆ components of the vector quantities i.e., the electric field E
and anisotropic part of the distribution function f1, are located on
each cell face such that the code utilises a staggered grid.
as the vector components for electric field Ex,Ey, the current density jx, jy, the ion
velocity Cx,Cy and the heat-flow qx,qy. This ultimately results in 11 equations
in 11 variables for each point on the discretised spatial grid at each point in time.
The equations can be assembled into the form A · vn+1 = b where A is a sparse
matrix of coefficients of the size (11× nx × ny)× (11× nx × ny) and vn+1 is the
unknown vector (of size 11×nx×ny) containing each variable at each spatial grid
point at the next point in time. The vector b (also of size 11× nx × ny) contains
known quantities based on the plasma conditions on previous time step, known
heating conditions and boundary conditions (periodic, reflective or fixed). All of
the core CTC equations are assembled into a single implicit matrix avoiding the
need for operator splitting techniques. The discretised core equation set for CTC
is given in appendix A.
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The sparse matrix system is solved using numerical matrix inversion methods. On
each time-step the matrix is inverted and non-linear terms are accounted for by
iterating the solution by substituting the current solution back into the system and
solving again until convergence is reached to within a specified tolerance. CTC
has the option of utilising an inbuilt BiCGSTAB solver (Biconjugate Gradient
Stabilised Method [83, 84]) or numerical solvers and matrix preconditioners from
the PETSc libraries [77] which were implemented by the author during the course
of this work. The simulation results presented here use the PETSc implementation
of the BiCGSTAB solver with an ILU matrix preconditioner. This process is
repeated until the specified maximum simulation time is reached.
3.1.2 IMPACT
The kinetic code IMPACT is used to generate some of the results presented in this
thesis. IMPACT was developed as the first implicit 2D VFP code to include self-
consistent magnetic fields and has been previously used to investigate magnetised
transport phenomena in conjunction with non-local effects. A discussion of the
workings of IMPACT is presented here. For a complete description of code see
‘An implicit Vlasov-Fokker-Planck code to model non-local electron transport in
2-D with magnetic fields’ by Kingham [71].
The IMPACT code uses 2D slab Cartesian geometry and includes the magnetic
field component perpendicular to the plane of simulation. The code employs an
implicit finite difference scheme to solve the expanded form of the VFP equation.
As discussed in the previous section, the implicit finite difference scheme, whilst
more complicated from a numerical point of view than an explicit scheme, has
the advantage of numerical stability for larger time-steps allowing IMPACT to be
used over time scales relevant to nanosecond pulse length laser phenomena.
IMPACT utilises a Cartesian tensor expansion of the distribution function which
takes the form [85]
f (r,v, t) =
l=∞∑
l=0
fl (·)l vˆl = f0 (v) + f1 (v) · vˆ + f2 : vˆvˆ + . . . (3.4)
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where l is the order of the term, (·)l is the tensor contraction and the velocity
unit vector vˆ = v/v. Each additional term represents a higher order of anisotropy
in the distribution function in velocity space. IMPACT truncates equation (3.4)
after 2 terms (l = 0 and l = 1, known as the diffusive approximation) resulting
in two equations when the truncated distribution function is substituted into the
VFP equation - an f0 equation and an f1 equation where f0 is the zero order
term which is isotropic in velocity space and f1 is the first order term representing
anisotropy in velocity space and corresponding to fluxes.
The truncation of the distribution function after the first two terms gives the form
f (v) = f0 (v) + f1 (v) · vˆ and – along with neglecting the electron inertia term
∂f1/∂t – is known as the diffusion approximation. The diffusion approximation
assumes that collisions decrease the velocity anisotropy of the distribution function
to the point that higher order terms are negligible. Essentially, for a sufficiently
collisional plasma, the assumption that f0  |f1|  |f2| . . . is made.


































(B× f1) = −νeif1 + Cee1 (f0, f1) (3.5b)
where νei is the electron-ion collision frequency, ν
′
ee relates to the electron-electron
coulomb logarithm, C and D are the Rosenbluth coefficients [29] and Cee1 rep-
resents electron-electron collisions in the f1 equation and is neglected when the
Lorentz approximation (which ignores electron-electron collisions in the f1 equa-
tion) for high Z plasmas is made.
The f0 equation describes the evolution of the isotropic part of the distribution
function and leads to values for the number density and temperature. The first
term on the right-hand-side of the equation describes electron-electron collisions
affecting f0 and the second term H is the heating operator describing inverse
bremsstrahlung heating in the presence of a laser or applied quiver velocity. The
f1 equation allows for the evolution of the anisotropic part of the distribution
functions, leads to flux quantities such as the current density and heat-flow and
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allows for the calculation of Ohm’s law. Macroscopic quantities (i.e., ne, Te, q,
E etc.) are calculated from f0 and f1 by taking velocity moments, as shown in
equations (2.8) to (2.10) in section 2.1.2.
Equations (3.5a) and (3.5b), along with Ampe`re’s Law and Faraday’s Law form
the core of IMPACT. These equations are normalised using the normalisations
presented in table 3.1, discretised, and solved using finite differenced methods.
In IMPACT, quantities are positioned on a a staggered grid such that scalar
quantities such as the zˆ component of the magnetic field and f0, the isotropic
part of the distribution function, are cell centred whereas vector quantities such
as electric fields, current densities, heat-flows and the anisotropic part of the
distribution function f1 are positioned at the cell faces. This is shown in figure
3.2.
As discussed in the previous section relating to CTC, numerical matrix inversion
techniques are used to calculate the unknown quantities at the next time step
tn+1. IMPACT splits the simulation domain into strips and solves the matrix
equation in parallel using solvers from the PETSc libraries. The magnetic field
terms are calculated implicitly within each solution loop.
The core form of IMPACT does not account for hydrodynamics – ions are treated
as a stationary neutralising background. The addition of a hydrodynamics routine
allowing for a changing plasma density was implemented by Ridgers [35]. These
changes are important over nanosecond time-scales and are particular vital to the
work conducted here as plasma density defines the refractive index and so dictates
the laser beam behaviour.
Hydrodynamics were introduced in the form of a single fluid model. Returning
to the original VFP equation, given in equation (2.7), velocity v is transformed
into the sum of the ion drift velocity C and the electron velocity in the ion rest
frame w, such that v = w + C(r, t). Applying this to the VFP equation and
pursuing the same Cartesian tensor expansion as previously results in new f0 and
f1 equations including terms in fluid velocity C. The derivation and modifed
equations are given in section 3.2 of ‘Magnetic Fields and Non-Local Transport
in Laser-Plasmas’ by Ridgers [35].
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The new fluid motion variable C is calculated using a single fluid equation of















where the electron pressure is given by Pe = (γ−1)menee where e is the electron
internal energy and γ is the adiabatic index. The identity tensor is denoted by I
and through the assumption of quasineutrality Zni ' ne.
The variables ni and Pe, ion density and electron pressure are calculated from
moments of the f0 equation. The final model utilised for the VFP simulations
presented in chapter 6 of this thesis consists of the coupled VFP and hydrodynamic
equations which are in turn linked (via the heating operator and the plasma
density) to the paraxial wave module which we now proceed to describe.
3.2 Paraxial Wave Model
The paraxial wave solver presented in this section is based on the model originally
derived by Sentis [56]. The model includes terms for collisional laser absorption
and refraction in the presence of inhomogeneous density profiles making it well
suited to the problem at hand. Using an established scheme is advantageous as the
core equations used in the solver have already been tested and used in conjunction
with other codes, for example as discussed in [53] and utilised in the code HERA
[86].
This paraxial wave model has been used to model laser beams propagating in
plasmas in the presence of hot spots (laser speckles) for a constant density profile
in the absence of a magnetic field. The solver is implemented here and used
primarily to investigate heat-flow in the presence of magnetic fields for simple
Gaussian beams.
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3.2.1 Sentis’ Paraxial Wave Model and Normalisations

























EL = 0 (3.7)
where EL is the complex scalar laser electric field, K =
√
1− 〈n0〉 is the nor-
malised group velocity as defined by Sentis and δn = n − 〈n0〉 is the difference
between the local density n (x, y) and 〈n0〉, the average value of the density in a
transverse plane perpendicular (xˆ) to the propagation direction (yˆ) at each point
along the propagation axis i.e., 〈n0〉 is a function of the distance y. Additionally,
k0 is the homogeneous medium wave number and ν0 is the collisional absorption
coeffcient. It should be noted forms similar to this equation have been imple-
mented in plasma codes too – for example the equation discussed in [87] is the
same model but without the time dependent terms.
Following the implementation in [53], the paraxial equation is split along the






























Normalising the variables related to the paraxial module in a manner compatible
with CTC and IMPACT gives the following equations. The normalisations are
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Wave number k˜0 = λ0k0 Perp. Laplace ∆˜⊥ = λ20∆⊥
Critical density n˜cr = ncr/n0 Laser field E˜L = (τ
2
0 /λ0) eEL/me
Absorption ν˜0 = λ0ν0 Speed of light c˜ = c/v0
Derivative ∂/∂y˜ = λ0∂/∂y Density n˜e = ne/n0
Time derivative ∂/∂t˜ = τ0 ∂/∂t
Table 3.2: The normalisation scheme used for quantities in the paraxial wave mod-
ule. For compatibility with CTC and IMPACT, the quantities follow
the same normalisation scheme.
Equation (3.7), compared with the equations in section 2.2.6, is a more sophisti-
cated treatment. The first term accounts for time variation in the beam evolution
such that the beam propagates at finite speed across the simulation grid. The
terms in ∂/∂z account for the beam propagation along the longitudinal axis and
the third term (∆⊥) accounts for beam focusing / defocusing in the transverse di-
rections. The fourth term (ν0) gives beam absorption and the sixth term accounts
for beam refraction due to changes in refractive index.
3.2.2 Discretisation and Numerical Solution
With the normalised advection and diffusion equations ((3.9a), (3.9b)) in place,
the solution for the laser profile can proceed. In essence, the paraxial wave solver,
beginning after the Γin boundary, solves the advection equation and then the
diffusion equation for a single transverse slice of the domain before moving to the
next slice. This process repeats for each slice in turn until the Γout boundary is
reached.
The finite differencing scheme and its implementation is described in this sec-
tion. Note that for convenience the tilde notation related to the normalisation is
dropped in the following equations to avoid confusion with the wide tilde symbol
representing intermediate values.
Considering the paraxial equation in 2D with propagation direction yˆ and trans-
verse direction xˆ as previously described, the spatial grid is discretised into po-
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sitions xi and yj where the indices (i, j) represent the nodes on the spatial grid.
The time is discretised such that there are nt steps and the current time is given
by tn. The laser field at a given space and time point is given by EnL,i,j.
Finite differencing the advection equation, given by equation (3.9a), yields the in-
termediate value of the laser field at transverse slice yj. The differenced advection
























where E˜n+1L,∗,j+1 represents an intermediate value of the electric field resulting from
the advection step and to be used in the diffusion step. The value of ν0, the absorp-
tion coefficient, is simply taken as the average between the previous propagation
position yj and the current propagation position yj+1. The subscript i = ∗ in the
laser field is understood to mean all transverse cells from i = 0 to i = nx−1. Dur-
ing the advection step, the laser field at all cells for a given yj are space-marched
forward in the same step and used for the diffusion step.
The diffusion part of the paraxial equation, equation (3.9b), is differenced using
the Crank-Nicolson method [88] for the transverse Laplacian operator in 1D (since
there is only a single transverse coordinate) such that the laser electric field at y =
yj and time t = t













[(EL,i+1 − 2EL,i + EL,i−1) /(∆x)2].


















where the laser field EL not involved in a derivative terms has been averaged over










Figure 3.3: The computational stencil of the Crank-Nicolson finite difference
scheme used in equation (3.11) for evolving intermediate laser field
E˜n+1L,j+1 to the final complete solution E
n+1
L,j+1.
its intermediate and final values. The term δnj+1/2 is the density variation away
from the average on-axis value, again averaged over the current and previous y
position.
To solve for the laser field the advection equation can be rearranged in terms of















where ηj = ∆y/c∆tKj and νj+1/2 =
1
2
(ν0,j + ν0,j+1) +
1
2
(Kj+1 −Kj) /∆y and so
the intermediate laser field is found by simply substituting in the known variables.


























where θ = (4k0(∆x)
2)
−1
and γ±i = (Kj/∆y)±i(2θ+ 14k0 (δn)i,j+1/2) are introduced
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for brevity.
Equation (3.13) is implicit and must be solved as a system of coupled equations
representing the electric field at each transverse position xi. By considering the
case where the transverse boundary conditions for the laser solver are periodic,
















γ−0 E˜0 + iθ(E˜−1 + E˜1)
γ−1 E˜1 + iθ(E˜0 + E˜2)
...
γ−nx−2E˜nx−2 + iθ(E˜nx−3 + E˜nx−1)
γ−nx−1E˜nx−1 + iθ(E˜nx−2 + E˜nx)

(3.14)
where only the non-zero elements in A are shown and the elements outside of the
upper, lower and main diagonals correspond to the periodic boundary conditions.
The index i = nx and i = −1 are intended to represent the quantity on the other
side of the vector via the periodic boundary. The subscript j + 1 and superscript
n on the laser field EL are omitted here for brevity.
The coefficient matrix A is close to tridiagonal, consisting of three diagonal vectors
with two additional non-zero corner elements resulting from the periodic boundary
conditions. A tridiagonal system of equations can be solved using the Thomas
algorithm [89]. The additional corner elements can be accounted for using the
Sherman-Morrison formula [90], a computationally inexpensive way of obtaining
the inverse of a perturbed matrix when A is already known, or (as used here),
rearranging the matrix into tridiagonal form and solving as such. The Thomas
algorithm is significantly more efficient than using Gaussian elimination methods,
requiring O(n) operations instead of O(n3), where n is the matrix size.
This process of solving an advection step and a diffusion step for each plane
perpendicular to the axis of propagation in turn allows for the laser field for the
full 2D grid to be determined at each time step. The order in which operations
are completed in the paraxial wave solving scheme is further detailed in figure 3.4.
































Figure 3.4: A flow chart showing order of operations within the paraxial wave
solver module. The module inputs and outputs coupling it to
CTC/IMPACT are shown in dashed boxes.
3.2.3 Coupling to Plasma Model
The paraxial wave solver is implemented in a separate module and called within
the plasma codes. It requires the density ne(x, y), collision time τB(x, y) and laser
parameters as inputs and returns the solution for the laser field En+1L at all grid
points.
The coupling of the wave solving module to the plasma codes CTC and IMPACT
is shown below in figure 3.5. The beam absorption step is calculated within
the wave solving module and the plasma heating via inverse bremsstrahlung is
calculated outside of the module by calculating the intensity profile from the laser
field solution.
The initial laser pulse is defined on the Γin boundary for each time-step by the user
and accounts for beam width, phase and intensity ramps in time. The prescribed
profile on the Γin boundary is space-marched across the grid to the Γout boundary
by the paraxial wave module.
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Figure 3.5: A flow chart showing how the paraxial wave module is initialised and
executed within the plasma codes CTC and IMPACT. The main loop
is executed for each time-step n. The ‘evolve plasma’ step is the main
CTC / IMPACT solution call and the details of the ‘paraxial module’
step are presented in figure 3.4.
3.3 Code Validation
Before proceeding on with simulations using the paraxial wave solver coupled to
the plasma codes CTC and IMPACT, it is vital to validate the new module to
ensure that it is correctly implemented and suitable for the purpose of further
modelling. Testing of the code against realistic plasma conditions involving the
intricately connected beam focusing, magnetic field evolution and heat-flow phe-
nomena together is impossible due to the lack of analytic solutions but simplified
conditions and textbook problems can be compared against the output of the
paraxial solver for validation.
This section presents four tests for the purpose of code validation providing inde-
pendent testing of the laser beam focusing, beam absorption and plasma heating.
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Figure 3.6: Gaussian beam focusing validation - the above plot compares Rayleigh
length measured from simulations (points) against the expected values
(solid line) for Gaussian beams initialised at focus with beam waist
w0 propagating through different uniform density profiles.
The test problems are conducted under similar conditions to those of interest for
later investigations namely, a laser wavelength of λL = 1.054µm, laser intensities
of I = 1× 1014W cm−2 and densities ranging from 0.01 – 0.1ncr.
3.3.1 Focusing Dynamics in a Homogeneous Medium
The first and possibly most important test of the wave solving module is to make
sure that it can reproduce simple Gaussian beam focusing dynamics in a homoge-
neous medium - either free space or a uniform, under-dense plasma. As discussed
in section 2.2.8, the Gaussian beam is the fundamental solution to the paraxial
wave equation and provides the form of the initial input beam on the input bound-
ary Γin for the beam channelling simulations presented in the results sections.
These tests involve the paraxial wave module alone. Gaussian beams with a
range of peak focus beam waist values w0 are introduced to a simulation domain
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with a uniform density of either 0.01ncr or 0.2ncr. At n = 0.01ncr the plasma
refractive index η = 0.995 is very close to its free space value of η = 1 and this
value is typical of the conditions investigated in the results sections. A density
of n = 0.2ncr represents a significant change in refractive index (η = 0.9) and is
close to the limits of validity for the paraxial approximation which requires that
n/ncr < 0.25.
Beams are initialised at focus using the two dimensional form of the fundamental
Gaussian mode given in equation (2.67), forward propagated and the Rayleigh
length of the beam measured for comparison against the expected value given by
zR = piw
2
0/λ where λ = λ0/η is the laser wavelength in a medium , λ0 is the
vacuum wavelength and η is the refractive index of the medium.
The conditions for this test are given by the grid (nx, ny, nt) = (500, 75, 50),
the domain size (X, Y ) = (6
√
6w0, 2zR) where w0 is the beam focal spot width
and zR(w0) is the Rayleigh length expected in a homogeneous medium for that
width. The simulation time was tmax = 50 ps. The plasma parameters were
Z = 7, n0 = 0.01 − 0.2ncrit, T0 = 20 eV, B0 = 0 T and ln Λei = 5.25. The beam
parameters were given by λL = 1.054µm and w0 = 5− 50µm.
Figure 3.6 shows that the paraxial wave module reproduces the correct beam
focusing dynamics for a range of focal spot sizes and densities. It can also be
noted that the on-axis laser electric field amplitude is matched at all points along
the propagation path by the electric field expected from solutions of the paraxial
equation in 2D Cartesian coordinates when only a single transverse dimension (xˆ)
is considered. The electric field in this case is given by [91].




















It is important to note that the peak laser electric field is changed by a factor
of (w0/w(z))
1/2 as the beam convergence is reduced compared to the 3D case as
given in equation (2.67).
When the paraxial module is used to evolve the laser field on realistic problems
with spatially varying density, the laser wavelength is fixed at its homogeneous
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medium value rather than taking on a spatially varying form within the plasma. It
can be seen from figure 3.6 that varying the density significantly yields only a small
change in focusing dynamics over a long distance. The effects of varying density
in the refraction term are far more important. Additionally, a simple estimate
of how using the vacuum value of the difference to beam focusing when using
λ0, the vacuum wavelength and λ, the medium wavelength is given by equation
(3.16) where f defines the fractional difference between the Rayleigh length in a












where [zR]m and [zR]0 are the medium and vacuum values of the Rayleigh length
respectively and η is the material refractive index. Making the reasonable as-
sumption that ne/ncr  1 – a condition which is well fulfilled for the paraxial
approximation to be valid – the term in brackets can be binomially expanded
and by neglecting all terms greater than 1st order a very convenient form of the









For the conditions predominantly studied in the work presented in the results
chapters ne/ncr ∼ 0.01 resulting in a fractional difference of 0.5% meaning that
change in focusing due to the laser wavelength variation with density is minimal.
The changes in focusing behaviour come primarily from gradients in the refractive
index in the plasma resulting in beam channelling.
3.3.2 Inverse Bremsstrahlung Heating
The laser-plasma heating which couples the plasma codes to the paraxial wave
solving module can be tested by comparing heating of a 0D homogeneous plasma
against the expected value which can be found by considering the laser heating
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This equation is normalised using the normalisations given in table 3.1 and ignor-










Considering a 0D plasma provides a simple test situation as laser-heating is uni-
form and there are no heat-flow or hydrodynamics effects to account for. Inte-






















The conditions for this test are given by the grid (nx, ny, nt) = (10, 10, 5000), the
domain size (X, Y ) = (20µm, 20µm) and the simulation time was tmax = 500 ps.
The plasma parameters were Z = 7, n0 = 5 × 1018 − 5 × 1019 cm−3, T0 = 20 eV,
B0 = 0 T and ln Λei = 5.25. The beam parameters were given by λL = 1.054µm
and w0  X, such that the domain was uniformly heated with laser intensity
IL = 1× 1014 Wcm−2.
As shown in figure 3.7, the code correctly reproduces the expected temperature
increase profile for a range of densities. Due to the dT/dt ∝ T 3/2e dependence of IB
heating the rapid temperature increase and eventual heating saturation is evident.
If a 1D model including heat-flow was considered, the saturation temperature
would decrease due to heat-flow balancing temperature increases through heating.
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Figure 3.7: Code validation using a 0D inverse bremsstrahlung heating test - a
homogeneous plasma is uniformly heated with laser intensity I =
1.0 × 1014 Wcm−2 and laser wavelength λL = 1.054µm for a range
a densities. The code (circles) and analytical result (solid line) are
compared and found to be in good agreement.
3.3.3 Beam Absorption
As the laser beam increases the energy in the plasma through collisional absorp-
tion, it is necessary to test the decrease in laser energy due to the same mechanism
as it propagates.
Considering the forward propagation and absorption terms in equation (3.8a) leads





where ν0 = (ne/ncr) (cBτT c)
−1 is the standard collisional absorption term [92] and
c is the propagation speed within the material. Multiplying by EL and noting
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Figure 3.8: Validating beam intensity reduction due to collisional absorption -
a beam with initial intensity I0 is propagated through a uniform 1D
plasma (T = 100 eV, n = 0.01ncr) with IB heating and hydrodynamics
disabled. The model (solid lines) and code (points) are found to be
in good agreement for a range of densities. Note that the intensity is
normalised to the initial intensity I0.




L, we obtain an equation for the change in




Defining the input intensity such that I0 = I (z = 0) and integrating the above
equation, we obtain the expression for the intensity of a beam undergoing colli-
sional absorption in a uniform plasma in one dimension which is compared against
the output of the paraxial wave module.
I
I0
= exp (−2ν0z) (3.24)
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The conditions for this test are given by the grid (nx, ny, nt) = (20, 150, 50), the
domain size (X, Y ) = (20µm, 1000µm) and the simulation time was tmax = 50 ps.
The plasma parameters were Z = 7, n0 = 0.01− 0.1ncrit, T0 = 100 eV, B0 = 0 T
and ln Λei = 5.25. The beam parameters were given by λL = 1.054µm, IL =
1× 1014 Wcm−2 and w0  X, such that the test was effectively 1D.
By plotting the above expression, shown in figure 3.8 for a range of densities
and comparing against results obtained using the paraxial module we find a good
agreement for the reduction in beam intensity against propagation distance. This
suggests that the implementation of collisional absorption in the paraxial wave
solving module is successful.
3.3.4 Gaussian Beam Propagation in Parabolic Density
Profiles
The final test of the paraxial wave module involves simulating the evolution of
a Gaussian beam in a parabolic density profile in the direction transverse to the
direction of beam propagation. As described in section 2.2.6, specific laser spot
widths and density profiles can be matched producing a Gaussian beam which
neither focuses or defocuses. For a spot of size w1, this matching condition is
fulfilled by a parabolic refractive index profile of the form η (r) = η0 − 12η2r2 [54]
where the focal spot radius and profile are related by w21 = λ/pi
√
η2.













The conditions for this test are given by the grid (nx, ny, nt) = (200, 200, 100), the
domain size (X, Y ) = (50µm, 1000µm) and the simulation time was tmax = 50 ps.
The plasma parameters were Z = 7, n0 = 0.01ncrit, T0 = 20 eV, B0 = 0 T and
ln Λei = 5.25. The density profile was generated according to equation (3.25)
with a matched spot size of w1 = 10µm. The beam parameters were given by
λL = 1.054µm, IL = 1× 1014 Wcm−2 and w0 = 1− 1.2w1.
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Figure 3.9: Comparing the laser spot width against propagation distance for
Gaussian beam propagation in a parabolic density profile created to
match a spot radius of w1 = 10µm. As expected the beam initiated
with spot size w0 = w1 (red points) remains focused across the full
propagation distance whilst the mismatched beams (blue and green
points) exhibit beam scalloping – an oscillation of the spot-size. The
beams with focal spot radii close to the matched spot size maintain a
significantly smaller beam width than the beam allowed to propagate
in a uniform density profile (black dashed line).
Figure 3.9 shows the propagated spot width against propagation distance for a
matched spot and two slightly mismatched spots which are 10% and 20% larger
than the optimum spot respectively. The background refractive index η0 corre-
sponds to the homogeneous background density n = 0.01ncr and the laser wave-
length is again λL = 1.054µm. It can be seen that the matched spot remains
focussed indefinitely and the two mismatched spots exhibit beam scalloping as
expected.
The wavelength of mismatched beam oscillations can be found by Losc = pi (η0/η2)
1/2
[93]. For the test conditions considered here (ne/ncr = 0.01, w1 = 10µm) this
results in a value of Losc ' 0.9 mm which is matched using the paraxial wave
module as can be seen in figure 3.9.
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This test is particularly important for the situations investigated in the results
sections. Long-pulse lasers heating a uniform under-dense plasma naturally lead
to cavitated density profiles and so beam matching and channelling phenomena
are of great importance.
3.3.5 Summary
This chapter has described the working of CTC and IMPACT, the plasma codes,
and the development of a paraxial wave solving module. The wave solving module
has been successfully coupled to both codes and the core phenomena of importance
to the work presented in this thesis, namely IB heating, beam absorption, focusing
and channelling behaviour, have been validated.
With the development work complete, the wave module in conjunction with both
codes was used to investigate Gaussian laser focusing in under-dense plasmas
under a range of conditions. The results from CTC and IMPACT are presented
in chapters 5 and 6 respectively.
Chapter 4
Analytical Investigations
The primary goal of the work presented in this thesis is to investigate the ef-
fects of magnetised transport phenomena on beam propagation and vice versa.
The previous chapter described the implementation of a paraxial wave solving
module coupled to existing plasma codes in preparation for performing numerical
simulations of such a situation. Before presenting the results of full numerical
simulations however, this chapter presents the results arising from simplified an-
alytical models.
The aim of the investigation using an analytical model representing a reduced
version of the plasma system with a limited range of physical phenomena sit o
help build intuition about the interplay between the many linked heating and
hydrodynamic phenomena at work in an under-dense magnetised plasma, to aid
with later interpretation of the simulation results and to attempt to develop some
form of predictive capability.
Whilst a full 2D model including the full range of transport effects discussed in
chapter 2 would clearly be unfeasible, work incorporating the phenomena envi-
sioned to be the most important – namely inverse bremsstrahlung heating, dif-
fusive heat-flow, the Nernst effect and thermal pressure driven hydrodynamics –
is attempted. The results show that only very limited progress can be made to
analytically model such an intricately coupled system and as such full numerical
simulation is justified.
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The first section shows attempts to build a simple 1D model of growing complexity
aiming to provide estimates of the temperature and density profiles resulting from
IB laser heating. The following section (4.2) discusses a much simpler scaling
model to estimate the relative effectiveness of Nernst advection and frozen-in flow
as the plasma is heated.
4.1 IB Heating of a 1D Plasma
The first attempt at building a plasma model to investigate IB heating and trans-
port effects involves estimating the temperature and corresponding density in 1D
resulting from a specified transverse laser intensity profile.
4.1.1 Adiabatic Plasma Heating Model
Starting by considering an un-magnetised plasma and only accounting for energy
change through inverse bremsstrahlung heating, the initial equations for continu-































where cE = (2/3)(me/2)





2e2c) and Cm(2) = 2/3.
These equations are linearised by considering each variable as the sum of a ho-
mogeneous background value and a small perturbation such that n = n0 + n1,
T = T0 + T1 and C = C1 (as the background fluid flow is stationary). The laser
intensity which heats the plasma is perturbed as I = I0 + I1. The linearised
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the homogeneous background temperature T0 with time
when heat-flow is neglected. A good agreement between the 1D model



















under the assumptions that n0  n1, T0  T1, I0  I1. The background den-
sity and intensity do not change with time, ∂n0/∂t = ∂n0/∂t = ∂I/∂t = 0,
but the background temperature T0 can increase with IB heating. The den-
sity, temperature and intensity background are spatially homogeneous, such that
∇n0 = ∇T0 = ∇I0 = 0.
Considering the spatially homogeneous terms in equation (4.2c) i.e., those depen-












Solving this equation gives an equivalent result to that for T0 previously used in
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where Tin is the initial uniform temperature. This rearranges into the form nor-











where τch = (2/5CE)(T
5/2
in /n0I0), a characteristic value chosen to normalise time,
giving the time at which T0(t) = 2
2/5Tin. Figure 4.1 shows a good agreement
comparing the change in T0 over time for equation (4.4) against CTC using an
applied intensity profile.
The intensity profile takes the sinusoidal form I = I0 + I1 cos (2pix/λp) where the
intensity perturbation I1 = 0.1I0 and the perturbation wavelength λp = 100λl.
The initial density and temperature are homogeneous with values n0 = 1.5 ×
1019 cm−3 and Tin = 20 eV. Note that the initial temperature is called Tin here to
avoid confusion with the background (and variable) temperature T0. The simula-
tion grid is given by (nx, nt) = (500, 5000), the length of the simulation domain is
X = 5λp and the simulation time is 10
4 τch. The laser wavelength is λl = 1.054µm,
the plasma atomic number is fixed at Z = 7 and the plasma is un-magnetised.
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Figure 4.2: The evolution of the temperature perturbation (normalised to the
background temperature) when heat-flow is neglected. The 1D model
(lines) is compared against CTC results (markers) in the presence and
absence of PdV cooling.
The evolution of the peak of the temperature perturbation T1 is shown in figure 4.2
which compares the 1D temperature model against CTC results with and without
PdV cooling enabled. The plot also shows the temperature model when the IB
heating driving the temperature perturbation T1 accounts for the changes due to
the perturbation itself and when it only accounts for the background temperature
T0 and the intensity I1. The comparison of the two models (dashed and solid
line) shows the importance of the temperature in IB heating, with the simple
model (dashed line) diverging from the more complete model (solid line) almost
immediately after ∼ 1 ps and tends towards a final value of T1/T0 = 0.098 as
t→∞ compared with the more sophisticated model which tends to T1/T0 = 0.04.
The more complete model provides a better match to the CTC simulations. This
is to be expected as the IB heating term in equation (4.1c) depends on temperature
as ∂Te/∂t ∝ T 3/2e .
In figure 4.2, the data from CTC matches the 1D model well for early times
(< 50 ps). Later, PdV cooling becomes important due to changes in density. This
can be seen in the CTC simulation with PdV cooling included which diverges
from the 1D model more rapidly (perturbation temperature at ∼ 80% of model
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Figure 4.3: The evolution of the density perturbation n1 resulting from the IB
heating driven temperature profile shown in figure 4.2. Results shown
compare the 1D model (lines) and corresponding CTC results (points)
in the absence of heat-flow.
at t = 100 ps) than the simulation with PdV cooling disabled (T1/T0 ∼ 92% of
model at t = 100 ps). The remaining difference between the 1D model and CTC
is likely due to the effect of the density perturbation n1 being neglected in the IB
heating operator.
Using the solution for T1 and integrating equations (4.2a) and (4.2b) along with the
assumption that the intensity profile has the spatial form I = I0 + I1 cos (2pix/λp)















































where µ is the proton to electron mass ratio and vin is the initial electron thermal
velocity defined by vin = (2Tin/me)
1/2. This expression is compared against CTC
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results in the same manner as was previously used for the temperature perturba-
tion profiles. The results are shown in figure 4.3. The lines compare the 1D model
density perturbation as a result of the temperature when only I1 is accounted for
(dashed lines) and when the heating operator accounts for both I1 and T1. The
points compare the corresponding CTC simulations when PdV cooling is enabled
(circles) and disabled (crosses).
As with the temperature perturbation, the 1D model which accounts for the effect
of the temperature perturbation in the IB heating operator gives a closer approx-
imation to the CTC results and again PdV cooling plays a role at later times. At
100 ps, the value given by CTC without PdV cooling is ∼ 90% of the predicted
value and the CTC value with PdV cooling is ∼ 85% of the 1D model value.
4.1.2 Plasma Heating Model with Heat-Flow
With a reasonable agreement found between the simple 1D laser heating model
and comparable CTC simulations, the next step is to solve the 1D model with
the addition of heat-flow. Such a model is critical to understanding the evolution
of the temperature profile and thus the plasma density and beam focusing in an
under-dense plasma over nanosecond time-scales.
As in the previous section we start with equations for continuity, momentum and
energy. This time the energy equation is modified with a heat-flow term – the























−∇ · q (4.9c)
where the heat-flow is determined by q = −κ∇Te, the thermal conductivity coef-
ficient is κ = (neTeτB/me)κ
c and is considered to be spatially uniform and thus
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dependent on the background temperature T0 and density n0 only. Therefore the






























where CN = me ln Λei/2
3/2cBY . Performing the same linearisation process as

































































Solving equation (4.13) yields the same T0 as previously. Equation (4.14) includes
variation in IB heating due to T1 and I1 but neglects n1, the density change. The



















































Assigning spatial profiles to the temperature and intensity of the form T1 (x, t) =
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Figure 4.4: Plots comparing the evolution of the temperature perturbation in the
1D plasma heating model (lines) against CTC (points). Plots are
shown for a range of perturbation wavelengths λp.
T1 (t) cos (2pix/λp) and I1 (x) = I1 cos (2pix/λp) and solving equation (4.15) gives
the result
























































where α = −(3/2)(me/2)3/2(Z ln Λei/cBY )(men0/κcT 5/2in ) and where the upper
incomplete gamma function is defined by Γ (s, z) =
∫∞
z
ts−1 exp[−t] dt [94]. It can
be noted that the temperature perturbation is now a function of the perturbation
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wavenumber k = 2pi/λp due to the inclusion of heat-flow and so represents the
importance of temperature gradients.
If the perturbation wavelength becomes very large i.e., the wavenumber k is very
small, heat-flow becomes negligible due to the extremely shallow temperature
gradients. Considering equation (4.16) in the limit k → 0 reassuringly results in
equation (4.7), the expression for the temperature perturbation in the adiabatic
limit which was obtained in the previous section.
Figure 4.4 shows the results of the 1D temperature model with heat-flow com-
pared against the results from CTC with hydrodynamics disabled using the same
test parameters as in section 4.1.1. Temperature perturbations with wavelengths
ranging from 10λl − 5000λl are modelled and found to be comparable to CTC
results. When the perturbation wavelength is set to λp = 5000λl (green dashed
line), T1 reaches a value of 4% of the background temperature as previously seen
in figure 4.4. At smaller values of λp, heat-flow has an increasingly important
effect resulting in the temperature perturbation T1 becoming negligible compared
to the background temperature T0 as the heat-flow evens out the temperature
profiles at a faster rate than the perturbation from laser heating develops.
The model presented in this section has some similarities to that of Bush et al. [95],
who discussed the effects of fast electron heating on the density and temperature
profiles of plasmas in 1D. Comparisons may be drawn due to the similarities in the
heating operator. In this work, IB heating is considered and has a dependence
of the form [∂T/∂t]IB ∝ T−3/2e . The work described by Bush relied on Ohmic
heating with a dependence of the Spitzer resistivity of the form η ∝ T−3/2e . As is
discussed further in section 5.5, this leads to a similar temperature dependence in
time of t2/5. This model differs from that of Bush however due to the inclusion of
heat-flow which ultimately makes the equations intractable.
Unfortunately, further integration to obtain the density perturbation in the pres-
ence of heat-flow results in an intractable equation set due to the upper incomplete
gamma functions arising from the heat-flow terms. Further simplification by ne-
glecting the dependence of ∂T1/∂t on the value of T1 or by using a simplified linear
heating operator does not help matters.
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Due to the difficulty in creating a model which accounts for heat-flow and an
evolving magnetic field, the following section takes a simpler analytical approach
in order to develop a basic scaling relation for use interpreting simulation results
presented in later chapters. Numerical simulations are essential to study a plasma
when including the full effects of an evolving heat-flow, magnetic field and laser
heating profile.
4.2 Simplifed Plasma Scaling Model
Due to the number of interacting phenomena involved in modelling beam propa-
gation in an evolving magnetised plasma in time and along the laser propagation
axis, a full analytic theory accounting for anisotropic heat-flow, an evolving mag-
netic field and hydrodynamics is difficult to obtain. This was shown in the previous
section where even a simplified 1D model including the effects of heat-flow rapidly
escalated in complexity. To aid discussion and interpretation of results however, a
scaling relation under simplified conditions is useful. This section describes such
an attempt.






= −∇ · q + Cm(m)Toscne
τB
(4.17)
the saturation temperature Tsat is reached when the increase in temperature from
IB heating balances the loss in temperature due to heat-flow (when ∂T/∂t = 0)
such that





where Cm(m = 2) = 2/3 as electron distribution functions are considered purely
Maxwellian. Assuming that ∇κ = 0, the heat-flow is given by q = −κ∇Te and
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Therefore using the simplifying assumptions that the temperature gradients re-
sulting from IB heating are on the scale of the beam width w0 such that∇ → 1/w0
and the further assumption that the profile curvature is such that ∇2 → 1/w20,










As noted previously, the two dominant effects expected to change the magnetic
field are frozen-in flow and Nernst advection. The relative speed of both effects
can be assessed by considering the time taken for a wave to propagate over the
laser spot width. In the case of frozen-in flow, the magnetic field will cavitate
on a time-scale characterised by the sound speed cs in time tH ∼ w0/cs. The
Nernst transit time – the time for magnetic field advecting with the heat-flow –
will depend on the Nernst velocity vN and be characterised by tN ∼ w0/vN , thus






is fulfilled. The sound speed has the dependence cs ∝ (ZTe/mi)1/2 and the Nernst










Again using the assumption that∇ → 1/w0, noting the dependency of the thermal
velocity as vT ∝ (Te/me)1/2, the fact that the mass number of an ion A ' 2Z and






















an expression estimating the relative effect of Nernst advection and conventional
frozen-in flow on magnetised density channel formation on the scale of the laser
spot width. When vN  cs it is expected that Nernst advection will result in the
rapid cavitation of magnetic field such that the effects of magnetisation ωτ > 1
to thermally insulate the plasma is decreased. When cs  vN , the magnetic field
should be locked to the density profile by frozen-in flow. This ratio is comparable
to that of Ridgers’ ‘Nernst number’ [35], however this expression accounts for the
creation of temperature gradients by IB heating.
Equation (4.24) indicates that the Nernst effect will increase in importance as
the plasma atomic number Z or density ne decrease or as the beam width w0
decreases. Increases in intensity or wavelength should likewise result in a more
dominant Nernst effect.
Finally, it is worth noting that Nernst advection and magnetic insulation of the
plasma are dependent on the magnetisation of the plasma. Nernst advection is
particularly sensitive to the value of ωτ through its dependence on β∧, as shown
in figure 2.4, which peaks in the region 10−1 < ωτ < 100. The Hall parameter at











This chapter has shown attempts at studying the differences in heat-flow driven
channelling evolution using reduced analytical models. The simple scaling model
of section 4.2 is considered further in the context of beam channelling simulations
using CTC presented in section 5.4 and against existing publications.
The first model, a 1D plasma heating model, rapidly became intractable as phys-
ical phenomena were added. This provides a justification for the full, time-
consuming numerical simulations presented in the following chapters. Considering
a much reduced model of IB heating, Nernst advection and magnetisation gave a
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limited degree of success providing a scaling relation, equation (4.24), for Nernst
advection effects. However, this relation is very simple and also only scales weakly
with plasma parameters.
Ultimately, the scaling relation provides little predictive capability and only very
limited progress can be made using the analytical models presented in this chap-
ter. With this in mind, the following chapters provide the results of numerical
simulations using the plasma codes CTC and IMPACT coupled to the paraxial
wave solving module introduced in the previous chapter.
Chapter 5
Magnetised Transport Effects in
Beam Simulations
As highlighted in chapter 2, the effects of magnetised transport can be important
for understanding nanosecond laser-plasma interactions. Magnetic fields modify
cross-field transport coefficients which leads to changes in the heat-flow. The
connection between magnetic field evolution, heat-flow and hydrodynamics to the
dynamics of the laser beam itself is primarily through the plasma density which
dictates the refractive index. A complete consideration of the interplay between
all of these variables is too complicated to be fully described by a simple analytic
model.
Using the fluid code CTC and the paraxial wave solver which was developed in
chapter 3, allows us to consider all of the above effects in parallel. This chapter
presents the fluid code results relating the dynamics of the propagating laser beam
to the magnetised transport phenomena in the plasma.
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 show the configuration and highlights respectively of simula-
tions which demonstrate the inhibition of beam self-focusing for narrow (φfwhm =
10µm) beams when accounting for Nernst advection. Section 5.3 discusses such
effects on beam channelling under varying plasma parameters, specifically when
background density, magnetic field and atomic number change. Sections 5.4 and
5.5 examine the simulation results considering the simple 1D scaling model de-
rived in section 4.2 and compare the simulation work undertaken here against
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existing publications.
5.1 Simulation Configuration
As detailed in section 3.1, the CTC simulation domain has 2D slab Cartesian
geometry with fixed, uniform cells. The laser beam is introduced to the domain
on the Γin boundary at j = 0 and is allowed to propagate to the output boundary
Γout at j = ny where j is the cell index in the propagation direction. The beam
propagation direction is along the yˆ-direction and the xˆ-direction provides the
lone transverse coordinate. Magnetic fields are perpendicular to the plane of
simulation.
Under the conditions required to model a single Gaussian beam propagating
through a magnetised under-dense plasma, CTC can simulate a domain size of
O(1 mm2) for one nanosecond with a fixed cell size of O(10µm2). CTC is a serial
code and such simulations typically require ∼ 72 hours (the maximum run time)
using a single processor on the Imperial College HPC facility CX1 cluster [96]
‘sandyb’ queue (Intel Xeon E5-2660 @ 2.2 GHz using 8 Gb memory). The simu-
lations presented here use a rectangular grid, longer in the propagation direction
than the transverse direction but with O(100) cells in both. The grid parameters
are chosen to balance the ability of the simulation to resolve and contain inter-
esting beam phenomena within the domain whilst being able to run in a short
enough time to allow for quick investigations and execution on the cluster for
convenience.
The modelling in CTC presented in this chapter initialises a uniform plasma at
the reference parameters, ne0, B0, T0 and Z0 as described in section 3.1.1. The
plasma is considered fully ionised at all times and although a variable atomic
number Z can be applied, such changes are not considered here. The results in this
chapter involve varying the initial uniform plasma parameters, beam parameters
and enabling/disabling the use of certain transport coefficients. CTC has the
capability to investigate super-Gaussian electron distribution effects on transport
via the choice of the super-Gaussian index m. In such a case, the distribution
functions take the form f ∝ exp [− (v/vT )m], however all simulations shown here
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have m = 2, corresponding to Maxwellian distributions. Additionally, CTC is
run with a flux limiter (as introduced in section 2.1.8). Recent development
work undertaken by Bissell et al. [97, 98] has centred on the addition of such
a flux limiter to CTC. The situation is complicated by considerations of how
a flux limiter should apply to non-diffusive heat-flow such as the Righi-Leduc
heat-flow and also terms such as Nernst advection which are also dependent on
heat-flow. The flux limiter was not used within CTC as it is still in an early stage
of development, it remains unclear how it should apply to these terms and the
exact value the limiter should taken in such a case is likewise unclear.
When running the CTC simulations a range of considerations must be made; the
domain length (yˆ) is chosen to be multiple Rayleigh lengths (zR) in size to allow
for focussing phenomena. The domain width must be sufficient to prevent the
majority of the beam from leaking out of the edge of the domain. Additionally,
the system must be able to resolve beam diffraction phenomena and the beam
itself whilst maintaining a reasonable total simulation time.
The spatial boundary conditions for the plasma are reflective at all boundaries to
decrease the effects of discontinuities and minimise the onset of the magnetother-
mal instability, a subject which is discussed in detail in chapter 6.
5.2 Gaussian Beam simulations with CTC
This section presents beam propagation results for an initially focused narrow
beam with a full width half maximum of φfwhm = 10µm, where the beam width is
chosen to investigate focusing dynamics over relatively short plasma with length
∼ 1 mm. Beam focusing dynamics are dependent on the refractive index of the
plasma and the inherent Rayleigh length zR ∝ w20, where w0 is the focused beam
width. Choosing a narrower beam means that the focusing / defocusing occurs
over a shorter range.
The parameters defining the simulation domain are shown in table 5.1. The grid
resolution is defined by (nx, ny, nt) and the domain size is given by the parameters
X, Y and tmax.
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Grid Domain size Cell size
nx 400 X 700 µm dx 1.75 µm
ny 200 Y 2000 µm dy 10.0 µm
nt 20000 tmax 1000 ps dt 0.05 ps
Table 5.1: The parameters defining the simulation domain for the CTC simula-
tions presented throughout 5.2.1.
In table 5.2, the important laser and plasma parameters are shown along with
those from the beam channelling experiments of Froula et al. for comparison.
These parameters were initially chosen to using previous work showing the preva-
lence of Nernst advection [38] as a starting point and to replicate the experimental
conditions of Froula where possible. The most significant deviation from the ex-
perimental parameters comes in the form of the laser full width half maximum.
CTC Simulation Froula et al.
ne0 (0.75 , 1.5 , 7.5)× 1019 cm−3 (0.8− 1.5)× 1019 cm−3
Te0 20 eV 20 eV
Z 2 (He), 7 (N) 2 (He), 7 (N)
B0 0 , 3 , 6 T 0− 12 T
log Λei 5.25 –
I0 3.9× 1014 Wcm−2 1.5× 1014 Wcm−2
λl 1.054µm 1.054µm
φ 10.0µm 150.0µm
Table 5.2: The parameters defining the laser and plasma conditions used through-
out this chapter (left column) and for comparison, the conditions
present in the magnetised beam channelling experiments of Froula et
al. [1] (right column).
These simulations use a value of φ = 10µm which is narrow compared to the ex-
perimental value of φ = 150µm. This value was chosen due to the computational
limitations of running beam channelling simulations. The simulation domain must
be wide enough in the transverse direction to contain both the laser beam itself
and also the changes in density, temperature and field profiles caused by laser
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heating. Additionally, the domain must be long enough in the direction of beam
propagation to capture beam focusing dynamics. A narrow beam has a shorter
Rayleigh length and so will tend to focus and defocus over shorter distances. The
beam width value of φ = 10µm provided a reasonable trade-off between capturing
laser focusing and plasma evolution dynamics whilst still running in a reasonable
amount of time.
It should be noted that ln Λei is held at a fixed value throughout the simulations
rather than being calculated at each point in space and time from the other plasma
parameters.
The laser has peak intensity at focus defined by I0 and a wavelength corresponding
to the infra-red region. The intensity of the injected beam follows a ramp profile
in time such that the peak intensity is reached at ton. The intensity as a function
of time is given by the equation









A laser ramp time of ton = 100 ps is chosen to introduce the beam gently to the
system but allow a significant proportion of the simulation to occur at full inten-
sity. The initial density values are varied in the region around ∼ 1019 cm−3 and the
atomic number is selected as Z = {2, 7} to correspond to helium and nitrogen gas
jet targets used in experiments. Magnetic fields are chosen in the range 0− 12 T
as these are experimentally realistic values achievable with an electromagnet and
the transport coefficients β∧ and κ∧ are switched on and off. The β∧ coefficient
is disabled in Ohm’s law such that when combined with Faraday’s law to form
an induction equation, the term responsible for magnetic field changes due to the
Nernst effect is disabled. The corresponding β∧ term in the heat-flow relation is
maintained.
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Figure 5.1: Snapshots of laser intensity at t = 350 ps for a plasma with initial field
Bz = 6T both with Nernst advection enabled (above) and disabled
(below).
5.2.1 Laser Channelling Inhibition due to the Nernst
Effect
This section shows the results of CTC simulations conducted with initial density
ne0 = 1.5 × 1019 cm−3, an initial beam FWHM of φfwhm = 10µm and magnetic
fields of 0, 3 and 6T .
Figure 5.1 compares laser intensity snapshots after 350 ps of propagation (i.e.,
250 ps after the rise time of the beam) with an initial magnetic field of Bz = 6T .
There is a clear difference between the simulations run with Nernst advection
disabled (β∧ = 0) and enabled (β∧ > 0); with the effects of Nernst advection
included (upper) the beam diverges as it propagates through the 2 mm plasma
becoming defocused. When the Nernst effect is not accounted for (lower) the
beam repeatedly defocuses and refocuses as it propagates, exhibiting channelling
behaviour. This ‘scalloping’ effect was discussed in section 2.2.6.
The significant differences in the intensity profile lead to changes in the plasma
temperature and density shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. These varia-
tions in the plasma in turn feedback onto the beam propagation.
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Figure 5.2: Snapshots of Hall parameter ωτ at t = 350 ps for a plasma with ini-
tial field Bz = 6T both with Nernst advection enabled (above) and
disabled (below). Note the change in axis scale against figure 5.1.
Comparing the temperature snapshots in figure 5.3, it can be observed that with
Nernst advection enabled (upper), the region of plasma heated to over 200 eV is
wider when compared with the simulations with Nernst advection disabled (lower)
but overall peak temperatures are lower and also the temperature gradient outside
of the central region is sharper. The lower plot by comparison reaches a high peak
temperature and varies down to the reference temperature much more gradually.
The stark difference in the temperature profiles is due to Nernst advection which
results in a rapid cavitation of the magnetic field on the propagation axis. This
field advection results in a demagnetised central region (see figure 5.2) which in
turn means decreased magnetic insulation and so lower overall peak temperatures
are reached. The cavitating magnetic field piles up outside of the laser heated
region causing a rapid drop off in temperature due to the strong reduction in
heat-flow in the highly magnetised region. The interaction between the heated
plasma and magnetic field are detailed further in figure 5.7.
Figure 5.4 shows the consequence of the varying temperature on the density pro-
files. The figure with Nernst advection enabled (upper) has a shallower, broader
density profile when compared with the figure with Nernst advection disabled
(lower). The on-axis density cavitates to 90% of its initial value after 350 ps of
simulation time, a significantly lower cavitation than the ∼ 30% achieved when
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Figure 5.3: Snapshots of electron temperature at t = 350 ps for a plasma with
initial field Bz = 6T both with Nernst advection enabled (above) and
disabled (below). Note the different axis scale to figure 5.1.
Nernst advection is neglected.
The narrower, deeper density channel allows the beam to become trapped in the
refractive index profile resulting in the beam matching phenomena discussed in
section 2.2.6 – essentially the beam is self-focused due to the hydrodynamic motion
induced by its own thermal pressure. The magnetic pressure, considered further
in section 5.2.3, is negligible under these conditions. These density profiles are
achieved without the Nernst effect due to increased magnetic insulation leading
to a higher on-axis temperature and reduced heat-flow thus changing the overall
channel shape. The channel shape and magnetic field profile can be seen more
clearly in figure 5.7.
Figure 5.5 shows the intensity FWHM at each point along the propagation axis
for t = 50 ps, 350 ps and 700 ps for both cases (β∧ on/off) and against the un-
magnetised (B = 0) case for reference. Initially (after 50 ps) the beam follows the
same defocusing path when the plasma is unmagnetised and in both magnetised
cases.
After 350 ps there are significant differences in beam focusing. In the magnetised
case (blue closed circles) with the Nernst effect included the beam continues to de-
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Figure 5.4: Snapshots of electron number density at t = 350 ps for a plasma with
initial field Bz = 6T both with Nernst advection enabled (above) and
disabled (below). Note the different axis scale to figure 5.1.
focus and interestingly results in a larger focal spot than in the un-magnetised case.
In the magnetised plasma with Nernst advection neglected (blue open circles) the
beam self-focuses within its own matched density profile. The self-focused beam
maintains channelling over the full 2 mm domain length – significantly beyond the
Rayleigh length of zR ≈ 200µm.
After 700 ps (lower) the density is highly cavitated and forms a broad profile even
when the Nernst effect is disabled. This leads to the channelled beam oscillation
length increasing as the beam begins to escape its matched channel and drift
back towards the focusing profiles of the un-magnetised cases. The simulation
with β∧ on at this point in time has largely eliminated the magnetic field in the
central region of the plasma leading to similar focusing behaviour to that of the
un-magnetised case.
The temporal evolution of the beam width can be seen in figure 5.6 where the
maximum beam width found within the simulation domain is shown for each time
step. The simulations with and without the Nernst effect fall into two groups with
the β∧ on simulations maintaining a largely uniform maximum spot-size slightly
larger than that of the un-magnetised case. The β∧ off simulations have a rapid
decrease in maximum spot size as the density channel forms before gradually
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Figure 5.5: Plots of the laser intensity full width half maximum (FWHM) ver-
sus propagation distance (yˆ-direction) without an applied field (black
line) and with an applied field of Bz = 6T (blue lines). The plots
compare beam width with Nernst advection enabled (closed circles)
and disabled (open circles) at t = 50 ps (above), t = 350 ps (centre)
and t = 700 ps (below).
returning to the focusing behaviour demonstrated by the former case. The differ-
ences between an initial value of B0 = 3 T and B0 = 6 T are investigated further
in section 5.3.
Figure 5.7 show cross-sections of the laser intensity, temperature, density and
magnetic field at a distance of 1 mm into the plasma after 350 ps corresponding
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Figure 5.6: A plot showing the time evolution of the maximum of the intensity
HWHM at any point along the beam. The lines show the variation
for an initially un-magnetised plasma (black) and for plasmas with
an applied field of Bz = 3T (red lines) and Bz = 6T (blue lines).
The data is shown with Nernst advection enabled (closed circles) and
disabled (open circles).
to figures 5.1, 5.3 and 5.4. The intensity profile shows a tightly focused beam in
the presence of an initial 6 T field with Nernst advection disabled. This contrasts
with the un-magnetised and magnetised including Nernst advection cases where
the beams are defocused and display comparable behaviour. This behaviour is
explained by the temperature, density and magnetic field profiles in the top right,
bottom left and bottom right plots respectively.
With Nernst advection after 350 ps the magnetic field has cavitated by ∼ 90%
in the central region compared to only ∼ 20% without. Additionally the field
has piled up to ∼ 170% of its initial uniform value outside of the heated region
and peaks at > 100 microns from the propagation axis compared to ∼ 60 microns
without. The change in magnetic field in turn effects the temperature profile.
Without Nernst, the peak temperature reaches almost 300 eV and decreases in a
close to linear manner away from the heated region. This occurs due to insulating
effect of the magnetic field on the plasma. When accounting for Nernst advection,
the high level of field cavitation results in largely demagnetised central 50 micron
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Figure 5.7: Plots of intensity, electron temperature, number density and magnetic
field varying across the beam (xˆ direction) taken in the centre of the
simulation domain (after 1 mm propagation) at t = 350 ps. Number
density and magnetic field are normalised against their initial reference
values ne0 and B0 respectively.
region which allows for the temperature to equalise. The lack of magnetic field
results in a lower peak temperature of 250 eV. The strongly magnetised region –
shown in figure 5.8 – resulting from the pile up of advected field at ∼ 100 microns
causes the sharp decrease in temperature due to the decrease in heat-flow. The
temperature profiles drive the change in density through thermal pressure. The
narrower, higher temperature profile achieved when neglecting Nernst advection
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Figure 5.8: The variation of the Hall parameter ωτ across the beam (xˆ direction)
1 mm into the simulations domain at t = 350 ps.
correspondingly results in a narrower, deeper density channel whereas the broader,
lower profile with Nernst advection results in a broad, shallow channel.
5.2.2 Braginskii Transport Reconstruction
To gain further insight and observe the quantitative differences between heat-flow
and magnetic field evolution in the presence and absence of the β∧ coefficient,
it is possible to reconstruct the individual terms from the Braginskii transport
equations. This is achieved by post-processing temperature Te, density ne, mag-
netic field B and fluid flow velocity C results using the same differencing scheme
utilised within the CTC code itself to calculate the heat-flow and electric field
contribution from each individual term in the transport equations at any given
point. This section discusses such a reconstruction.
The reconstruction of the Braginskii transport equations is setup to match the
terms utilised within CTC given by equations (3.1d) and (3.1e). To ensure a
valid comparison the same spatial differencing techniques are used. The totals of
reconstructed terms in heat-flow q and electric field E are compared against the
total values output by CTC both to validate the reconstruction and to provide
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an additional test for CTC. The Braginskii transport post-processing scheme is
capable of handling super-Gaussian index values of m > 2 for use when CTC is
set up to account for super-Gaussian effects. The equations shown in this section
include the full super-Gaussian transport coefficients and terms to represent this.
However, the simulations and reconstructed data here only used m = 2. Under
such conditions, the additional transport coefficients for SG transport take the
forms γ⊥ = 1 and φ⊥ = φ∧ = γ∧ = 0 such that the transport equations for q and
E reduce back to their more familiar forms found for Maxwellian distributions.
























where the first term corresponds to diffusive heat-flow, the second to Righi-Leduc
heat-flow, the third term in ψ∧ gives the Ettingshausen heat-flow and the fourth
term is responsible for novel super-Gaussian heat-flow effects. Expanding the
above equation into the xˆ and yˆ components and following the CTC normalisation
yields the equation used to calculate each term in the heat-flow equation at each
point (i, j) on the computational grid, where the finite differencing for the spatial




































)− τ˜BT˜e2 (φc⊥∂˜yn˜e + φc∧σB∂˜xn˜e) (5.3b)
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Similarly, Ohm’s law is given by
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and the exact value of the electric field is found at each point on the grid as
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αc⊥j˜y − α∧σB j˜x
)
(n˜τ˜B)
−1 − (βc⊥ + γc⊥) ∂˜yT˜e − (βc∧ + γc∧)σB∂˜xT˜e (5.5b)
and the induction equation is found using Faraday’s law (equation (3.2))
∂˜tBz = ∂˜yE˜x − ∂˜xE˜y (5.6)
where E can be the full electric field or individual terms from Ohm’s law to allow
calculation of the contribution to the field evolution from different phenomena e.g.,
using the first term from equations (5.6), (5.5a) and (5.5b) yields the frozen-in
flow contribution [∂B/∂t]C×B.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the results of the post-processed transport equations
applied to the results discussed in the previous sections i.e., an applied magnetic
field of B = 6 T with and without Nernst advection.
Figure 5.9 (left) shows the total heat-flow in the transverse direction alongside the
temperature profiles from figure 5.7 for reference. With the Nernst effect included,
the cause of the flat temperature profile is apparent – at t = 350 ps the normalised
heat-flow is nearly double that of the simulation with Nernst advection disabled
and drops off sharply between 50 to 100 microns where the magnetic field was
previously shown to strongly increase. The plot on the right side shows that the
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Figure 5.9: The total heat-flow in the xˆ direction at t = 350 ps at a position
y = 1 mm into the plasma, along with temperature profiles (left) and
the individual terms contributing to the heat-flow (right).
heat-flow in both cases is predominantly diffusive, i.e., heat flowing down temper-
ature gradients. When the Nernst effect is included there are also components in
the form of Righi-Leduc heat-flow and Ettingshausen heat-flow. The Righi-Leduc
component reaches around 25% of the diffusive heat-flow value whilst the Etting-
shausen heat-flow contribution is minor under these conditions but can be noted
to peak at around 70 microns due to the steep magnetic field gradient.
Figure 5.10 shows the terms from the induction equation contributing to the
evolution of the magnetic field in both cases at t = 50 ps, 350 ps and 700 ps.
When β∧ is disabled, only frozen-in flow (right column, solid red line) makes
a significant contribution to the rate of change of magnetic field whereas when
β∧ is enabled, there are also significant contributions from Nernst advection and
from resistive diffusion (right column, blue lines). The figures in the top row
show the state of the plasma after 50 ps. At this point in time the plasma has
not moved significantly and so frozen-in flow is negligible. There has been some
heating of the plasma as IB heating is very effective when the plasma is cold. This
results in heat-flow and so a contribution from the Nernst effect which is partly
balanced by resistive diffusion – as the field is advected outwards and piles up,
resistive diffusion acts to smooth and decrease the field profiles. The figures in the
left column show that with Nernst advection accounted for, the rate of changing
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Figure 5.10: Reconstruction of the terms in the induction equation at t = 50 ps
(top row), 350 ps (centre row) and 700 ps (bottom row) at a position
y = 1 mm into the plasma. The plots show the total ∂B/∂t and
corresponding magnetic fields (left column) and a break-down of the
important contributing terms (right column).
magnetic field is consistently faster and stronger compared with the alternative.
It can also be noted (right column) that under these conditions, the Nernst effect
is the dominant effect having a peak around 5× larger than the frozen-in flow at
t = 350 ps and nearly 3× larger at t = 700 ps. The action of the Nernst advection
is consistently tempered by resistive diffusion however.
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5.2.3 Ponderomotive Force Effects
The formation and evolution of the density channel is dictated by three key forces
– the forces arising from the thermal pressure and magnetic pressure, and the
ponderomotive force. Only the magnetic and thermal pressures are accounted
for in the simulations presented here. They can be seen as the first and second
gradient term in the momentum equation (3.1b) respectively.
By estimating the plasma beta – the ratio of the thermal pressure to the magnetic
pressure where values less than one denote magnetic pressure becoming more
important than thermal pressure – given in equation (1.3), it is can be seen that
the effects of the magnetic pressure should be minimal compared with the thermal
pressure. For example, even when the plasma is initially cold with an electron
temperature of T = 20 eV and a magnetic field of B = 6 T is applied, the plasma
beta only reaches a value of β ∼ 3.
The effects of the ponderomotive force are not accounted for in the current simu-
lations. An estimate of the ponderomotive force can be found by post-processing
the data obtained from CTC and using equation (2.56). In terms of CTC output













and by considering the equivalent force obtained by taking the gradient of the
thermal pressure such that Fth = −∇ (neT ), the effects of the laser heating of
the plasma and the laser directly pushing the plasma can be compared. This
comparison is shown in figure 5.11 for the simulation parameters discussed in
the previous sections with a background magnetic field of B = 6 T and Nernst
advection enabled.
Figure 5.11 shows the calculated thermal (solid lines) and ponderomotive (dashed
lines) forces in the xˆ direction along the transverse (x) axis at the laser input
boundary Γin at y = 0 mm (red), at 0.5 mm (blue) along the propagation axis
and at 1 mm (green) along the propagation axis. The forces are normalised to the
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Figure 5.11: The relative strength of the force due to the thermal pressure and
the ponderomotive force in the transverse (xˆ) direction at various
distances along the propagation axis. The post-processed data is
shown for t = 50 ps (upper plot), t = 350 ps (central plot) and t =
700 ps (lower plot).
maximum thermal force found at any point in the simulation. The three figures
show the calculated forces at t = 50 ps, 350 ps and 700 ps.
Post-processing indicates that the ponderomotive force may play a role very early
in the simulation whilst the plasma is still cool and the laser is sharply focused
around the Γin boundary. It is rapidly dominated by thermal pressure however
and is negligible aside from at the entrance of the domain at the Γin boundary.
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It can be seen that at y = 0 mm, the ponderomotive force reaches ∼ 80% of the
thermal force but further into the plasma at y = 0.5 mm is less than ∼ 10% of
the thermal force. For this reason, the thermal pressure is still the dominant
mechanism for channel formation but the ponderomotive force could be enabled
for future simulations.
Based on the results at these conditions, it could be speculated that enabling
the ponderomotive force in CTC simulations (with β∧ enabled) would lead to an
increase in beam self-focusing at the laser entrance boundary due to the greater
on-axis cavitating force. Enabling the ponderomotive froce in the absence of the
β∧ term could further enhance the tendency towards beam channelling already
exhibited. This may suggest that channelling would occur at lower densities than
might be expected when the ponderomotive force is neglected in such simulations.
5.3 Self-focusing with Varying Plasma
Conditions
The significant changes to beam focusing dynamics which may arise due to the
effects of frozen-in flow and Nernst advection when utilising a range of strengths
of initial applied magnetic fields were demonstrated in the previous section.
Beam focusing will be affected by a number of factors – the initial plasma den-
sity, temperature and material in addition to the laser parameters. For example,
at lower densities than those studied in the previous section, beam self-focusing
should not occur over significant multiples of the Rayleigh length without the aid
of a magnetic field.
This section investigates the same situation as in section 5.2 with some variation
in the initial plasma parameters.
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Figure 5.12: The evolution of the maximum of the intensity HWHM for a nitrogen
plasma with initial density ne0 = 7.5 × 1018 cm−3. The lines show
the variation for a plasma with initial fields of B = 0 T (black),
B = 3 T (red) and B = 6 T (blue). The maximum beam width for a
homogeneous plasma is shown (dashed line) for reference.
5.3.1 Plasma Density and Atomic Number
The CTC simulations shown in this section use the same set-up detailed in tables
5.1 and 5.2 in section 5.2. As before, the magnetic field is varied from B = 0 T to
B = 6 T and the β∧ coefficient is toggled on and off for comparison.
The initial electron density is selected in the range ne0 = 7.5 × 1018 cm−3 to
7.5 × 1019 cm−3, providing higher and lower densities for comparison against the
value ne0 = 1.5× 1019 cm−3 shown in the previous section. These simulations also
investigate the changes when a helium plasma (Z = 2) is used. Beam parameters
are kept identical allowing the use of the same grid and domain settings as before.
As with figure 5.6, viewing the maximum beam width found at any point along
the propagation axis, and how it evolves in time, provides a method for observing
the variation in beam focusing as plasma parameters are varied. This method
neglects information about the beam width as a function of propagation distance
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Figure 5.13: The evolution of the maximum of the intensity HWHM for a nitrogen
plasma with initial density ne0 = 7.5 × 1019 cm−3. The lines show
the variation for a plasma with initial fields of B = 0 T (black),
B = 3 T (red) and B = 6 T (blue). The maximum beam width for a
homogeneous plasma is shown (dashed line) for reference.
but provides a convenient way to broadly examine whether channelling is occur-
ring and how it compares with other situations. Figures 5.13 and 5.12 show the
maximum beam width against time for densities of ne0 = 7.5 × 1018 cm−3 and
7.5 × 1019 cm−3 respectively and figure 5.14 shows the width when considering a
helium plasma. These figures are provided for comparison against figure 5.6.
Comparing the self-focusing of the beam in an un-magnetised plasma (solid black
lines) in each of the figures, there is some degree of beam channelling present in
all cases as the maximum beam width is smaller than the corresponding beam
width expected for a beam propagating through the uniform medium (dashed
black lines). As would be expected, the beam more readily self-focuses in plasmas
with higher densities. In figure 5.13, the HWHM value reaches values as low as
φhwhm = 10µm, less than 20% of the expected homogeneous medium value of
∼ 49µm.
Decreasing density – shown in figures 5.6 and 5.12 – results in a decrease in
the tendency of the beam to self-focus with the beam in the lowest density
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Figure 5.14: The evolution of the maximum of the intensity HWHM for a helium
plasma with initial density ne0 = 1.5 × 1019 cm−3. The lines show
the variation for a plasma with initial fields of B = 0 T (black),
B = 3 T (red) and B = 6 T (blue). The maximum beam width for a
homogeneous plasma is shown (dashed line) for reference.
(ne0 = 7.5×1018cm−3) only reaching around 80% of the expected maximum beam
width after 2 mm in a homogeneous plasma. One of the reasons for applying a
magnetic field to such plasmas is to assist in the formation of channels at lower
densities (as discussed in section 2.3.3) and this is to be expected. In general, for
both un-magnetised and magnetised plasmas, with and without the Nernst effect,
increasing the density leads to an increase in the effectiveness of the channelling
and the duration over which it is maintained.
Interestingly, it can be observed that at these specific parameters (i.e., for narrow
beams at low densities), the inclusion of Nernst advection acts to consistently re-
duce the effectiveness of the beam channelling to below that of the un-magnetised
case. Considering the frozen-in flow alone (the Braginskii reconstruction discussed
in section 5.2.2 demonstrated that only Nernst advection and frozen-in flow were
non-negligible) however results in the opposite and expected situation where the
addition of a magnetic field increases the effectiveness of the channelling. The
action of the Nernst effect reducing the channelling effectiveness is likely not as a
result of the density cavitation being reduced – the density channel still reaches
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greater depths than in the un-magnetised case, but due to the change in channel
shape.
Considering again the transverse density profiles in figure 5.7, the density profile
from simulations including Nernst advection – which lead to a disruption to beam
focusing – is significantly flatter in the central region on the scale of the beam
waist. The rate of change of density against transverse distance does not begin to
rise significantly until x = 50µm where the density gradient (normalised to n0)
reaches a value of ∂(ne/n0)/∂x ' 0.06µm−1. By comparison, the density profile
resulting from the simulation neglecting β∧ reaches a steep (normalised) gradient
of ∂(ne/n0)/∂x ' 0.08µm−1 by the x = 10µm position, the same distance as
the FWHM spot size. This sharper channel structure allows for beam matching
resulting in the observed self-focusing.
Finally, it is worth noting that a stronger magnetic field consistently results in a
narrower channel. When frozen-in flow is considered this would be expected due
to the increase in field resulting in greater magnetic insulation and corresponding
higher thermal pressure leading to deep channels. When Nernst advection is
considered, this may be due to increased thermal pressure or it may be due to
Nernst advection decreasing in effectiveness as the plasma approaches a more
highly magnetised state. In figure 5.14, where a helium plasma is considered,
a magnetic field of 3 T (with Nernst advection) results in a wider channel than
the un-magnetised case, whereas a field of 6 T causes the channel to be narrower
than the un-magnetised case as would be more conventionally expected. The
magnetisation scales as ωτ ∝ BT 3/2e /Zne meaning that an increase in B while Z
and ne decrease should result in a greater magnetisation which could decrease the
effectiveness of Nernst advection.
5.4 Comparison Against Scaling Relation
In section 4.2, a simple relation was obtained to estimate the effects of Nernst
advection relative to frozen-in flow. This relation, previously given in equation














may provide a measure of the expected disruption to beam self-focusing due to
Nernst advection. The relation is briefly considered in this section in the context
of the CTC simulation results obtained and relevant experimental conditions.
The scaling relation indicates that there should be a greater level of disruption
laser channelling due to Nernst advection (and thus wider beams) as the initial
density ne0 is decreased. First comparing the results at three different densities, as
shown in figures 5.6, 5.13 and 5.12, no strong correlation is observed. A decrease
in plasma atomic number Z, shown by comparing figure 5.6 and 5.14 for nitrogen
and helium respectively, should likewise result in more disruption. In this case, the
largest difference in maximum channel width with and without Nernst advection
is in fact obtained for the low Z helium plasma, with a field of 3 T (figure 5.14
– red lines). However this is also the only set of conditions where accounting for
Nernst advection, the channel width is narrower than in the un-magnetised case.
This occurs with a background field of 6 T and so may be the result of the low
atomic number and low density leading to a higher overall magnetisation value,
which violates the assumption of low magnetisation made whilst derviving the
scaling equation. A higher magnetisation value would also decrease the effect of
Nernst advection and thus disruption to channel formation.
Considering Froula’s experiment (see section 2.3.3), the gas jet density and atomic
number are lower than the conditions studied here, but the beam width is sig-
nificantly larger with a FWHM value of φ = 150µm compared with the value of
φ = 10µm used here. Based on equation (4.24), it might be expected that the
Nernst effect may play less of a role in reducing the onset of beam channelling due
to the large increase in beam width. Experimentally channelling is seen. At the
opposite end of the density scale, the density conditions present in the gas-fill of
hohlraums are significantly higher at ne0 ∼ 1021 cm−3. Larger beam widths and
lower laser wavelengths may also mean that the Nernst effect plays less of a direct
role on the heater beam self-focusing. It may however play a role when consider-
ing smaller scale laser speckling and filamentation features which are detrimental
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to implosion uniformity.
Overall, the scaling relation only scales weakly with changing plasma parameters
(for example Z−1/5 and n1/5e0 ) and so it is likely that no significant correlation would
be observed for the narrow range of parameters investigated here. Additionally,
the simple relation cannot account for the subtleties of Nernst advection which
decreases in magnitude at both high and low magnetisation values, peaking at
ωτ ∼ 1. For these reasons, the scaling relation holds little power as a predictive
tool under these conditions.
5.5 Discussion
The results presented in this section have investigated a similar parameter space
to that of the channelling experiment performed by Froula et al. (section 2.3.3)
i.e., channelling in helium and nitrogen plasmas with densities of the order 1018−
1019 cm−3 and applied fields from 0 − 6 T. The main parameter difference in
the simulation presented here are is the beam width (φfwhm = 150µm versus
φfwhm = 10µm) and in the geometry of the magnetic field itself.
Froula et al. observed an improvement in beam channelling in the presence of an
applied magnetic field. The simulations here indicate that under similar condi-
tions, the Nernst effect could disrupt the beam self-focusing. As discussed in the
previous section however, due to the larger beam widths, ponderomotive force ef-
fects and the consideration of non-local heat-flow (investigated in chapter 6), it is
likely that such a disruption would not occur under the experimental conditions,
matching the observations.
The disruption to beam focusing caused by Nernst advection was a consistent
feature of the simulations performed here and proved to be robust under a range
of plasma initial conditions. This is illustrated in figure 5.15 which summarises
the parameter scan results previously shown in figures 5.6, 5.13, 5.12 and 5.14 in
a simplified form. It can be seen that for the range of densities, atomic numbers
and magnetic fields considered, the simulations including the effects of Nernst
advection (green lines) consistently produce wide beams than both those that do
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Figure 5.15: A summary of (clockwise from top-left) figure 5.6, figure 5.13, figure
5.12 and figure 5.14 showing the evolution of the maximum intensity
HWHM under a range of conditions. The simplified plots show CTC
results accounting for (green lines) and discounting (red lines) the
effects of Nernst advection and demonstrate the consistency of Nernst
disruption of beam channelling with parameter variation.
not include Nernst advection (red lines) and the unmagnetised case (dashed line).
Only for one case out of eight (Z = 2, ne0 = 1.5× 1019 cm−3, B0 = 6 T) does this
not hold.
The magnetic field in the simulations presented here has a different orientation to
other similar published work of interest e.g., the beam channelling and suppres-
sion of non-locality experiments of Froula et al. [1, 22] and the investigation of the
re-emergence of non-locality by Ridgers et al. [99]. In these works the external
magnetic field was applied parallel to the direction of laser propagation (see figure
2.12). The magnetic field here is applied perpendicular to the propagation axis
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for the purpose of investigating beam propagation using the established codes,
CTC and IMPACT – both of which include a single magnetic field component
perpendicular to the plane of simulation – without further modifications to the
treatment of magnetic fields within the codes. The change in direction of mag-
netic field is not expected to significantly impact the investigation presented here
as the effects of interest – heat-flow and magnetised transport phenomena trans-
verse to the beam propagation direction – are perpendicular to the field in either
orientation. Transport dynamics parallel to the beam are likely to be affected but
are of secondary interest.
Some comparison can be drawn between the results presented in this chapter and
those obtained using IMPACT by Ridgers et al. [38]. The simulations presented
by Ridgers utilised comparable plasma parameters and intensities but used the
larger 150µm beam width and modelled a plane perpendicular to the direction of
propagation thus taking a transverse cross-section of the beam using an applied
circular heating profile. The applied field in such simulations is parallel to the
beam propagation direction. Whilst the results presented in this chapter differ in
their use of a fluid code, magnetic field orientation and inclusion of a dynamically
evolving beam, clear similarities are still observable in the form of the rapid on-axis
field cavitation driven by the Nernst effect and shallower density profiles.
This chapter discussed the fluid simulations performed at a range of densities,
applied magnetic fields and atomic numbers and compared them against analyt-
ical models derived in chapter 4. Similar approaches to estimate density profiles
using 1D models have been investigated previously in the context of fast ignition,
for example by Bush et al. [95] and Kingham et al. [100]. The work of Bush
et al. investigated an evolving density profile in a dense plasma formed due to
a relativistic electron beam (REB) both through MHD simulation and an ana-
lytical model. In this case the REB is responsible for generating magnetic fields
and causes density cavitation of the plasma by thermal pressure and the j × B
force. The plasma was heated by Ohmic heating which depends upon the Spitzer
resistivity as η ∝ Z ln Λei/T 3/2e . It can be noted that this expression has the same
temperature dependence as used in the IB heating term for the models presented
in the previous chapter. The similar dependence likewise lead to heating propor-
tional in time to t2/5. Such an approach leads to an expression for the changing
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plasma density allowing further parameter space exploration. Unlike the model
pursued here however, the Bush model did not account for heat-flow in the en-
ergy equation. The heat-flow dependence and strong coupling to the induction
equation ∂B/∂t via the Nernst effect and magnetic insulation provide difficulties
such that the model cannot be pursued further in this manner. A simpler scaling
model was followed instead allowing for some interpretation and speculation on
the nature of Nernst disruption to beam self-focusing and density channelling as
laser and plasma conditions vary.
Finally, it is noted that whilst the CTC simulations shown a robust phenomenolog-
ical change to beam focusing caused by Nernst advection, this appears to contra-
dict the results of Froula et al. under similar conditions. However, work presented
in the following chapter will show that non-local transport has an important role
to play and that beam self-focusing is retained under these specific conditions, in
line with experiments.
5.6 Summary
The work presented in this chapter has detailed the results of CTC simulations
investigating laser self-focusing and channel formation over a range of plasma
conditions. It has been found that the Nernst effect can significantly effect beam
dynamics over macroscopic distances of multiple times the beam Rayleigh length.
The nature of beam channel formation and beam defocusing relies on an intri-
cate balance between IB heating, heat-flow and magnetisation which dynamically
change. For the work considered here, using CTC (without a flux limiter) leads
to a suppression of laser-focusing under most of the conditions simulated.
As was discussed at the beginning of this chapter, CTC, the fluid code, was
used without a flux-limiter – the following chapter investigates the effects of non-
locality. The magnetothermal instability has also significantly hindered the range
of conditions which could be investigated. The simulations shown in this section
were not affected and so were able to run to near completion. The instability




This chapter addresses the effects of non-locality (as introduced in section 2.1.8)
on laser beam focusing in magnetised under-dense gas jets in the context of the
conditions investigated in the previous chapter
Non-local transport is re-introduced in section 6.1 and some simple calculations
are performed to estimate where it is most likely to have an effect in the context of
beam channelling. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 present the setup and results of IMPACT
simulations performed for comparison against the fluid results presented in chapter
5.
6.1 Non-Locality
Non-local electron heat-flow occurs in a plasma when the collisional mean free
path λmfp reaches a significant fraction of the temperature scale length (LT =
T/|∇T |). For electrons with velocities of v = 3− 4vT – the faster electrons which
are responsible for the majority of the heat-flow – non-locality can start when
λmfp > 0.01LT .
As discussed in section 2.1.8, non-local heat-flow arises under such conditions,
as electrons may move between regions which vary significantly in temperature
within a single collision time. This results in distribution functions distorting
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Figure 6.1: Plots comparing the ratio (solid lines) of the collisional path length to
the thermal scale length from CTC simulation results. The lineouts
are taken at a distance 1 mm into the plasma at (from left to right)
100 ps, 200 ps and 300 ps. The corresponding temperature profiles are
shown for reference (dashed lines).
away from a simple Maxwellian. Conventional fluid codes do not account for such
behaviour and a VFP approach which considers changing distribution functions
is required.
The transport step length for electrons can be decreased in the presence of a
magnetic field (as mentioned in greater detail previously) and is found to be the
minimum of the un-magnetised mean free path λmfp and the Larmor radius rL.
Under similar conditions to those used in chapter 5, Froula et al [22] claimed
that non-local behaviour is suppressed when a strong magnetic field (6− 12T ) is
applied. It was subsequently shown by Ridgers [44], using VFP simulations, that
the cavitation of such magnetic field via Nernst advection can result in non-local
transport again becoming prevalent. For this reason, it is worth investigating the
situation presented in the previous chapter using the kinetic code IMPACT.
Using the parameters presented in section 5.2.1 (ne = 1.5× 1019 cm−3, Z = 7) for
the un-magnetised case after 350 ps (see figure 5.7), LT ≈ 450µm and Te ≈ 150 eV
resulting in a mean free path around 2% of the thermal length scale. This means
that non-local behaviour is likely to be present, particularly along the propagating
temperature front.
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Figure 6.1 shows lineouts of the ratio of the collisional mean free path to the
thermal scale length LT at each point across a transverse slice of the beam at
100 ps, 200 ps and 300 ps of simulation time for the parameters discussed in section
5.2, with a magnetic field of B = 6T and Nernst advection enabled.
The plots clearly show a region propagating with the temperature front where
the mean free path consistently reaches around 10 % of the thermal scale length
suggesting that heat-flow in this region is non-local. It can also be noted that
the region where the mean free path is a significant fraction of the thermal scale
length drops of sharply with distance at later simulation times. This is likely due
to the highly magnetised region building up on the edge of the heated region and
leading to a sharp reduction in the mean free path. With these results in mind,
the following section presents VFP simulations under the same parameters.
6.2 IMPACT Simulation Setup
Simulations using the VFP code IMPACT were performed with the aim of match-
ing the CTC simulations in section 5.2.1 as closely as possible. Simulations us-
ing IMPACT have the advantage of providing a sophisticated VFP treatment of
the plasma without assuming that the electron distribution function is fixed in
Maxwellian form.
The simulation parameters used with IMPACT are presented in table 6.1. IM-
PACT is parallelised in the xˆ direction meaning that the direction transverse to
beam propagation is split into rows and distributed equally amongst the pro-
cessors. When simulating using IMPACT, an additional dimension must be ac-
counted for, the velocity v. The velocity domain runs from v = 0 to a maximum
velocity of vmax, where the vmax is chosen such that electrons with velocity v = 5vT ,
the dominant heat-carriers, are within range when temperatures up to 300 eV are
reached. These parameters were chosen based on preliminary CTC simulations.
The spatial boundary conditions for the results presented in this section are re-
flective, matching those of the CTC simulations presented previously.
The simulations presented used 72 processors (12 cores on 6 nodes) on the CX1
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Grid Domain Plasma conditions
nx 360 (5× 72) X 3000λ0 ωpe/νei 16.92
ny 400 Y 9750λ0 c/vth 113.02
nv 60 vmax 20 v0 Z 7
nt 7750 tmax 7750 τ0 B˜z 0− 0.0816
Table 6.1: The simulation parameters used to produce the results presented in this
section in useful IMPACT form. Note that the electron inertia term
∂f1/∂t was enabled and the atomic mass is simply taken as A = 2Z
(e.g., A = 14 for N). Laser conditions were identical to those used
through chapter 5.
cluster [96] ‘pqplasma’ queue (Intel Xeon E5-2660 @ 2.0 GHz using 8 Gb mem-
ory) and ran for approximately 168 hours. IMPACT uses an implicit differencing
scheme which allows for larger time steps than possible with an explicit differenc-
ing scheme. This allows the code to simulate larger domains in a given compu-
tation time however even with this setup, VFP simulations are computationally
expensive compared to the CTC results presented in the previous sections. For
this reason, only a single set of parameters are compared at present.
The normalising quantities based on the reference plasma are λ0 = 2.05× 10−7 m,
τ0 = 7.74×10−14 s and v0 = 2.65×10 6 m/s. As in section 5.2.1, the plasma is a fully
ionised nitrogen plasma with an initially uniform density of ne0 = 1.5× 1019 cm−3
and with an applied uniform field of B = 0, 3 and 6 T. The laser parameters are
given by I0 = 3.9× 1014 W/cm2, φfwhm = 10µm, ton = 100 ps and λL = 1.054µm
and the beam propagation module, as detailed in section 3.2, is implemented into
both CTC and IMPACT.
6.3 IMPACT Results
This section shows the results of IMPACT simulations performed with ne0 = 1.5×
1019 cm−3 with applied field ofB = 0, 3 and 6T for narrow (φfwhm = 10µm) beams.
The simulations are compared against CTC results from section 5.2 to assess how
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Figure 6.2: Snapshots of laser intensity at t = 350 ps for a plasma with initial field
Bz = 6T as simulated using CTC with β∧ enabled (upper) and using
IMPACT (lower).
self-focusing is modified when a full VFP treatment of the plasma is considered.
Figures 6.2 to 6.6 show comparison snapshots of intensity, density, magnetic field,
temperature and plasma magnetisation for CTC (upper) and IMPACT (lower)
after 350 ps.
The most noticeable difference between the CTC and IMPACT results is the
change in beam self-focusing (see figure 6.2). As discussed in chapter 5, at the
conditions studied here, with the Nernst effect enabled, beam channelling is dis-
rupted. The VFP results for these parameters however do demonstrate chan-
nelling. The results from the full VFP treatment of the plasma includes Nernst
advection, which cannot be simply disabled as is possible in the CTC code. In the
CTC result – figure 6.2 (upper plot) – the beam defocuses across the full domain
and (as explored in figure 5.6) achieves only a moderately more focused beam
than in the homogeneous plasma case. The laser beam in the IMPACT result
by comparison remains largely focused with a FWHM between 10 − 20µm and
exhibits some beam scalloping across the full 2 mm propagation distance.
The cause of the changes in the intensity profile and overall self-focusing behaviour
can be seen by observing the changes to the density profile which are in turn a
result of the interplay between the temperature and magnetic field profiles. Images
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Figure 6.3: Snapshots of the electron density at t = 350 ps for a plasma with
initial field Bz = 6T as simulated using CTC with β∧ enabled (upper)
and using IMPACT (lower).
of the density at t = 350 ps for the CTC and IMPACT simulations are shown in
figure 6.3. These plots show that the density profile obtained from IMPACT
is both narrower and deeper than the corresponding CTC result. The density
profiles have a qualitatively similar evolution along the propagation axis of the
beam, after 350 ps, the density profile is largely identical over the first ∼ 600
microns of the domain in both cases, before flaring and decreasing in magnitude
due to the initially defocused beam. The IMPACT result however having deeper
density channels and a matched beam more closely resembles the CTC simulation
presented in figure 5.4 (lower), where Nernst advection was disabled. Figure 6.7
shows transverse density lineouts (upper-right plot) for a clearer picture of the
density changes between the two codes and is discussed in further detail later.
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the magnetic field and temperature profiles respectively.
The profiles are closely linked and in both cases the IMPACT profiles are visibly
narrower. The magnetic field profiles share similar maximum and minimum values
but the CTC result (upper) shows a significantly wider cavitated region which, as
discussed in the previous chapter, is caused by Nernst advection with heat-flow
emptying the central region of magnetic field which in turn creates a de-magnetised
region allowing for free heat-flow and wider temperature profiles in the transverse
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Figure 6.4: Snapshots of the magnetic field at t = 350 ps for a plasma with initial
field Bz = 6T as simulated using CTC with β∧ enabled (upper) and
using IMPACT (lower).
direction. The IMPACT result by comparison has a narrower cavitated region
and a narrower temperature profile. It can also be seen that the CTC result
maintains a high temperature over a larger transverse distance throughout most
of the simulation domain. This is likely caused by increased heat-flow rapidly
cooling the central region allowing the IB heating to deposit more energy overall
into the plasma. The links between the heat-flow, magnetic field and density
evolution are examined in greater detail in figure 6.7.
The final set of snapshots (figure 6.6) show the difference between the magnetisa-
tion ωτ of the plasma at t = 350 ps, which from equation (2.6) has the dependence
ωτ ∝ BT 3/2/Zne. Both the CTC and IMPACT simulations demonstrate the for-
mation of a transport barrier – a region of high magnetisation – to both sides of
the propagating beam due to the increase in temperature from the heating beam
and because of the increased thermal pressure causing an on-axis hollowing of
density and a pile-up of magnetic field. As with the density, temperature and
magnetic field profiles, the magnetised region forms a narrower profile in the VFP
simulations which ultimately leads to a reduction in heat-flow and temperature
focused over a small region leading to sharper density profiles. The magnetised
region in the IMPACT simulation reaches significantly higher peak values with
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Figure 6.5: Temperature snapshots at t = 350 ps for a plasma with initial field
Bz = 6T as simulated using CTC with β∧ enabled (upper) and using
IMPACT (lower).
the fully formed barrier at the entrance to the simulation domain reaching highs
of ωτ ∼ 3 compared with a value of ωτ < 2 for the CTC simulations. This in turn
could also be leading to a reduction in Nernst advection in the kinetic simulation
compared to the fluid simulation as a higher regime of magnetisation is reached.
Figure 6.7 shows transverse lineouts of temperature, density and magnetic field in
a similar manner to figure 5.7. The profiles are taken at t = 350 ps at a distance
of 1 mm along the propagation axis and show the CTC (with β∧ enabled) and
IMPACT results when magnetic fields of 0 T and 6 T are initially applied.
Considering the temperature profiles in both applied magnetic field cases the
temperature front has propagated faster in the CTC results than in the IMPACT
results – this is probably as the CTC code did not utilise a flux limiter (see section
2.1.8) and so the heat-flow can become a significant fraction of the free streaming
limit qfs. VFP codes however do not require situational flux-limiters, correctly
accounting for the heat-flow by their nature. The IMPACT result with an applied
magnetic field (blue solid line) does not have the characteristic sharp ‘knee’ shape
suggesting that Nernst advection is having less of an effect. In the un-magnetised
case, the IMPACT result has a noticeable bump in the central region (0− 20µm).
This is probably another side-effect of the reduced heat-flow in the VFP code –
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Figure 6.6: Snapshots of Hall parameter (ωτ) showing the plasma magnetisation
at t = 350 ps for a plasma with initial field Bz = 6T as simulated
using CTC with β∧ enabled (upper) and using IMPACT (lower).
the central region under the laser has significant heat deposition which cannot
propagate away rapidly enough to reduce the perturbation to the temperature
profile. It is worth noting that in both the CTC and IMPACT simulations, the
inclusion of a magnetic field provides some level of insulation resulting in higher
peak temperatures on axis.
The effect of the change in heat-flow on the magnetic field and subsequent mag-
netic field feedback onto the temperature profile can be observed in the magnetic
field profiles (lower-left plot). The CTC result, as discussed in the previous chap-
ter, has a significant area of near fully cavitated magnetic field (B < 0.1B0) across
the central 50 micron region and this corresponds to the sharp temperature pro-
file. The VFP result by comparison reaches a similar value for peak cavitation
but has a different profile shape with the field rising back to 50 % of the applied
value within 25µm. This change in field can be seen in the temperature profile
(solid blue line, upper-left plot) where the peak temperature drops off in a similar
manner away from the central region.
The changes in temperature and magnetic field ultimately cause a variation in
the density profile which is the primary reason for the change in beam focusing
behaviour. Comparing the density profiles (upper-right plot), the VFP simula-
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Figure 6.7: Profiles of the temperature (upper-left), density (upper-right), mag-
netic field (lower-left) and magnetisation (lower-right) for the CTC
and IMPACT results with an initial field of B = 0T and B = 6T
(as shown in figures 6.2 to 6.6). The profiles are taken a distance of
1 mm along the propagation axis at t = 350 ps. CTC results (dashed
lines) are compared against IMPACT results (solid lines) without an
applied magnetic field (black) and with a magnetic field (blue).
tions lead to deeper density profiles of 90 % and 85 % of the initial density for the
un-magnetised and magnetised cases respectively, compared to 95 % and 88 % for
the CTC simulations. The IMPACT profiles are similar in shape to the density
profiles without the Nernst effect which were previously presented in figure 5.7.
Finally, observing the Hall parameter (lower-right), it can be seen that there is a
large difference between the two simulations – the IMPACT case reaching up to
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ωτ ∼ 2.3 whereas the CTC case reaches ωτ ∼ 1.8. The increased magnetisation in
the VFP case would act as a further enhanced transport barrier reducing heat-flow
and the action of Nernst advection.
Overall, modelling the plasma at these parameters using the VFP code IMPACT
results in significant changes to plasma conditions particularly at the tempera-
ture front propagating away from the laser axis. This is most noticeable in the
temperature evolution due to the modified heat-flow and ultimately leads to a
significant difference in laser focusing, highlighting the importance of considering
kinetic simulations.
6.4 Summary
This chapter has discussed non-local transport in the context of the beam propaga-
tion simulations preformed previously. The results of simulations using IMPACT
under conditions matched to those used in chapter 5 indicate that beam self-
focusing behaviour is in fact maintained in line with the experimental evidence of
Froula et al. and contrary to the CTC results shown before.
The most likely reason for such a change in behaviour is the action of non-local
transport particularly in the regions with steeper temperature gradients in the
heat-flow front at the edge of the laser-heated region. As shown in figure 6.1,
transport is expected to be non-local in this region and it is well known that
flux limiters are often required to correctly reproduce temperature profiles when
using fluid codes. Such a flux limiter was not used these CTC runs as a corre-
sponding Nernst flux limiter would also be required. Finding the correct values
to assign to such a limiter to consistently match the results of VFP simulations
and experiments is still very much an open question.
Another effect possibly contributing to the change in behaviour is super-Gaussian
transport which was previously introduced in section 2.1.7 and is closely linked to
non-local transport. It has been suggested previously that when super-Gaussian
electron distributions, which often arise as a consequence of IB heating, are con-
sidered, that the effectiveness of Nerst advection, amongst other magnetised trans-
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port phenomena, can be significantly reduced.
These results act to highlight the importance of considering non-local transport
and the use of kinetic simulations under such conditions. The fluid code CTC
provides a useful and convenient way to investigate plasmas over a range of pa-
rameters, but the limitations of such of the approach used here must be kept
in mind i.e., the lack of a flux limiter and the inability of fluid codes in general
to always correctly account for heat-flow under non-local conditions. Similarly,
the limitations of the kinetic approach must also be considered, namely the com-
putational expense of simulating realistic volumes of plasma and the lack of a
convenient way to investigate individual magnetised transport phenomena.
As a final remark, although the kinetic code indicates that beam channelling
should be un-disrupted in this case, previous results [44] using the IMPACT code
have shown a large degree of field cavitation and the formation of broad, shallow
density profiles through the action of the Nernst effect under slightly different
parameters and a modified geometry. For this reason, the possibility of Nernst-




During the process of coupling the paraxial wave solving module (described in
chapter 3) to the plasma models provided CTC and IMPACT and early attempts
to use the new simulation packages were significantly hindered by the presence of
a plasma instability, believed to be the magnetothermal instability.
Results shown in previous chapters (5 and 6) were largely free of the influence of
the instability which allowed the simulations to run out to multiple hundreds of
picoseconds. For many conditions of interest however this was not the case and
so the instability limited the parameter space which could be explored.
The magnetothermal instability, previously introduced in section 2.1.6, is an in-
stability arising through the interaction of magnetised transport processes. Due
to the focus on such processes in the work presented in this thesis, the instability
and arisen frequently and it is worth taking the time to examine it further. This
section describes the effect of the magnetothermal instability on beam propaga-
tion modelling in IMPACT and CTC and the outlook for handling such unstable
simulations.
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7.1 Onset and Evolution of Instability
The field-compressing magnetothermal instability [36] may arise in magnetised
plasmas as a result of a feedback process between heat-flow and magnetic fields,
which are linked through Nernst advection, the advection of magnetic fields down
temperature gradients, and Righi-Leduc heat-flow, a redirecting of heat-flow in
the presence of a magnetic field.
The interplay between these effects leads to a concentration of the magnetic field
and a concentration of heat-flow. The Nernst effect and Righi-Leduc heat-flow,
introduced in section 2.1.5, rely on the magnetised transport coefficients β∧ and κ∧
respectively. The instability is most prominent at moderate levels of magnetisation
with both transport coefficients decreasing in magnitude at magnetisations much
greater or less than ωτ ∼ 1 as shown in figure 2.4.
The instability, originally observed in VFP simulations [35] and later studied
and simulated further using CTC [30], was investigated under similar plasma
conditions to the work in this thesis, i.e., ne ∼ 1019 cm−3, B = 0 − 12 T, Z = 7
and I0 ∼ 1014 W/cm2 and could reasonably arise here. The instability is found to
be problematic to the study as it heavily distorts the plasma in the beam entrance
and exit regions, leading to un-physical conditions and numerical failure.
Figure 7.1 shows an example of the instability presenting in CTC simulations
with an initial field of B = 4 T in a nitrogen plasma with density ne0 = 1.5 ×
1019 cm−3. The instability shown was produced under the simulation parameters
(nx, ny, nt) = (300, 200, 10000) using a domain size of (X, Y ) = (1000µm, 2000µm)
for a maximum time (which is not reached) of tmax = 1 ns. The laser has intensity
I0 = 5.7 × 1014 Wcm−2, a ramp up time of ton = 100 ps and a focal spot size of
φ = 40µm. All transport coefficients were enabled.
The boundary conditions are periodic in figure 7.1 and were periodic through the
paraxial wave module development phase and initial beam simulations. Reflec-
tive boundary conditions were later added to CTC by Dr R. J. Kingham. The
instability exhibits as a severe oscillation in the temperature and magnetic field
profiles over the 200µm of plasma along the entrance and exit boundaries. As
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Figure 7.1: The magnetothermal instability growing at the periodic boundaries in
the longitudinal direction after 190 ps of simulation using CTC.
shown in the above figure, after 190 ps, the instability has become so extreme
as to reach un-physical negative values of the temperature and severely hinders
the simulations of such plasma on the nanosecond time scale. The instability is
seeded by the discontinuity in plasma profiles at the periodic boundary, which is
discussed further in section 7.3.
Disabling the β∧ or κ∧ transport coefficients leads to a large reduction in the onset
and growth of the instability making it likely that it is magnetothermal in nature.
This is an undesirable solution given the goal of investigating beam propagation
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Figure 7.2: The growth of the magnetothermal instability at periodic boundaries
after 190 ps of simulation using IMPACT.
in the presence of magnetised transport phenomena however.
The kinetic code IMPACT was used to perform simulations under similar con-
ditions to those yielding instability in CTC to verify that it was not a problem
unique to the code.
Figure 7.2 shows an example of the magnetothermal instability acting at the
periodic boundaries when modelling beam propagation using IMPACT. In this
case the plasma has an initial density of ne0 = 1.5 × 1019 cm−3 and an applied
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Figure 7.3: Snapshots of the magnetic field profiles demonstrating the propagation
of the magnetothermal instability. These images corresponding to
figure 7.2 at three different times, t = 140, 160 and 190 ps. It can be
observed that the instability is a propagating along the edges of the
laser-formed channel and, as discussed in the text, this direction of
propagation is determined by the transport coefficients, specifically,
∂κ∧/∂χ.
magnetic field of B = 4 T. The length of the domain is shorter compared with
that of figure 7.1 (due to the computational expense of VFP simulations).
The simulations parameters which produced the instability shown in figure 7.2
were (nx, ny, nv, nt) = (6× 32, 100, 60, 5000) over a domain size of (X, Y, vmax) =
(2000λ0, 2500λ0, 20 vT). The maximum simulation time was tmax = 5000 τ0. The
plasma parameters were defined by ωpe/νei = 16.9194, c/vT = 113.024, Z = 7,
A = 14 and B˜z = 0.0544. The laser conditions are the same as for the unstable
CTC shown previously. Hydrodynamic motion was enabled and electron inertia
(∂f1/∂t) was disabled.
After ∼ 190 ps of simulation time, a similar instability can be seen propagating
longitudinally along the transverse temperature and density gradients.
In summary, the instability is considered to be an example of the magnetothermal
instability for three reasons: Firstly the instability relies on the magnetised trans-
port coefficients β∧ and κ∧ being enabled, secondly it has a propagating nature
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Figure 7.4: The simplified magnetothermal dispersion relation showing the imag-
inary part of the growth rate ω, calculated at x = 90µm at t = 190 ps
for figure 7.1.
(seen in figure 7.3) and finally the plasma conditions under which it arises are
suitable in theory for the instability to occur.
7.2 Magnetothermal Instability Dispersion
Relation
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respectively. The magnetisation is χ = ωτ . In the preceding coefficients δ is the
collisionless plasma skin depth and θ relates to the propagation direction. LB and
LT are the magnetic field and temperature scale lengths.
Considering a point in the plasma as simulated by CTC in figure 7.1 at x =
90µm at t = 190 ps on the temperature and field gradient where the instability is
prominent, the dispersion relation given in equation (7.1) can be used to estimate
the growth rate. Using the values B = 7 T, T = 250 eV, LB = 80µm, LT = 30µm
and χ = 2 results in the dispersion curve shown in figure 7.4.
Perturbations ranging in length from the length of the plasma to the length of
the discontinuity between simulation nodes across the periodic boundaries on the
edges of the domain will have wavenumbers in the range 0.003 < k < 0.6 and
so the magnetothermal instability is expected to grow significantly on the sub-
nanosecond time scale.
Finally, it can be noticed that the instability propagates longitudinally (in the
yˆ direction) along the temperature and magnetic field gradients at the channel
edges, as shown in figure 7.3. The simplified magnetothermal dispersion relation
gives [36] the direction of propagation as ±yˆ where the sign matches that of
(∂T/∂x)(∂κ∧/∂χ). This is consistent with the propagation of the instability shown
in figure 7.2 where for example, considering the instability propagating in the
positive yˆ direction at the entrance to the simulation domain (y = 0), at x > 0,
∂T/∂x < 0 and ∂κ∧/∂χ < 0.
7.3 Mitigating the Instability Effects
The magnetothermal instability was detrimental to early simulation efforts, fre-
quently causing numerical failure due to extreme heat-flow and temperature dif-
ferences within ∼ 150 ps and so complicating the investigation of nanosecond
laser-plasma interactions.
The instability is triggered by the periodic boundary conditions. As shown in
figure 7.5 (upper), the sharp discontinuity in temperature and laser profiles at the




Figure 7.5: The effect of periodic boundary conditions on instability triggering




Low Frequency Cusp – High Frequency
Figure 7.6: The effect of reflective boundary conditions on instability triggering
in the presence of a defocusing laser leading to a flared temperature
profile.
edge of the domain provides a seed for the instability.
A range of fixes were considered; Initialising density and magnetic fields ramps
such that the Γin and Γout boundaries were low density, un-magnetised regions
prevented the magnetothermal instability forming at the edge of the domain and
with an appropriate domain size and gradient such a fix could be physically real-
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istic. However, it was observed that this approach led to the instability forming
on the density / field gradient instead. Approaches such as spatially masking
transport coefficients at the edges of the simulation domain and artificially fixing
IB heating to only take effect away from the boundaries similarly moved the onset
of the instability further into the plasma.
Ultimately the most effective way to reduce the onset of the magetothermal insta-
bility triggered by boundary discontinuities was to use reflective boundary condi-
tions, initially available only in IMPACT, but later also in CTC.
As hypothesised in figure 7.6 (lower), reflective boundary conditions lead to a
milder boundary discontinuity and at moderate density and intensity conditions
(ne0 = 1.5× 1019 cm−3, I0 ∼ 1014 W/cm2) allow for simulations to run out to 1 ns.
Some instability forms, particularly on the exit (Γout) boundary, likely due to the
sharp cusp in the presence of a defocusing beam.
7.4 Summary
The magnetothermal instability has caused significant disruption to the success of
running beam propagation simulations to completion. In addition to the problems
it brings from a computational point of view, it may also be important for real
experimental conditions, for example, it has been speculated [30] to affect plasma
conditions through the spreading of thermal energy and magnetic field profiles.
For the field of study presented here, the instability has hindered the exploration
of different laser and plasma conditions. For example, in addition to boundary
condition problems, the instability was encountered in the presence of temperature
and density ramps in the direction of beam propagation. This could prove prob-
lematic when simulating gas-jets with realistic spatial distributions or low density
plasmas caused during heating in laser-solid interactions. Additionally, at higher
densities, IB heating was very strong and the sharp spatial changes in plasma
temperature hastened the onset of the instability and so proved problematic to
the running of nanosecond length simulations.
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It is concluded that although the instability has been introduced in the simulations
presented here primarily due to the constraints of artificial boundary conditions,
its tendency to be seeded in the presence of gradients (or potentially at shocks)
may cause a problem under more realistic physical conditions. The instability
may be ubiquitous and unavoidable under such plasma parameters and as an
increasing array of magnetised transport effects are considered in other works, it
may continue to cause problems. Further investigation, whilst inherently difficult,
could be the subject of future work.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis has studied the links between magnetised elec-
tron transport and nanosecond laser beam-focusing dynamics in under-dense plas-
mas primarily using numerical simulations.
To perform this investigation, a paraxial wave solver was developed and coupled to
two existing plasma codes. The fluid code, CTC, was used to examine channelling
in under-dense plasmas at a range of experimentally relevant densities and applied
magnetic fields, accounting for the effects of Nernst advection and magnetisation.
Additionally, the VFP code IMPACT, was used to investigate the effects of non-
locality on channel formation. Conditions were chosen such that the work within
is applicable to indirect-drive ICF and plasma waveguide formation as well as
being of interest from the point of view of fundamental plasma physics.
Overall, the simulations demonstrated the intricate nature of magnetised trans-
port and beam channelling, with the fluid simulations showing interesting changes
to laser focusing phenomena due to Nernst advection, but with the kinetic code
providing a note of caution that non-local effects are important under the condi-
tion considered here.
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The results presented in this thesis fall into three distinct categories: the analytical
results from simplified 1D plasma models are presented in chapter 4, results using
a classical transport model in an MHD code to investigate magnetised transport
effects are presented in chapter 5 and results from a kinetic treatment investigated
non-local effects are shown in chapter 6. These results from these three lines of
investigation are summarised here.
A number of simplified 1D plasma heating models including an increasingly com-
plex range of physical phenomena were derived in chapter 4. These models
correctly predicted temperature and density profiles under basic conditions but
proved intractable when heat-flow and magnetic field effects were accounted for,
both of which are crucial to the investigation undertaken here. Additionally, a
simplified scaling relation to estimate the relative effectiveness of frozen-in flow
and Nernst advection under differing laser and plasma conditions was developed.
This relation, whilst useful for developing some degree of intuition into the dis-
ruptive effect of Nernst advection on density cavitation and beam self-focusing,
did not prove to have a significant predictive capability. Ultimately, the analytical
work served to emphasise the point that a more complicated numerical treatment
is necessary to consider such a highly coupled system.
Chapter 5 showed the highlights of simulations performed using the classical trans-
port code CTC coupled to the paraxial wave solving module. Laser self-focusing
or the lack thereof due to density channel formation, was investigated through
the simulations under a range of applied magnetic field strengths, in helium and
nitrogen plasmas over a range of densities. The simulations accounted for a range
of magnetised transport phenomena but Nernst advection in particular was ob-
served to play an important role – as seen in previously published works – on
the evolution of heat-flow and magnetisation, which in turn significantly affected
the self-focusing of the heater beam. The magnetothermal instability proved to
significantly hinder the successful execution of simulations out to nanosecond time-
scales. By careful choice of boundary conditions and by limiting plasma condi-
tions to be initially homogeneous, a number of simulations were successfully run
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to completion and these unhindered runs were presented.
Fluid simulations with and without Nernst advection accounted for, showed a
phenomenological change to beam self-focusing behaviour, with rapid Nernst ad-
vection of B-fields leading to a disruption in beam focusing. These changes arose
due to changes in the hydrodynamics surrounding channel formation and were
quite robust to plasma condition variation over the limited range of parameters
considered. As was shown in the following chapter however, non-local transport
was important under these conditions and resulted in a return to beam-focusing.
Overall, changes to channel formation through Nernst advection could possibly
still occur, but when considering a non-local treatment, the threshold for the onset
of such effects is likely shifted away from the parameters investigated here.
Finally, the effects of non-locality were considered in chapter 6 through the results
provided from the kinetic code, IMPACT. Simple estimates suggested that under
the conditions investigated in chapter 5, non-local transport would likely to play
a role. IMPACT was utilised as it can correctly account for distribution functions
shifting away from Maxwellian behaviour. The results suggested that under these
conditions, CTC over-estimates both the heat-flow and magnetic field advection,
which are coupled. This resulted in a decrease to the disruptive effects of Nernst
advection on beam-channelling which was previously observed at these specific
parameters. Overall, the results from the IMPACT simulations demonstrated
beam channelling under conditions where it was previously disrupted in the fluid
simulations. It is speculated that this change in results could be due to non-local
transport or super-Gaussian effects and warrants further investigation.
In addition to the core results presented in chapters 4, 5 and 6, some results
demonstrating the action of the magnetothermal instability, which had hindered
efforts to successfully simulate plasmas outside of the parameters considered in
the previous chapters, were presented in chapter 7.
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8.2 Concluding Remarks
The consideration of the interplay between previously investigated magnetised
transport effects in plasmas and the focusing dynamics of the driving beam itself
has proven to be an interesting line of enquiry. The evolution of the plasma and the
laser are intricately entwined by heat-flow, magnetic fields and a changing density
profile and as such must be investigated by numerical means. The implementation
of a paraxial wave solver to account for an evolving heater beam under such
conditions was successful and has provided a useful tool for undertaking such
investigation.
The fluid code results presented suggest that for a moderately magnetised plasma,
the Nernst effect can play a dominant role in magnetic field evolution and lead
to significant disruption to the focusing of a nanosecond laser pulse. Magnetic
fields, whilst usually of benefit to the formation of plasma waveguides via the
suppression of heat-flow, have the potential to not only become ineffective but
also to be actively detrimental to such channelling. VFP results have shown that
non-locality is critical to the circumstances discussed in this work however and,
under these specific conditions, leads to conventional beam-focusing behaviour
being retained, in line with existing experimental evidence. Overall, numerical
simulation has demonstrated that a fine balance can exist on the nature of how
heat-flow and magnetic field phenomena will affect both the laser and the plasma.
It is hoped that further understanding the competition between a magnetising
plasma and the advection of magnetic field through the Nernst effect could prove
useful to existing experimental schemes. In particular for modelling beam propa-
gation in the gas-fill of indirect-drive ICF targets and plasma waveguide formation
for the purpose of LWFA, especially in light of the widespread current interest in
the application of magnetic fields to such systems. Understanding such phenom-
ena may also prove useful for understanding the propagation of the heater beam
in the context of MagLIF.
The magnetothermal instability has proven to be a consistent feature across much
of the work undertaken here, exhibiting in both fluid and kinetic simulations.
It has significantly hindered the investigation of parameter spaces beyond those
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presented here. The instability, which was previously investigated in the presence
of deliberately seeded perturbations, has frequently arisen naturally here as a
consequence of the boundary conditions and also through more physically realistic
features such as strong density and magnetic field gradients. The magnetothermal
instability can be a serious problem to the stability of simulations over nanosecond
time scales and could affect macroscopic plasma parameters, justifying further
investigation.
8.3 Future Work
Future work could proceed in a number of areas. In the short term, the differ-
ences shown between the CTC and IMPACT results in chapter 6 require further
investigation to understand whether the changes are due to non-local heat-flow or
super-Gaussian transport effects. Additionally, the continued use of both the fluid
and kinetic simulation models along with the paraxial wave solver to investigate a
wider parameter space in density, beam width and magnetic field strength would
prove beneficial. The utilisation of a flux limiter on the heat-flow and magnetic
field advection to attempt to match the fluid results to the kinetic results would
also be beneficial. The effects of ponderomotive force, already implemented into
the paraxial wave solving module but not fully tested or utilised, should be inves-
tigated for its potential to play a role in beam dynamics at the entrance to the
simulation domain before thermal pressure becomes dominant.
Another line of enquiry would be to investigate the filamentation studies of Ep-
perlein [101] in the presence of a magnetic field and more complicated laser-beam
profile (such as those involving intensity speckles) in general. This may be a par-
ticularly fruitful study because, as theorised in chapter 4, the Nernst effect may
cause a greater level of disruption to beam dynamics for narrow beams.
Finally, in the long term, continued development of these codes to allow for new
geometries (r-z), a model allowing the application of magnetic fields within the
plane of the simulation or even a full extension of the fluid code and paraxial wave
solver to 3D, would further extend the utility of such simulations for experimental
purposes. Ultimately, the investigation of magnetised laser-plasma interactions re-
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mains an important field of study and many interesting avenues of future research
remain.
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Appendix A
Discretised CTC Equation Set
The full normalised and discretised equation set solved by the core of CTC consists
of equations for continuity, momentum, energy and heat-flow along with Ohm’s
law, Faraday’s law and Ampe`re’s law. In the following equations the grid indices
in the xˆ and yˆ directions are given by i and j respectively. The index n represents
known quantities and the index n+ 1 signifies the quantity at the time-step being
solved for. Quantities with an asterisk (*) can represent either time-step and
mean the quantity can be iterated for.
The equations, solved for density n, temperature T , magnetic field Bz, fluid veloc-
ity components Cx and Cy, electric field components Ex and Ey, current density






















− n∗i,j∇T n+1i,j − T ∗i,j∇nn+1i,j (A.2)
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T n+1i,j − T ni,j
∆t




i,j∇ ·Cn+1i,j +∇ · qn+1i,j
− (E∗i,j + C∗i,j ×B∗i,j) · jn+1i,j = 32 n∗i,jTosc,i,jτ ∗B,i,j (A.3)
Heat-flow:









































= −∇× En+1i,j (A.6)
Ampe`re’s law:
∇×Bn+1i,j = µjn+1i,j (A.7)
Complete documentation for the workings of CTC is available in [30].
Appendix B
Letters of Permission
The author is grateful to Dr John Bissell for allowing the reproduction (figure 2.8)
of figure 1.1 from his thesis [30].
From: John Bissell - To: Read Martin - Date: 20 August 2015 15:09i ll i
Subject: Re: Permission to use figure.
Hello Martin,
That’s fine, your welcome to reproduce any figures you like (pretty sure they’re all scalable vector graphics of 




On 20 Aug 2015, at 14:03, Martin Read <m.read11@imperial.ac.uk> wrote:
Hello John, 
I’m writing my thesis at the moment and one of my background sections describes the basics of the 
magnetothermal instability — it has been quite prominent in some of my simulations.
Would you mind if I used figure 1.1 from your thesis as an illustration of the evolution of the instability? I will 
clearly reference it of course!
Best wishes, 
Martin
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